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Abstract
A theoretical study of the electronic properties of silicon quantum  dots (QDs) 
in applied electric and magnetic fields is presented in this work. To obtain 
the electronic states inside the quantum  dots, a new finite-element method 
based technique is proposed within the effective mass approximation, in or­
der to solve the time independent Schrodinger equation. The method allows 
for arbitrary shaped QDs in any m aterial.
Applied magnetic fields have been included in the most general way, such 
th a t 2-spinor wavefunctions may be obtained, which may be of more use 
in further work when considering many body effects within the framework 
of density functional theory. Applied electric fields using m etal gates sur­
rounding the QD have also been included in a new way, allowing for more 
realistic gate geometries. The new methods derived by the author allowed 
two studies to be performed.
Firstly, a study of charge polarisation (localisation) inside Si double quan­
tum  dots (DQDs) in an applied magnetic field is presented, with varying 
DQD geometry. It is shown th a t the magnitude of the charge polarisation in 
the DQD is strongly related to the asymmetry of the DQD, and to the cou­
pling strength between the two dots making the DQD, as well as its overall 
size. The applied magnetic field however, can be used to control the charge 
polarisation, as is demonstrated.
Secondly, a study of a realistic gated Si DQD structure examined in experi­
ments by Ferrus et al. It is demonstrated tha t the electric fields generated 
by gate potentials of the order used in the experiments have a strong ability 
to induce charge polarisation within the dot.
The prospects for further development of the model are highlighted, to ob­
tain more realistic simulations of electronic Si-based quantum  structures.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Information
1.1.1 C lassical in form ation
In classical information technology, the smallest unit of information is the 
binary digit, or bit. The key property of a classical bit is tha t it must take 
a binary value (often represented by a ’1’ or a ’O’). The subtle point about 
this, is that to know which of these values it has, a measurement must 
be performed. It is usually assumed tha t if the bit is initialised to either 
value, tha t its value will remain unchanged without explicit operation upon 
it, however many times its value is measured. Operations upon bits are 
performed using logic gates, of which an example is shown in Figure 1.1.
Modern computers require a very large number of bits and logic gates in 
order to be useful, and they are proof that it is possible to read, write
0  b
Figure 1.1: Schematic flow diagram of two classical bits, bi, 62 being operated 
upon by a classical XOR logic gate. The same result can be obtained for two 
quantum bits (qubits) using a quantum CNOT logic gate.
1.1. Information
and manipulate bits many times with extremely low probability of error. 
Depending upon the chosen implementation, the two values of the bit are 
physically represented in different ways, examples of which include voltage 
differences, charge differences and magnetic polarisation.
As the world strives for more computing power in a system which takes up 
less space, the size of all components m ust keep reducing. This is best de­
scribed by Moore’s Law, which the semiconductor fabrication industry has 
been striving to adhere to. Currently, in 2009, the smallest feature of indi­
vidual transistors found in most new computer processors are 45nm wide. It 
is well known tha t if these transistor features become much smaller, quan­
tum  effects may cause the transistor to no longer offer a high fidelity output. 
That is to say, tha t the computation may give different results a t different 
times for the same input bit values, something which cannot be allowed to 
happen.
The main problem with classical computing technology is th a t it is inef­
ficient for computer simulation of large scale problems, particularly those 
arising in physical science. In the next section, a quantum bit is introduced, 
which within the framework of quantum  computing is proposed to overcome 
the classical limitations.
1.1.2 Q uantum  in form ation
In 1985, the concept of quantum information was first suggested by Feyn­
m an [2] as a possible solution to the constrictions upon classical computers 
(Section 1.1.1). Since then various research groups all over the world have 
attem pted to build upon this idea both theoretically and experimentally. 
Quantum logic gates have been developed theoretically, the most famous of 
which is the CNOT gate, which is a quantum  analogue of the classical XOR 
gate (Figure 1.1). Quantum algorithms have been proposed for various com­
plicated problems where a classical computer is highly ineffective.
In 2009 however, quantum  computing technology is still in its infancy. For 
a quantum computer to be relatively “useful” it needs to have a t least 1000 
quantum-bits {qubits). To date, D-Wave Systems claim to be building a 128- 
qubit quantum computer using a superconducting “flux-qubit”, however the 
validity of their claim is debated [3], [4]. IBM have demonstrated the ability
1.2. Quantum dots
of a seven-qubit nuclear spin based system to factorise the number 15 into 
its prime factors 3 and 5 [5].
The qubit itself can in theory be represented by any two-level quantum sys­
tem, for example the spin state of an electron. According to Loss & DiVin- 
cenzo [6], the physical system representing the qubit in a quantum com­
puter m ust have the following properties:
1. “Identification of well-defined qubits”
2. “Reliable state preparation”
3. “Low decoherence”
4. “Accurate quantum  gate operations”
5. “Strong quantum measurements”
Unsurprisingly, these five requirements are all fulfilled by classical comput­
ing technologies based upon the classical bit. As yet however, it is unclear 
which of the many available two-level quantum systems will best fit these 
criteria. Despite this however, usually the simplest options deserve some 
attention. A solid-state representation of the qubit would be extremely de­
sirable, particularly if it  allows the use of existing semiconductor processing 
techniques and equipment, which are now very mature. Loss & DiVincenzo 
[6], suggest th a t a single-electron quantum  dot would be a good host for a 
qubit, based upon electron spin. Combining these ideas, a Si based single­
electron quantum dot does m erit some attention.
1.2 Quantum dots
A quantum  dot is a three-dimensional (3D) structure with length in each 
dimension, L, small enough such th a t the confined electron wavelength, A, 
is related to L as:
A oc —
The simplest possible model of a quantum dot, is the 3D infinite square 
potential well, for which this relation between the wavelength and size of 
the structure is very well known. Due to confinement of the electrons within
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the quantum dot, coupled with its small size, it is sometimes referred to as 
a OD structure. Another name for a quantum dot is an artificial atom [7].
An interesting fact about quantum  dots is tha t they have been fabricated in 
a wide variety of different materials, and can even be suspended in liquids 
[8].
1.3 Silicon
Since the 1950’s, research into the physical properties of this highly abun­
dant element has enabled the manufacturing and mass production of all 
kinds of electronic equipment. Common sand (SiOg) is the source from 
which most Si used in electronic device fabrication is obtained.
Silicon is one of the best known examples of a semiconductor material. 
Semiconductors have some very interesting physical properties. One of 
these, is tha t a t room tem perature, a piece of pure bulk silicon does not 
conduct electricity (without a very large potential difference across it).
Eci
\ f
Ep
Ev
Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram of the band structure of an ideal semicon­
ductor material. Ec is the lowest available energy state in the conduction 
band. Ey is the highest available energy state in the valence band. The 
forbidden band gap. Eg — Ec — Ey is shown. The dotted line shows Ep^ the 
Fermi level, situated in the middle of the band gap.
It is very well known th a t this is because the electrons in pure Si are strongly 
bound to the ions in the crystal lattice, and these electrons are referred to as 
valence electrons. A second remarkable property of a semiconductor, is tha t 
there is a forbidden energy band-gap, Eg (Figure 1.2) between the high­
est valence band energy state, Ey and the lowest possible conduction band 
energy state, Ec.
1.4. Adding charges to a quantum  dot
In Si, there are in fact two band gaps, the direct {Eg^ direct) and indirect 
{ E g , in d ir e c t)  gaps shown in Figure 1.3. The indirect gap of magnitude 1.17eV 
at OK is significantly smaller than  the direct gap of magnitude 3.4eV a t OK
[9], The key feature of Figure 1.3 is the indirect band gap, Eg,indirecti as this 
shows where the first conduction band minimum is in the k-space for silicon.
In therm al equilibrium the probability, F{E), of an allowed electron energy 
state, E, to be occupied is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution
F{E) =  -13= ^-----  (1.1)
e +  1
where, /cg is the Boltzmann constant, T  is the tem perature and Ep is known 
as the Fermi level.
Figure 1.2 shows where the Fermi level, Ep is found (in the middle of the 
band gap) of an intrinsic ideal semiconductor material. It is also worth 
mentioning th a t in a metal, Ep > Ec and so Ep is actually found within 
the conduction band. From the distribution function (Equation 1.1) it is 
clear tha t F{Ep) = 0.5 for any tem perature T. At OK, the probability of any 
allowed levels above Ep being filled is 0. Also a t OK, the probability of any 
allowed states with energy equal to or below Ep being filled is 1.
1.4 Adding charges to a quantum dot
In order to get electrons into the conduction band at OK without the use of 
external fields, more electrons need to be introduced to the silicon.
This is usually performed by doping the silicon, inserting atoms from group 
V, such as phosphorus which introduce additional electrons to the silicon.
1.5 Aims of this work
The first aim of this work is to develop and present a method to obtain 
the electronic band structure of arbitrary shaped quantum dots within the 
effective mass approximation in the presence of applied electric and mag­
netic fields. Having developed and implemented the method, testing of the
1.5. Aims of this work
g,direct
^g,indirect
A  X U,K
W A V E  VECTOR f
Figure 1.3: Bulk Si electronic band structure [9]. The energies Ec = 1.17el/, 
E(j = 3A2eV and Ey = O.OOeV^ are shown to define the direct and indirect 
band gaps. The direct band gap, Eg^ direct, is found at the centre of the Bril­
louin zone (r point) whereas the indirect band gap, Eg^ indirect, is found ap­
proximately 85% of the way out to the X  point.
1.5. Aims of this work
resulting computer code is presented for analytic cases showing the preci­
sion achievable with the technique, as well as demonstrating tha t the band 
structure of quantum  dots can be obtained.
Having shown tha t the band structure of quantum dots can be obtained 
using the method and implementation presented here, the second aim of 
this work is to examine and understand how the charge distribution inside 
a silicon double quantum  dot is affected by various param eters including 
an applied magnetic field. The param eters investigated are changes to ge­
ometry, the number of electrons in the conduction band, and the applied 
magnetic field strength. Results for this study are presented in Chapter 
8. The “multi-dimensional” param eter space being explored in the study 
is very large. Hence, to obtain enough data to make any valid conclusions 
within the param eter space, each data point needs to be obtained relatively 
quickly. For this reason, the author aims to develop a fully parallelised 
computer code from scratch specifically for this work, using as much new 
original code as possible. Chapter 3 offers further reasoning for the choice 
of method used to perform the electronic structure calculations.
Very little work has been done about silicon double quantum  dots in mag­
netic fields, as is discussed in the literature review of related topics in Chap­
ter 3.
The third aim of the work is to examine and understand how the charge 
distribution inside a gated silicon double quantum dot can be affected by 
changes in voltages upon the gates surrounding the structure. This builds 
upon existing work by Rahman et al [10], and further develops their ap­
proach to look at more realistic gate geometries and arbitrary gate/QD lay­
outs. A new method has been developed and tested using the work by Rah­
m an as a starting point, and is shown in Chapter 6. Results obtained using 
the new method are shown in Chapter 9.
In summary, the aims of this work are to present a new method which has 
been designed and implemented to obtain the electronic band structure of 
quantum  structures. This will be used to look at how the charge distribution 
inside a Si double quantum dot varies with a number of different parame­
ters. Further work is also discussed throughout which can build upon what 
is shown here to refine the method.
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1.6 Thesis organisation
The structure of the thesis is as follows:
Chapters 2 and 3
These chapters provide background m aterial and justification for develop­
ment of a new method for the purposes listed in the aims of the work (Sec­
tion 1.5). The key point made in these two chapters is the choice of the 
finite-element method to solve the Schrodinger and Poisson equations in 
the context of this work.
Chapter 4
This chapter provides detail of the finite-element method approach to solv­
ing the Schrodinger and Poisson equations. This includes a complete re­
derivation with discussion of the key equations in the context of the work.
Chapter 5
This chapter discusses in detail how the electronic band structure of quan­
tum dots within the effective mass approximation is obtained using the 
finite-element method.
Chapter 6
This chapter discusses a new method for considering a gated quantum dot, 
and then obtaining the band structure of the quantum dot in the presence 
of the applied electric field from the gates.
Chapter 7
This chapter provides testing of the implementation of the new methods 
discussed in chapters 4, 5, and 6 for some analytic test cases.
Chapter 8
This chapter presents new results obtained for the Si DQD in an applied 
magnetic field for the specific cases discussed in Section 1.5.
1.7. Notation
Chapter 9
This chapter presents new results obtained for the Si DQD in a particular 
arrangem ent of electric gates surrounding it.
Chapter 10
This chapter reviews the new results obtained, presenting conclusions and 
discussion of the work, whilst examining the possibilities of future work to 
improve the method and observe more new physics.
1.7 Notation
The Cartesian position vector, x, in 3D is simply written as:
X =  { X i , X 2 , X 3 )
Components of the vector x of arbitrary dimension, D are written as Xa- 
For repeated indices in the absence of an implicit summation the following 
notation is used:
D
a = l
Most of the discussion is dimension independent, and flexibility of perform­
ing calculations in 1, 2 or 3 dimensions is required. Hence, the following 
notation will be used to avoid specifying a dimension where it is not re­
quired:
' =  (0,0,0) 3D 
x = 0  ^ =  (0,0) 2D
^  (0) ID
The length between the origin (æ =  0), and arbitrary coordinate vector is 
given by the Euclidean norm ||f'||:
||f || =  (1.2)
The indices (a, 6) will be reserved throughout as dimensional indices. The 
differential change of x in the Cartesian coordinate system, dæ is written 
such that:
D
d f  =  d^a
0=1
9
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Hence, the integral, / , of an arbitrary function 4> (f) can be written com­
pactly as
I  — J  c/){^dx
n
where, Ü is the physical domain of dimension D over which the integral is 
required. The Laplacian operator, V^, is written as:
V" =  Va Va
Consider the dot product of a component of the momentum operator, pa, with 
itself:
P a P a  =
In some sections the following operator is required, which is the square of 
individual components of the momentum operator:
(Pa)" = pI =
The Hermitian conjugate (transpose of the conjugate) of the operator, p is 
defined as:
p =  [p*Y =  pt
The imaginary unit will be w ritten as i. Functions such as V{x) may be 
written for clarity as V  w ithout their arguments.
1.7.1 U nits
All equations are written using S.I units, unless specified otherwise.
10
Chapter 2
Background Theory
2.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to provide established background theory and 
basic formal concepts on which this work is built. Section 2.4.4 presents 
Equation 2.12, which is a form of the Schrodinger equation newly derived 
by the author. The Hamiltonian in Equation 2.12 includes the “multi-valley” 
effective mass approximation and applied electric and magnetic fields.
2.2 Electronic properties of perfect crystals 
(bulk materials)
2.2.1 In trod u ction
To theoretically obtain the band structure of a solid state bulk material pre­
cisely is almost impossible. This is because of the very complicated many- 
body effects between the nuclei of the ions in the crystal lattice and the 
electrons associated with each atom. A well established and accepted ap­
proximation for band structure calculations is to consider just the electronic 
part of the full Hamiltonian of the crystal (the Born-Oppenheimer approx­
imation). The next step is then to approximate the interactions between 
each electron and every other, as well as each electron with every ion into a 
single effective potential term  (the mean field approximation). Having used
11
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«
Figure 2.1: Unit cell for the pure bulk Si crystal lattice [11]. Each sphere 
represents a single atom. The length of each side of the unit cell is equal to 
the lattice constant for Si, which is known to be approximately 5.4Â
these approximations, the quantum  states of the electrons in the crystal can 
be obtained using the well known Schrodinger equation
= Er^^r^ix) (2.1)
where, n is the index of the eigenpair solution (En, of this equation, and 
H is the Hamiltonian, defined as
= | -  + V{x) (2.2)2m
where, V(x) is the mean field potential, and m is the free electron mass.
The clear problem with solving this equation is tha t the form of V(x) is dif­
ficult to obtain, will be different for every material and cannot be written
down analytically. However, for a given crystal structure, further assump­
tions may be made, which simplify the situation.
The rest of this discussion will centre upon Si crystals, however much of the 
theory would be similar for other m aterials to some approximation.
2.2.2 U nit ce ll and first B rillou in  zone (bulk silicon)
Bulk Si has a periodic face-centred cubic (FCC) Bravais lattice structure in 
real space, where each period is known as a unit cell. Figure 2.1 shows the 
unit cell for pure bulk Si.
The reciprocal lattice for this structure (which is a Fourier transform of the 
Bravais lattice), is a body-centred cubic (BCC) lattice. In the same way as
12
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Figure 2.2: F irst Brillouin zone (body-centred cubic structure) for bulk Si 
in k-space [12], X, W, L, A, S, F, K  are special points of crystal symmetry. 
For the purposes of this work, the key features of this Brillouin zone, are 
the crystal axes kx,ky, k  ^ and the F,X points, which are found along these 
crystal axes.
the real space lattice has a period, the reciprocal lattice is also periodic. 
The first Brillouin zone, is then defined as being the Fourier transform of a 
single real space unit cell in the reciprocal space.
Figure 2.2 shows the first Brillouin zone for bulk Si, with all the points 
of high symmetry labelled. The crystal axes, /cæ, ky^  kg in Si can be w ritten 
using Miller indices as the group, [100] or separately, such that:
k x  -4- ( 100)
k y  —¥ (010)
k g  —y (001)
The F point and three X  points are points of high symmetry in the Brillouin 
zone and are of significance in this work. The other labelled points, also 
points of high symmetry, are not required for this work.
13
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2.2.3 E nvelope fu n ction  eq u ation  and k  • p  theory  
(bulk silicon)
Due to the regular periodic lattice structure of Si, it is expected tha t the 
mean field potential, V[x) mentioned previously, would also be periodic. 
Stated without proof here, Bloch’s theorem for a particle in a periodic poten­
tial, in the first Brillouin zone, allows the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian 
(Equation 2.2) to be written as
where, n is the band number, k is the wavevector, is a Bloch function
which has the same period as V(æ), and “ is a plane-wave envelope func­
tion. Inserting this into the Schrodinger equation (Equation 2.1), another 
Schrodinger equation is obtained
where, the Bloch Hamiltonian, i^ Bioch is given by:
-  -  îi^k ' k  h k ' p
% l o c h  =  H +  — ------- + ----------- ---2m m
This is sometimes referred to as the k • p Hamiltonian [13]. For full band 
structure calculations in bulk m aterials, this equation is usually the s ta rt­
ing point for the analysis, k • p theory is a well established and accepted 
method for band structure calculations. It relies upon treating the k • p 
term  as a perturbation, and considers interactions between a number of the 
available bands in the material, including both electrons and holes. It is 
particularly accurate, for k close to band extrema.
2.2.4 E ffective m ass o f th e  first con d uction  band  
(bulk silicon)
In this work, only the lowest available conduction band states are consid­
ered, hence calculating the full band structure is not necessary, and a single 
band model can be used. One im portant concept which is derived directly 
from k-p perturbation theory is tha t of effective mass of a single band. At the
14
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band extrema, it can be assumed tha t the variation of is quadratic,
with a set of specific measurable coefficients, which are known as the effec­
tive masses. In Si, it is well known that the first conduction band minimum 
has 6-fold degeneracy in the k-space, and is found along all three of the [100] 
crystal directions, at about 85% of the way to the X  points at the edge of the 
zone (previously discussed in section 1.3 and shown in Figure 1.3).
It is well established from experiments that in Si, a t the first conduction 
band minimum, the effective mass is anisotropic. This means tha t in any 
arbitrary direction in the k-space, it is a tensor quantity. However, along the 
crystal axes [100], the Si effective mass can be written as a vector for each 
of the conduction band minima, where v is the non-degenerate valley 
index. For example in the (100) direction for positive ki this can be written 
as m+i = (m/, mt, TTif), where mi, mt are the longitudinal and transverse 
effective masses respectively in Si.
K
[001]
v=3
[010]
v=2
/
k;
à
Figure 2.3: Schematic drawing of the ellipsoidal surfaces of constant en­
ergy in the k-space corresponding to the first conduction band minima in Si. 
The orthogonal axes are crystal directions in terms of the reciprocal lattice 
vectors labelled using Miller indices in square brackets. The 6 minima con­
sist of 3 doubly degenerate minima (or valleys), which lie along the crystal 
axes. Each of the 3 degenerate valleys is given an index, v, which is used 
throughout this work.
Knowing the form of the effective mass vector, it is possible to construct 
surfaces of constant energy in the k-space which represent the 6 conduction 
band minima. The net outcome of using the effective mass approximation.
15
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is th a t the k ■ k and k • p terms are removed from -Ô^Bioch, and instead the 
scalar electron mass, is swapped for an effective mass tensor [13].
By inspection of the band structure, and first Brillouin zone (Figures 1.3,
2.2), it is clear tha t there is a large gap in k between the 6 equivalent val­
leys, and so it would be expected th a t any interaction between the lowest 
conduction band states in each minima can be neglected. With no coupling 
between the valleys, each valley can be considered as a separate system 
with its own Hamiltonian. Furthermore, by symmetry, the two valleys on 
each crystal axis are identical. This double degeneracy means that only 3 
Schrodinger equations m ust be solved to obtain the unique electronic states 
in Si. The three Schrodinger equations are now written as
= •©■ynv'^ iinu (^)
where, Uy is the index for the solutions obtained in valley v, and the Hamil­
tonian, Hy is defined as
È y  =  P i M y i j P j  -]- V(x)
where, the components of the mass tensor, Myij, for the valley v, are written 
generally as
M y i ô  ="4
where, M* is an effective mass m atrix for the valley, v. With the choice of 
axes made in Section 2.2.2, the matrix, M* for a given valley, v, is diagonal. 
Hence, the non-zero m atrix elements of M* can be defined simply using a 
vector, m* such tha t
M* =  diag (ml)
where:
ml = {mi,mt,mt)
m2 = {mt,mi,mt) (2.3)
mg =  (mt, mt, m )^
Having obtained the r i y  eigenpair solutions, (Ey,Uy), for each valley, v, then 
by sorting the E y ,  the lowest N  available conduction band states in pure Si 
can be found.
16
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2.3 Electronic properties of nanostructures 
defined in bulk materials
2.3.1 L im itation  o f  th e  e ffective  m ass approxim ation
Consider a 3D infinite “square” potential well (quantum dot). The energy 
states obtained from solution of the Schrodinger equation scale with 
where L is the length of one side. If L is decreased, the electron ground state 
energy, Eqs will rise rapidly. If the energy difference, Eqs — Eq is large, then 
clearly from the Si bulk band structure (Figure 1.3) the available energy 
states in this structure would not lie within the parabolic region around the 
conduction band minima. In this case, the effective mass approximation is 
no longer accurate. In fact, if any of the electron energies lies outside the 
parabolic region of the band structure, it will be inaccurate [14]. In the 
structures analysed in this work, the energy levels examined are far less 
than  Ec -I- lOOmeV, which is well within the parabolic region which can be 
seen in Figure 1.3.
2.3.2 A dding ch arges to a s ilicon  quantum  dot at OK 
tem perature
The primary method of getting charges into the conduction band of a solid 
state semiconductor quantum  dot, is by a process known as doping. This 
is a well established process used in the semiconductor fabrication industry 
for decades. In the doping process, atoms from a different group in the 
periodic table are introduced to the silicon lattice. In order to introduce 
extra electrons {donor electrons), the dopant atoms m ust be from group V 
e.g. phosphorus. This type of doping is known as n-type.
In order to consider the effect of the donor electrons in the silicon quantum 
dot, the concept oi density o f states for electrons, g{E) needs to be introduced.
2.3.3 D en sity  o f sta tes  for e lectron s at OK, g{E)
This function takes the electron energy as an argum ent and returns the 
number of states available inside the structure with tha t given energy.
17
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max
Figure 2.4: Sketch of the density of states, g{E) against E in a 3D regular 
cube of pure Si within the effective mass approximation (filled region). The 
set of dashed lines are g(E) against E  for a QD. The energy E^ax is the 
maximum occupied energy state, and all available states in the shaded area 
will be filled also. At OK, Emax = Ep, the Fermi level energy. [15]
In a 3D regular cube of pure Si within the effective mass approximation, the 
density of states for electrons is given by, ^(E) oc >/Ë, which is sketched out 
in Figure 2.4. Only states up to E = Emax are occupied on the figure, and at 
OK, Emax = Ep , the Fermi energy.
In a quantum dot, the density of states is a set of delta functions, due to 
energy quantisation, which is also shown in Figure 2.4
2.3.4 D en sity  o f sta tes in  phosphorus doped  silicon  at 
low  tem perature
Alterm att et al [16] investigated how the density of states in Si changes 
when it is heavily doped at 4.2K, and they obtained the plots shown in Fig­
ure 2.5. The key features of Figure 2.5a) are the rise in the density of states, 
followed by a fall to zero, before rising again at the conduction band edge. 
The peak far away from the conduction band edge are the band of states 
created and occupied by the low density of impurities present in the silicon.
In Figure 2.5b) the higher doping density has shifted the peak towards the 
conduction band edge. At a critical doping density of 3.74 x 10^ ®cm“  ^ be­
tween the levels in Figures 2.5b) and c), a Mott or metal-insulator transition 
occurs, in which the band formed by the low density impurities has shifted 
to the point where it now touches the conduction band edge, thus effectively
18
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Figure 2.5: Plots of the density of states, g[E) against E  (solid lines) in phos­
phorus doped n-type Si, for six different doping densities Ndop [16]. The key 
feature of these plots is the movement of the Fermi level, Ep, as discussed 
in the text.
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lowering the conduction band energy. In Figures 2.5d), e), and f), the ex­
tension of the conduction band energy does not continue but instead is lost 
as the whole band shifts towards the original conduction band energy. It 
is also interesting to see that between Figures 2.5e) and f) where the dop­
ing density Ndop changes from 1.1 x lO^^cm”  ^ to 4 x 10^ ®cm“  ^ a significant 
event occurs such th a t Ep > Ec, meaning tha t Ep is in the conduction band. 
Usually a m aterial with Ep in the conduction band is referred to as being a 
metal.
This metal-insulator transition is important, as it shows th a t it is possible 
even a t low tem perature to have electrons in the conduction band of Si, by 
using a high enough doping level.
In this work, only electrons which are in the conduction band due to the 
Mott transition are considered. This work also assumes OK temperature. 
The precise level of doping is indirectly a param eter in this work. In Chapter 
8, results are shown for a range of N, where, N  is the number of electrons 
in the conduction band.
2.3.5 A pplication  to  th e  quantum  dots in  th is  w ork
In this work, it has been chosen to study only Si double quantum dots 
(DQDs), which are embedded within a region of silicon oxide. There is how­
ever no reason why the theory could not be trivially adapted for other m a­
terials, to some approximation.
The Si-Si02 interface
Although a topic of research in its own right, the surface properties of the 
silicon-oxide interface are not fully understood, and will vary depending 
upon the crystal growth direction and oxidisation parameters, amongst oth­
ers. For this work, the silicon-oxide interface is modelled in the simplest 
m anner as merely a large potential barrier (3.2eV), referred to as the con­
duction band offset [17]. To assume anything more complicated than  this 
would itself be an approximation, and therefore the simplest solution is 
suitable for this work.
20
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Number of electrons in the conduction band
The number of electrons, N, trapped inside the QD structure, which are in 
the conduction band is impossible to know precisely. The idealised single­
electron quantum  dot has still not been realised. Fabricating a QD with an 
arbitrary but desired number of electrons inside has also not been done. The 
problem, is tha t to prove how many electrons are inside, a measurement 
needs to be made (of the trapped charge). However, any charge sensitive 
device placed near the oxide region containing the QD, could be detecting 
charge from a variety of sources. Surface charges at the silicon-oxide inter­
face for example, would affect any experimental m easurement of the charge 
inside the dot.
2.4 Applied electric and magnetic fields in 
band structure calculations
The non-relativistic approach [18] can be used to include time-independent 
applied electric and magnetic fields into band structure calculations. In 
classical electromagnetism, the magnetic field B  is w ritten (Equation 2.4) as 
the curl of the magnetic vector potential A, subject to the Maxwell equation 
(Equation 2.5) for its divergence:
B = V X A (2.4)
V B =  0 (2.5)
The kinetic energy operator, T, for a single particle of charge (— |e|), in mag­
netic field B is given as:
1 ^^  ^  E  (P» +  kl (2.6)a = l
It has been stated in Section 1.7.1 th a t SI units are used unless otherwise 
specified.
The next step, is to include the effective mass vector, m*, introduced in Sec­
tion 2.2.4. An inverse effective mass vector, m, will now be defined for sim­
21
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plicity such that:
= —- (2.7)
The operator T  can now redefined to include the effective mass, such that
f  = p2
where, P  is the composite momentum operator, and the modulus symbol 
will be dropped from the fundamental charge, as it will be assumed to be 
positive:
P = ( p  + e l )
2.4.1 G auge in varian ce and th e  Coulomb gauge
The choice of the magnetic vector potential, A, is not unique for a chosen 
magnetic field B. Let Æ be a gauge of A which includes the gradient of a 
scalar function g, such that:
1 =  1 + (Vff)
The magnetic field, B  resulting from either gauge of A is identical:
B =  ( v  X  1) + V X  (Vg)
= B'
It is said tha t the magnetic field, B, is gauge invariant in the transforma­
tion:
1-^1+ (Vg)
It can be shown also, th a t the addition of the term (v g )  into P  does not 
affect the form of the wavefunction, but merely affects its phase [18]. All 
physically measurable quantities related to this work, do not depend upon 
the wavefunction phase. Therefore, it is said tha t the wavefunction, is 
gauge invariant in the transformation:
22
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Due to the gauge invariance of both B  and W, it is possible to choose any A 
which yields the desired B. A common choice of constraint for magnetostatic 
problems is the Coulomb gauge, where A is chosen to have zero divergence 
[19]:
V • A =  0
In the case where a specific gauge of A, written as Â  is known, which has 
arbitrary divergence, then using the previous notation and definitions, it is 
always possible to use the Coulomb gauge by adding the gradient of g to 
it. The form of g can be obtained by solving the Poisson equation of the 
following form:
V {vg )  =  V ■ 1
The key advantage of this gauge is to remove terms from the expansion of 
making the Schrodinger equation easier to solve:
A 2
=  (p + eA)
= 4- ^eA^ + e (^ A • p + p • A^
The operator ^A • p +  p • A^ is clearly a symmetrised product^ as both terms 
individually are Hermitian and non-commutating. In general, there is not a 
way of simplifying a symmetrised product, however in the Coulomb gauge, 
the operators do commute:
p, a ] = - ihV  • A =  0
Hence the operator J^ A • p + p • Aj can be written as just 2A-p, in the Coulomb 
gauge. This operator which appears at first to be non-Hermitian, in fact is 
Hermitian due to the commutation of the operators. This can be proven by 
considering the m atrix elements:
=  J  <5!lA-p'i’2dx
The general definition of A p being Hermitian, is:
4L
23
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However, using the commutation relation, the right hand side can be changed 
to give a simpler Hermitian condition in the Coulomb gauge:
( a - p )  =  ( a - p )  \  /12 V /  :12 \ 21
The m atrix element on the right hand side, is written as:
=  i / i  /  d æ
This can be integrated by parts, and the surface term  goes to zero at (±oo), 
leaving just the volume integral:
=  - i / i  /  - ( A ' g )  d f
= j  ■ A'Hidx 
=
Using the commutator on both sides of this, it is proven th a t A • p is Hermi­
tian in the Coulomb gauge.
Having shown that the Coulomb gauge may be chosen for the magnetic 
fields used in this work, a simpler form of the compound momentum op­
erator P, can be used. The operator is defined in the Coulomb gauge, 
such that:
f ‘ = p ^ +  [eA\  +2 e A- p
This allows the definition of the corresponding kinetic energy operator, T, 
to be:
Exam ples o f u sing  the Coulomb gauge
For the simplest possible homogeneous magnetic field, B  =  (0,0,6), there 
are an infinite number of permutations of A% The most obvious two are
a ' -  {-hy, 0,0)
24
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and;
À  —  (0 , hx, 0)
These are both divergence free, and therefore either can be used without 
modification as A, in the Coulomb gauge. The first of these options is some­
times referred to as the Landau gauge.
Consider the following inhomogeneous magnetic field, B, with a field gradi­
ent in z, which satisfies Equation 2.5
P  =  ^ z, cx
where, the constant c is defined as
where, 6 is the peak value of the magnetic field, and Æ is a fixed position on 
the X axis. In this case, it is non-trivial to directly write down a choice of A 
in the Coulomb gauge. One simple initial choice for A'might be:
^  ( -cxy, 0, - | r r V  )
However, this has a non-zero divergence given by:
V • a ' -  -cy
If the function g is chosen simply as
c 3 9 = -^y
then this satisfies the Poisson equation for p, and provides a magnetic vector 
potential A which is in the Coulomb gauge:
A = A'-f-Vp
= ( -cxy,  - | x V  )
This discussion is added in here to show that for most choices of applied 
magnetic field which can be w ritten down algebraically, it is possible to use 
the Coulomb gauge, and hence the simplified equations which lead from 
this choice. For an applied magnetic field which is not included in the model
25
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algebraically, this would require the use of the extra term s in the Hamilto­
nian, which a t this point have been discarded. These term s would not add 
any complication to the model, and so the algebra and the rest of the method 
discussed would only need very slight modification in order to avoid the use 
of the Coulomb gauge.
2.4.2 E lectron  sp in  in  so lid s
The electron is known from the Stern-Gerlach experiment to have intrinsic 
angular momentum which is usually referred to as spin, and hence an in­
trinsic magnetic moment, p. [18]. Classically it was w ritten tha t the change 
in potential energy of the electron in a magnetic field B  was modified by 
8E =  —p ' B. The magnetic moment of an electron can be w ritten in terms 
of the quantum  mechanical spin operator, s, such tha t
^
where, p, is the scalar g-factor of the electron, s = and d is the set of 
Pauli Matrices [18]:
Ô-2 =
Using the Bohr magneton, gPi the electron magnetic moment can now be 
w ritten as
_  9 e  - ,  p —  —2
where: ehPb = 2l7le
The magnetic response of an electron in a solid state m aterial will differ de­
pending upon the m aterial properties. For this reason, an effective electron 
g-factor, g* is defined such th a t in each axis, a:
, _  gB  ^ ^ha — ---
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The quantum  operator form of 8E can be w ritten as B, which contains the 
effective electron g-factor, such that:
B = - p - B
Electron spin in  silicon
In silicon, it is known th a t the effective g-factor is isotropic and has a value 
very close to 2 (i.e. ^  % 2) [20]. In this work, as an approximation, the 
author sets g* in silicon, such that, g* = = 2. Then, the magnetic moment
of the electron in silicon, psi is given by
Psi =
such that, the spin splitting operator in silicon, Bsi is given by:
Bsi = —psi • B 
= •B
Consider a simple magnetic field, B =  (0,0, B), then Bsi becomes:
Hence the difference in energy between the spin up and spin down states, 
caused by the spin-splitting in silicon, for this simple magnetic field, will be 
equal to 2p bB.
2.4.3 In clu sion  o f sp in -coup ling  in  th e tim e-ind ep en d en t  
Schrod inger eq u ation
An applied electric potential, (—eV,), along with the operator B are trivially 
added to the Hamiltonian, to give H, such that:
n  = f - ^ { V - e V c )  + B (2.9)
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Due to the presence of the Pauli Matrices, the operator 5  is a 2x2 matrix, 
and hence the Hamiltonian % is also a 2x2 matrix. The elements of the 2x2 
m atrix i i  are written as:
^q/3 = T  -\-V 5cc0 +  Bap (2.10)
The final Hamiltonian eigenvalue problem for a m aterial where the single 
valley effective mass approximation is valid (e.g. GaAs), can now be w ritten
(2 .11)
where ^  is a 2-spinor wavefunction.
2,4.4 A form  o f th e  H am ilton ian  w ith in  th e m ulti-valley  
n on -in teractin g  e ffective  m ass approxim ation
The operator T  (Equation 2.8), which is part of the Hamiltonian ,P , (Equa­
tion 2.9) contains the effective mass vector. It has already been discussed in 
sections 2.2, 2.3 th a t the electronic structure of Si QDs can be modelled us­
ing a doubly degenerate, non-interacting 3 valley model, within the effective 
mass approximation.
For each of the three valleys, the operator T  can be uniquely defined, using 
the valley index, such th a t T  -> %. The operator, % then contains the 
correct form of the effective mass vector for valley v. The redefinition of 7L, 
then forces a redefinition of P  -4- such that the eigenvalue equation is 
then written as
{x) =  (2.12)
where, the index, is now allowed to be different in each valley.
There are now three sets of eigenpair solutions, 4^ '^'), one for each val­
ley, V, each of which is doubly degenerate. In this work, the N  lowest energy 
electron states m ust be obtained. In order to obtain the N  levels, a total of
3
N' > N  levels m ust be obtained first, where N' = The factor of two
v=iin this expression, is due to the double degeneracy of the valleys in silicon 
(Figure 2.3). Then, all N' levels can be sorted by their energy, such tha t 
the lowest N  can be selected.
28
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2.5 Conclusion
Well established bulk properties of Si and long established approximations 
to be able to isolate the electronic Hamiltonian have been discussed in sec­
tion 2.2.
The Mott transition has been introduced and discussed in section 2.3 to 
demonstrate th a t it is possible even at zero tem perature to have a large 
number of electrons in the conduction band of Si, which are the only elec­
trons considered in this work. Donor electrons not in the conduction band 
will be in the lowest orbitals of the donor nuclei (core electrons [13]), and so 
can be considered as bound electrons. In the same way, core electrons in the 
Si atoms are also considered to be bound. This approximation is required in 
order to separate the electronic Hamiltonian from the whole crystal many- 
body Hamiltonian [13].
Si based quantum dots surrounded by oxide regions have also been dis­
cussed in section 2.3, and a simple model of the oxide has been justified, 
using solely a potential barrier a t the m aterial interface to inhibit tunneling 
out of the dot. The limitations of the effective mass treatm ent of quantum 
dots have also been discussed.
Finally, the method of introducing the electric and magnetic fields to the 
equations has been discussed, justifying the use of the Coulomb gauge for 
the magnetic field, and resulting in a new form of the eigenvalue equation 
for the multi-valley non-interacting effective mass approximation.
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Chapter 3 
Literature review  and  
justification  of th is work
3.1 Introduction
Solving the Schrodinger and Poisson equations has been a topic of ongoing 
research for decades, and as yet no single method exists which is optimal for 
all possible physical problems. For example, the wavefunction solutions to 
the Schrodinger equation for the square well potential, are known to be si­
nusoidal. It would therefore be expected, that plane-wave expansion meth­
ods in k-space would be the best choice for this problem. However, for many 
problems with complicated geometry in real space, the situation is reversed 
and real space methods become more appropriate. In Chapter 7 the square 
well, and simple harmonic oscillator problems are solved using the finite- 
element method. It is shown there, th a t the finite-element method is not 
the most efficient technique for the square well, but is highly efficient for 
the simple harmonic oscillator, as would be expected.
In this chapter, the choice of the finite-element method to solve both the 
Schrodinger and Poisson equations is justified. The need for a new imple­
mentation of the finite-element method for the purposes of this work is also 
justified.
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3.2 Real space and k-space methods
Pask and Sterne [21, 22, 23, 24], have written a review solely about the 
finite-element method applied to electronic structure calculations, which is 
the key topic of this thesis. They also provide a comprehensive literature 
survey on this topic, and discuss the m erits of the FEM compared to other 
methods. One of the key points they make, is to justify the use of real space 
methods, over k-space methods for two specific reasons. Firstly, they claim 
that complicated structure geometries cannot be as easily considered us­
ing k-space methods. Secondly, when considering the many body problem 
within density functional theory (DFT), the Coulomb potential generated by 
carriers in the device could be more efficiently obtained using a real space 
technique. In order to use the real space form of the Coulomb potential in 
a k-space method, a Fourier transform would be required, introducing an 
extra step into the process. It is therefore logical to use a real space method 
for research into the electronic states of complicated quantum structure ge­
ometries.
Torsti et al, [25], discuss the m erits of various real space methods for elec­
tronic structure calculations within the DFT framework, favouring both the 
finite-element and finite-difference techniques. It seems however, tha t the 
research community is undecided about whether the finite-element or finite- 
difference technique is better for electronic structure calculations. The num­
ber of papers using finite-difference schemes is higher as they are far sim­
pler to implement (and yield an ordinary eigenvalue equation rather than  a 
generalised one). To solve the Poisson equation, however, most authors do 
use the finite-element method. Both the finite-element and finite-difference 
methods yield a very similar m atrix linear solve equation. However, the key 
advantage of the finite-element method for solving the Poisson equation is 
found when considering complicated boundary conditions, which can be in­
cluded relatively simply into the Lagrangian without any need to introduce 
further approximations. Details of this process can be found in the book by 
Ram-Mohan [26].
3.2.1 A pplication  to th is w ork
In this work, both the Schrodinger equation with applied electric and mag­
netic fields and also the electrostatic Poisson equation are solved. One of
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the key contributions made by this work is that the magnetic field is intro­
duced into a fully 3D model, such th a t 2-spinor wavefunctions can be ob­
tained. The 2-spinor wavefunctions would be particularly useful in future 
development of a self-consistent many-body solution of the Schrodinger and 
Poisson equations, within the DFT framework. The magnetic field can be 
taken account for more efficiently in real space, since it would also require a 
Fourier transform to be used in a k-space method. This once again justifies 
the use of a real space method in this work. The author chooses to use the 
finite-element method to solve the Schrodinger and Poisson equations. The 
suitability of this method for this work is discussed in the next section.
3.3 Finite-element method for electronic 
structure modelling
Much of the history of the finite-element method (FEM) applied to quan­
tum mechanical problems is reviewed in the book by Ram Mohan [26]. 
The book clearly shows tha t the finite-element method is a powerful way of 
solving quantum mechanical problems of all types, from scattering theory 
and waveguide design, through to band structure calculations. It is clearly 
stated th a t the main advantages of the FEM are the ability to incorporate 
complicated boundary conditions at m aterial interfaces quite simply, and to 
consider highly complicated nanostructure geometries efficiently.
3.3.1 Ju stify in g  a n ew  p iece  o f fin ite-elem ent softw are
Having established th a t the FEM is a suitable method for solving the equa­
tions, the first question to ask is whether a commercial software (or prefer­
ably open source) FEM package is already available which can do most of 
the work.
At the time of beginning this project (October 2005), there were very few 
choices available. The main two which were reasonably well supported and 
tested were COMSOL and FLEXPDE. FLEXPDE at the time was not suit­
able however, as it could only handle real numbers. The Hamiltonian, H 
(Equation 2.11) requires complex numbers due to the magnetic terms in­
side. The use of an applied magnetic field is therefore the key reason why
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this software could not be used. COMSOL is a well established tool for 
finite-element analysis, and it might have been possible to solve the single­
valley eigenvalue equation using this without a magnetic field [27]. The 
COMSOL website, [27], does not make it clear tha t this capability is there.
Assume tha t a third party software did exist which could offer a fast solution 
to the single valley problem in each valley, for a single param eter set. An 
interface code would need to be w ritten in order to take the output from the 
software and reconstruct the multi-valley solution. This would need to be 
done, before being able to use the multi-valley solutions to calculate physical 
quantities (such as charge density), and this result would still only be for a 
single set of parameters.
Many standard eigensolver libraries for the generalised eigenvalue problem 
cannot compute a large number of eigenpairs. In Chapter 7, the 100 lowest 
energy eigenpairs are computed. This number is considered by the author 
to be a large number of eigenpairs. Finally, inclusion of electric potentials 
in the Hamiltonian which have come from the numerical solution of the 
Poisson equation would also have been time-consuming, and complicated.
Furthermore, with any “black-box” system, it is impossible for the user to 
test, and be sure of the accuracy of the solution for the specific equation 
they have chosen to solve. There is a remote possibility tha t the equation 
has not been solved before with this “black-box” routine. If the physical sit­
uation yields results which can be intuitively justified, then this may not be 
a problem (e.g. a structural mechanics plate bending type problem). How­
ever, the eigenpair solutions to the Schrodinger eigenvalue equation with 
complex-valued quantities, such as magnetic fields is not intuitive.
The key feature tha t would be missing from any other package would be the 
ability to obtain the multi-valley Si solutions in one simple run  of the pro­
gram, including any applied magnetic or electric fields (including those com­
ing from a previous numerical solution of the Poisson equation performed 
within the same single run of the program).
A fast parallelised code is required which can solve the multi-valley problem 
quickly for a single set of parameters, and for a large number of eigenpairs. 
By writing and testing individually each part of the FEM code as it was 
developed from the beginning, the author can be sure of the validity of the 
results obtained.
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3.3.2 L ibraries
In order to solve the m atrix generalised eigenvalue problem, and m atrix 
linear solve problems, libraries taken from the Harwell Subroutine Library 
(HSL) were implemented into the program. Although these are “black-box” 
routines themselves, they have one specific role, and have been written to 
solve these equations specifically, for any reasonable set of parameters. The 
author is able therefore to fully test the use of these routines, by numerically 
solving physical problems for which an analytic solution exists. These tests 
are presented in Chapter 7.
The eigensolver, HSL_EA19 written by Ovtchinnikov and Reid [28, 29, 30, 
31, 32, 33] was provided in pre-release form for testing purposes. Ovtchin­
nikov also helped in this work by providing a preconditioning routine for 
the eigenproblem which speeds up the solution times of the eigensolver [34]. 
The eigensolver is now fully released as part of the HSL library.
The linear solve library, HSLJV1I31 [35, 36, 37] was chosen for the linear 
solve equation and was already fully released when the supporting code 
was being developed by the author.
3.4 3D finite-element method used in 
modelling electronic properties
3.4.1 S tructures o th er th an  quantum  dots
Ram-Mohan et al, [38, 26, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43], have used the FEM for several 
band structure calculations, including a simple magnetic field, but not in 
quantum dots. Many other authors have used the finite-element method to 
perform electronic structure calculations for various m aterials and nanos­
tructures, but without an applied magnetic field. Tsuchida et al, [44, 45, 
46, 47], have used the FEM for several different electronic structure cal­
culations, in both molecules and bulk materials, within the framework of 
density functional theory. Zheng et al, [48, 49, 50], obtained the electronic 
structure of He and Li atoms using DFT (interesting as they are atoms with 
low numbers of electrons, much like quantum dots).
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3.4.2 III-V quantum  dots
Many authors have examined the band structure of III-V QDs using the 
finite-element method [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64]. 
Voss et al, [65, 66, 67, 68, 69], deserve a special mention with regards to 
the work in this thesis, as they have performed electronic structure calcu­
lation for QDs using the envelope effective mass approximation with the 
FEM for III-V materials, showing a similar Hamiltonian and Lagrangian 
within their work to tha t of the author. However, they have not consid­
ered magnetic fields, gates, or multi-valley m aterials such as Si. Zhang and 
Leburton, [70], performed electronic structure calculations for a III-V DQD 
coupled with a quantum point contact, within the DFT framework, solving 
the Schrodinger-Poisson system self consistently. This ability to solve the 
equations self consistently is one of the future goals of the work presented 
in this thesis.
3.4.3 S ilicon  quantum  dots
There are few publications about finite-element analysis of Si quantum dots. 
Lu et al [71] perform finite-element calculations on Si nanostructures but do 
not discuss exactly how they do this. They also do not include electric and 
magnetic fields. Chen et al, [72] used a mixed FEM and boundary-element 
method to calculate the potential a t an Si/Si02 interface for different oxide 
thicknesses.
Rahman et al [10] solved the 3D Laplace (Poisson) equation for a Si dou­
ble quantum dot (DQD) capacitively coupled to a single-electron transistor 
(SET), to obtain the potential distribution throughout the device. In Chap­
ter 6, a new method for creating realistic gate layouts including Si quantum 
dots is presented by the author.
3.5 Other relevant publications about silicon 
quantum dots
Kodera et al [73] study electron transport in Si quantum dots limited by 
Coulomb blockade. They model a gated Si quantum dot using the analogy of
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an electronic circuit, modelling the QD as a capacitor. This is in preference 
to solving Schrodinger-Poisson type equations. Durrani et al [74], Yamahata 
et al [75] and Jung et al [76] also show similar approaches to the modelling 
of their gated Si dots.
Kawata et al [77] discuss gated DQD systems as qubits and present some 
experimental data as well as modelling, again using the electronic circuit 
analogy. They also discuss charge polarisation measurements in their DQD 
structures. This is loosely related to the results shown by the author in 
Chapters 8 and 9.
Only a few authors have performed electronic structure calculations for QDs 
using the FEM, and of those, only one, Qu et al [78], has considered the case 
where there is an applied magnetic field in 3D, however they have assumed 
spherical symmetry. In the work presented by the author, no device symme­
try is assumed.
3.6 Conclusion
There is clearly a place for this piece of research, in which we consider the 
electronic properties of Si QDs of arbitrary geometry in applied electric and 
magnetic fields.
It has been discussed th a t there is no software currently able to obtain elec­
tronic band structure of quantum  dots in a magnetic field, and so a new 
software is required.
Furthermore, it has been justified th a t a real space method is most appropri­
ate, such as finite-element or finite-difference, as all potentials both electric 
and magnetic are functions of real space.
The finite-element method is a well established technique for examining the 
electronic properties of various m aterials and structures. It is more versa­
tile than other discretisation, or expansion techniques. However, due to the 
computational complexity, and difficulty to implement, few authors have 
decided to use it and have opted for finite-difference or plane-wave expan­
sion techniques. The finite-element method offers excellent flexibility, both 
to be computationally optimised (easily parallelised) and also for inclusion
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of a variety of complicated mixed boundary conditions. The method also 
makes post-processing simple, particularly where integrals of functions of 
the wavefunction, are required. An example of this, is obtaining the total 
charge inside a specific sub-region of the QD. Integrals of the square mod­
ulus of the wavefunction can be performed (computationally in parallel) in 
each finite-element individually, to obtain the total integral.
A new FEM based formulation is required for examining materials with 
anisotropic effective mass, in applied fields. This is due to the need to solve 
the Schrodinger equation multiple times in order to obtain the desired sin­
gle set of solutions.
The author studies new physical effects in quantum dots in applied fields 
within this new FEM formulation, particularly in Si as little has been done 
previously in this field.
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Chapter 4 
The Finite-E lem ent M ethod  
(FEM)
4.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to provide detail of and develop the FEM approach to 
solving the second Schrodinger and Poisson equations, which was discussed 
and justified for this work in Chapter 3. Re-derivation of the key equations 
for the Schrodinger and Poisson problems is provided. Some simplifications 
to the most general FEM are made in the derivations and these are ex­
plained and justified. The ideas in this chapter are not new. However, the 
re-derivation and application, particularly the discussion of boundary condi­
tions used in obtaining the electronic properties of nanostructures is written 
in the author’s style with this precise purpose in mind. Much of the basis of 
this chapter can be attributed to the book by Ram-Mohan [26].
There are two main approaches to the FEM, the Variational and the Galerkin. 
Each has advantages and disadvantages as discussed in Sections 4.3, 4.4. 
Examples and discussion of the variational FEM are given in Section 4.3, 
and these should be relatively familiar to physicists. The Galerkin FEM 
however, has a complicated mathematical background which is beyond the 
scope of this thesis, and is discussed without proof in Section 4.4 and is 
partly attributed again to Ram-Mohan [26].
Nearly all of the equations in this chapter where multiple steps are shown 
have been re-derived by the author apart from the Euler-Lagrange equa-
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tion, which is stated without proof. The form of the interpolation polyno­
mials themselves is not re-derived by the author. The justification of the 
choice to use the tensor product of ID interpolation polynomials in higher 
dimensional problems however, is the author’s work.
4.2 Calculus of Variations
A functional can be described as a function which takes multiple vector ar­
guments and returns a single scalar value. An excellent example of this is 
the integral of a multi-dimensional differential equation. The calculus of 
variations is a technique which can be simply understood as calculus with 
functionals (as opposed to regular calculus in which functions are consid­
ered). This means tha t by using calculus of variations it is possible to define 
the extrema of a functional, in the same way tha t calculus allows the ex­
trem a of a function to be obtained. This is very useful, as the technique 
allows for the maximisation (minimisation) of a functional to be performed, 
which is often required in physics.
In this work, a functional known as the action is fundamental. The action, 
3, is defined as the integral of the Lagrangian, L on region
3 = y  L(1'(f),W(x).i?)dæ (4.1)
n
An example aim of calculus of variations, is to maximise (minimise) 3 with 
respect to L. To apply this technique, a form of L m ust be found which 
satisfies any required boundary conditions, and yields an extremum value of 
3. An extremum of 3 is found, if the chosen form of L contains a specific form 
of 4^^ , which satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation, which is w ritten in 
3D Cartesian coordinates [79], as:
a=l t
dL i
The author provides Algorithm 4.1 as a three step technique to minimise 
the action, 3.
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Algorithm  4.1 Minimising the action integral
1. Write down a Lagrangian for the system which satisfies the boundary 
conditions:-
(a) If a Hamiltonian is known, which itself satisfies the boundary con­
ditions, then the Lagrangian may be obtained from this.
2. For forms of L\-
(a) Not containing any other unknown parameters, use the Euler- 
Lagrange equation, to obtain the form of ^  which will minimise 
3.
(b) Containing Lagrange multipliers, check tha t the form of L will 
satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation for some unknown
3. In this work, the FEM discretisation of the Schrodinger and Poisson 
equations always leads to case 2(b) above. The resulting m atrix eigen­
value or linear solve equation m ust be solved in order to obtain the 
solutions which minimise 3.
4.2.1 Shortest p ath  b etw een  tw o p o in ts in  2D
Consider two points with coordinates (a;i,yi) and (372,2/2)- The functional, L, 
is well known to be
subject to boundary conditions f{xi)  =  1/1 and /(a:2) = 2/2-
Using the Euler-Lagrange equation in 2D, the following equation is obtained 
which represents a simple straight line between the two points:
/W  = -  a;i) + 2/1
This is an example of case 2(a) in Algorithm 4.1, as there are no other de­
grees of freedom in this problem.
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4.2.2 The P oisson  E quation
Consider a Lagrangian, of the following form
subject to the natural Neumann boundary conditions on the surface of the 
solution region, dO.
where, n is the vector normal to the surface, dü.
This particular formulation of the Poisson equation along with a detailed 
discussion of the natural Neumann boundary conditions is given in a paper 
by Hoole [80].
By applying the Euler-Lagrange equation to the Poisson equation is ob­
tained. The left hand side of the Euler-Lagrange equation applied to 
yields:
E
a = l
The right hand side yields:
Combining these, the Poisson equation is obtained:
=  /(g)
Hence, the minimisation of the action from the Lagrangian (within the 
boundary conditions), is any valid solution of the Poisson equation. This 
Lagrangian is an example of case 2(b) in Algorithm 4.1, because it requires 
the solution of another equation (matrix linear solve) in order to minimise 
the action.
4.2.3 The Schrod inger E quation
The Euler-Lagrange equation can conveniently re-defined [79], such that:
D  (
a = l
dL
41
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The author generalises this equation by using the momentum operator p, 
which makes the mathematics simpler and clearer. The rest of this section 
uses this modified Euler-Lagrange equation in the author’s style;
D
a=l
dL
diPa^y.
dL
d^* (4.4)
If the following Lagrangian, L^ is chosen, with the boundary conditions 
^*(x)^(x)dx = 1 and E as a Lagrange multiplier of this constraint, then 
applying the Euler-Lagrange equation to L® yields the basic Schrodinger 
equation. In this, the functions #  are independent of each other:
2771^ (4.5)
The left hand side yields:
a=l
The right hand side yields:
dL^
^d(pa^y_ 2m„
Combining and rearranging these terms, the basic Schrüdinger equation is 
obtained:
-f- y  I ^P^2mg
Hence, minimising the action with functional Lg (with the boundary condi­
tions) requires the solution of the Schrodinger equation:
H^{x)  =  E#(g) (4.6)
Schrodinger in fact originally “derived” the now famous Schrodinger equa­
tion using this calculus of variations technique.
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4.3 Variational finite-element method
4.3.1 In troduction
Although this is a topic for many entire books, once calculus of variations is 
understood, and the concept of being able to convert freely between Hamilto­
nian and Lagrangian expressions, then the finite-element method provides 
a way of discretising and then minimising the action.
To use the FEM, the “strong” differential equation m ust be w ritten in the 
“weaker” integral form of the problem. In the variational FEM, this inte­
gral should look the same as in Equation 4.1, tha t is an action integral, 
containing a Lagrangian.
The Schrodinger equation
The Lagrangian for the basic Schrodinger type equation, was given as L® in 
Equation 4.5. The corresponding action integral for this Lagrangian, L®, is 
then given by:
a = y  ^  (p„W)* (p„W) d x - E  f  'S!*mx (4.7)
h O
Using the finite-element method, this action integral is transformed into a 
generalised eigenvalue problem of the form
where, £  is a m atrix with m atrix elements which are derived from the 
square bracket in Equation 4.7, U is a m atrix derived from the other in­
tegral term  in Equation 4.7, and 7p is an unknown vector containing values 
of Ÿ at specific special points in Q.
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Figure 4.1; The j ’th  ID finite-element (solid line). Defined as the region 
between the two nodal points x{,x{. Once the generalised eigenvalue prob­
lem has been solved, and the values of the function a t the two nodal points, 
^  respectively are known, then the function is known on all u  by inter­
polation. Linear interpolation is shown here (the highest order allowed for 
a two node element)
4.3.2 F oundations o f th e  m ethod
Geometry
In the finite-element method, the whole region of space ft is split into Ne 
tessellating regions, w which overlap only on their borders, such that:
Q
Ne /.
d f  = /  dæhi.
Each region of space, u  is referred to as a finite-element. Figure 4.1, shows 
a single ID finite-element (solid line) which is defined by its beginning and 
end points, known as nodal points. The values of the solution obtained us­
ing the finite-element method, at the nodal points are also marked on the 
figure, with linear interpolation between them over u  (dotted line). Figure 
4.2 shows two tessellating finite-elements, making a region, The mid­
dle node is now shared by both finite-elements, such tha t although there 
are 4 nodal points in G, there are only 3 values of the solution required to 
interpolate the full solution on H. The nodal overlaps are extremely impor­
tan t in the FEM, as these enforce the continuity of the solution (and or its 
derivatives) throughout H.
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Figure 4.2: An example of a region Cl for Ne = 2, consisting of two finite- 
element regions, wi, W2 (Figure 4.1). Despite there being only Nk = 3 un­
known values of 4^ , there are 4 nodal points in the problem. This overlap is 
extremely important for ensuring continuity of the function in all Cl.
P iecew ise  approxim ation o f the solution
The simplest way of explaining this process is by the example given in Fig­
ure 4.2. The solution vector, -0 has 3 elements {Nk = 3) in Cl.
In a single finite-element, ojj, however, only a subset of exists, of order 
Nj (which is equal to the number of nodes within the finite-element). This 
subset will be w ritten as ipl (in the same way that xi is labelled on Figure
4.2).
The solution function throughout uj, w ritten as 4^  ^(x), is then defined as a 
linear combination of the product of -0^  with interpolating functions, FÎ{x). 
The interpolating functions, (x) are chosen carefully to be non-zero only 
inside Uj. This allows the solution within a single finite element, ujj, w ritten 
as -^^  (æ), to be defined as:
I  0, X ^  Uj
In Figure 4.2, the functions Ÿ^(æ) and ^^(æ) need to be obtained to have the 
full solution in Cl. In this example
7plF^{x)d-'iljlF^{x}
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and:
e Wg) =  tplFfix) +  ‘iplF i^x)
Enforcing continu ity  o f the solu tion  over finite-elem ent boundaries
The two solutions, € cji), G ÜJ2 ) are “piecewise” solutions, and both 
rely upon the value of 7p2 , which is the value of of both "^{xD and (Fig­
ure 4.2). Therefore, it m ust be ensured th a t despite the separate definitions 
of the functions, the shared 'ip values m ust have consistent values.
The solution, m ust be a t least continuous over finite-element boundaries 
but preferably also having continuous gradient over the boundaries. In the 
case where ju st the continuity of the solution value is enforced over element 
boundaries, then 4^  is said to have Cq continuity in Cl. If the gradient of 4^  is 
also matched at the element boundaries, then 4^  is said to have Ci continu­
ity. If Co continuity is employed, then for small number of total grid points, 
Nkj there is no guarantee th a t the function will be smooth over the bound­
ary. However, for very large Nk , the function will appear smooth, without 
the need for Ci continuity. Using Ci polynomials however does drastically 
reduce the number of points Nk required in Cl to get the same precision in 
the solution as when Co polynomials are used [26].
C q  interpolation  of the so lu tion  w ith in  a finite-elem ent
It is well known th a t if the coordinates of Nj data points are known, then 
a polynomial function of order {Nj — 1) can be fitted uniquely through the 
points. For example, consider the simplest possible ID line element with 2 
nodes, as in Figure 4.1. It is only possible to assume a linear form between 
the values. By allowing internal points on the finite-element, higher order 
interpolation can be used. This would then reduce the number of finite- 
elements required to obtain a smooth accurate wavefunction. For a given 
total number of points in G, w ritten as Nk , there is a trade-off between 
the order of the interpolation and the number of finite-elements used. This 
trade-off is examined in the numerical testing of the implementation (Chap­
ter 7).
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Very few authors consider finite-elements with more than  3 nodes (per di­
mension). The reason for this, can be explained by considering a system 
similar to that in Figure 4.2, but with more finite-elements. Consider one of 
the finite-elements, u)j which has all nodes on the boundaries of other finite- 
elements (i.e. th a t is one of the finite-elements not on dCt). Define the set of 
nodes in the finite element, ujj to have coordinates, at which the function 
value, 4f(a; )^ =  The set of coordinates, x{ can be written as the set:
.yj — / 1
Consider one of the set of points, æj, which is on the boundary with another 
finite-element with index / ,  such that:
4  = 4
At this coordinate the function value m ust be the same, such that:
^;(37{) =  ^ / ( / , )
In terms of the linear expansions discussed previously, this can be written 
such that:
. . .  ., ., .,
= E  4  K ' ( 4  )’^—1 A:^ =l
In order for the nodal wavefunction values, to be identical, the func­
tions, FI [ x )  need to be carefully chosen, such that:
Kk’> x e x l ,
0 < (æ) < 1, x e u j  (4.8)
0, X ^ u
The full linear expansions then reduce to
i i  = 4
which, by definition yields:
^;(37{) =  4r;(37(,)
The linear expansion coefficients, t/j, can be allowed to take real or complex
.1 ./
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values, so tha t the definition of the polynomials does not become any more 
complicated. The definition of (x) above, enforces Cq continuity between 
the finite-elements.
Clearly, any nodal point which is internal to the finite-element and not on 
the boundary with any other elements, does not contribute to the continuity 
of the function between the elements (and could just have its function value 
obtained using interpolation). Having internal nodes however, does allow 
quadratic (or even higher) order interpolation over each element, which is 
known to give great improvements over linear interpolation for many phys­
ical problems [26]. It is logical therefore to consider th a t having a larger 
number of finite-elements with quadratic interpolation would be a better 
use of resources than  to consider cubic or higher order interpolation. For 
this reason the author chooses in this work, that all finite-elements have 
either 2 or 3 nodes (per dimension) not more.
4.3.3 S im plify ing th e fin ite-elem ent m ethod  u sin g  
cuboidal geom etry
Various large corporations have w ritten general purpose finite-element codes, 
such as COMSOL and FLEXPDE, and have spent many years doing so. 
This section in particular contains choices made by the author to simplify 
the FEM for the purposes of this work. The Gauss-Legendre quadrature 
technique chosen by the author is not the authors work, however the de­
scription of the generalisation to 3D, and discussion of the advantages and 
disadvantages of the method was not taken from any source.
Firstly, it is assumed tha t all finite-elements are either line (ID), rectangu­
lar (2D) or cuboidal (3D). The volume of a finite-element, vj, is then defined 
by ju st its length in each direction La, as the axes are already rectilinear:
D
Vj= f  dæ = LJ (4.9)
a=l
Hence, any integral performed upon a single finite-element can now be 
made a standard process by performing a rectilinear coordinate transform
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into an element “local” space, ff such that
2
J J  { Xa  - x i ) - l  
J-'a
where, the param eter x{ is the most “negative” coordinate in axis a of the 
finite-element. The range of t] is therefore defined as (—1 < % < 1) for all 
finite-elements. The choice of this specific range of fj is such tha t Gauss- 
Legendre numerical quadrature techniques can be used to perform integrals 
locally within each finite-element. The differential change in rja can be very 
simply obtained in terms of
d% = ^da7aL'a
From this, it can be written tha t
2^d?7 =  — d f'^ 3
where, Vj is the volume of the element (Equation 4.9). Hence any integral 
on G can now be performed using
d f/ "  = t f
where w is the perfect cube of “volume” 2^,
The second assumption, is th a t every finite-element has the same number 
of nodes in every dimension. It has already been argued in Section 4.3.2, 
tha t this number should be either 2 or 3. Hence, the author sets:
N, = II 3, quadratic
The third assumption, is th a t in ff space, these nodes are regularly spaced. 
This implies directly tha t the middle node in a 3 noded finite-element m ust 
always be exactly in the middle of the finite-element. For a non-linearly 
spaced grid, this may appear to pose a problem. However, if the input to 
the system is such tha t the user only provides the coordinates of the 2 end
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nodes (in ID), then the system can automatically create the middle node if 
quadratic interpolation is used. The result of these three assumptions is 
tha t in fj space, every finite-element is identical, allowing the simple Gauss- 
Legendre quadrature technique to be employed more easily.
4.3.4 G auss-Legendre quadrature
The method of Gauss-Legendre quadrature has been chosen by the author 
for performing the integration required to obtain the elements of the m atri­
ces in the generalised eigenvalue problem or linear solve problem.
Integration in  ID problem s
Consider a ID integral, I  of an arbitrary function, (pirf) in the line-element 
Gj in the element local coordinate space (defined in Section 4.3.3):
=  J
The Gauss-Legendre technique writes this integral as a linear combination 
of Ng weighted samples of the function at a set of specific points fj each 
with weight w: Na
m = l
The set of Gauss pairs, {wm, fjm) can be found in a standard table of constants 
[81, 82]. If the function (p being integrated is an arbitrary polynomial of 
order q, then Equation 4.10 gives a numerically exact value of the integral, 
I  when [26]:
N, > Ceiling (4,11)
Consider the following example:
1 r
1  = J
-1
The order of the polynomial is 2, and therefore to obtain a numerically pre­
cise integral, Ng > 2. From sources [81, 82], the two Gauss pairs are given
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by  ^ 1, - ^ 1  ) and  ^ 1, ^ . Using Equation 4.10, the value of I  is now
computed precisely:
For the purposes of this work, integrals of the Lagrangian on each finite- 
element are required. The Lagrangian will contain all the physical func­
tions (magnetic field and electric potentials) as well as the interpolating 
functions used in the finite-element method. The integrals which are re­
quired therefore are not necessarily polynomials. However, if Ng is set high 
enough, then integrals of the Lagrangian will still be numerically accurate. 
The author has included the capability to use any number of Gauss pairs, 
Ng in the implementation of the code, such that the user of the computer 
code can decide what value of Ng is required. In the results presented in 
Chapters 8 and 9, as the magnetic field and also the potential defining the 
DQD structure are both low order, Ng was set slightly higher than  th a t re­
quired by the order of the interpolating polynomials. This ensured th a t the 
integrals were not a further source of error in the results.
Integration in  3D problem s
Consider the integral, X of an arbitrary function, 4> on the perfect cube finite- 
element, w, in the rectilinear element local coordinate space, ff:
X = J  0 (7 )d ? 7
w
1 1 1
= y  y  d772 j  drj3(f){f])
- 1  - 1
It cannot be assumed th a t the function (p{ff) is separable, however, the triple 
integral can be still considered using the ID Gauss points introduced in the 
previous sub-section.
Figure 4.3, which is discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.5 shows how a ID 
line finite-element in this rectilinear space, f f , is generalised to a 3D cube
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finite-element. Due to the full symmetry of w, it is possible to use tensor 
products of the Gauss weights in order to perform the triple integrals. The 
tensor product is discussed in detail in Appendix B.
Hence, the integral, X is now w ritten using Gauss-Legendre quadrature as
Ng
(4.12)
771=1
where, No is now the total number of Gauss points, W  are the tensor prod­
ucts of the ID Gauss weights, and ff are the vector coordinates for the corre­
sponding weights. An example of a 3D integral tackled using this approach 
is computed in detail in Appendix C.
The Gauss-Legendre technique offers very precise values of the integrals 
required in the finite-element method. Further discussion of this technique 
is given in [26]. One disadvantage of this technique, is th a t any physical 
functions in the Lagrangian m ust be sampled at the specific Gauss points 
in the ff coordinates. One advantage of this technique, will appear in Sec­
tion 4.3.6, where integrals are required on all finite-elements, cj. By repre­
senting every finite-element in the ff space as exactly the same regular cubic 
region, the physical functions are sampled at the same places in every finite- 
element. This reduces the computational work required to generate values 
of the interpolation polynomials, and the physical functions all included in 
the Lagrangian.
4.3.5 In terpolation  fu n ction s
Finding interpolation functions in 2D or 3D for arbitrary shaped finite- 
elements is not trivial. This is the key reason why it has been defined that 
every finite-element should be identical, in ff space. This allows tensor prod­
ucts of ID interpolating functions to be used. The tensor product was used 
in Section 4.3.4 for the generalisation of the ID Gauss weights to 3D ones 
for Gauss-Legendre quadrature. The process of obtaining 2D interpolation 
polynomials using the tensor product is well described by El-Zafrany and 
Cookson for both Cq and Ci polynomials [83].
Appendix B, gives the m athematical background of this process and exam­
ples for linear and quadratic Co polynomials. The process in fact works for
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3 D2 D
Figure 4.3: A schematic drawing showing the generalisation of the region 
Ci) in ff space for a given finite-element from ID to 3D, for a) linear Cq in­
terpolation, b) quadratic C q interpolation. This figure shows how the tensor 
product of the ID system simply generalises to the 3D system, due to the 
full symmetry of w. By analogy, this figure demonstrates how the tensor 
product of ID Gauss points can be used in 3D quadrature (Section 4.3.4).
Cl polynomials as well [26, 83]. Figure 4.3 shows how a ID finite-element is 
generalised to 3D for both the 2 and 3 noded elements (linear and quadratic 
cases respectively). In the figure, the range of ff is the same in each dimen­
sion which clearly allows the tensor product method to be used to obtain the 
interpolation polynomials in 2D and 3D finite-elements.
Consider the nodal points on the ID line element in Figure 4.3b), where the 
set of nodal coordinates are ?7= { - l , 0, 1}. If the ID interpolation polynomi­
als corresponding to these individual nodes are known to be the functions 
F i f , Fq^  and then the simplest choice of interpolation polynomial for 
the 3D nodal point in Figure 4.3b), with if = (1,0, -1), is then:
h i )  F : ^ ( ? 7 2 )  ^  F i f  ( % )
The exact form of these polynomials, F^^ for both the Cq and Ci cases are 
derived and presented in source [26]. The exact form of these polynomi­
als is not required for the discussions within this work. As the functions 
JÇ11D chosen to satisfy certain criteria (such as those listed for Cq conti­
nuity in Equation 4.8), then the function F^^ will also satisfy the criteria.
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D Degrees of freedom 
per node (C'o)
Degrees of freedom 
per node ( C i)
1 ^  (1 ) S  (2)
2 Ip  (1 ) , M r4)r ) Qx  ’ d y  ’ d x d y  V /
3 Ip  (1 ) As for D = 2 , and
dtf) d'^ip d'^ip
d z  ’ d x d z ^  d i j d z ^  d x d y d z
Table 4.1: Degrees of freedom at each nodal point for both the Cq and Ci 
interpolation schemes with the total in brackets
Once again, in the quadratic case, this only works if the nodal point is a t 
the middle point in all dimensions, which is enforced within the author’s 
implementation.
Hence, ID, 2D or 3D problems can be solved by just having the ID polyno­
mial functions evaluated a t ID Gauss points.
C \  in terpolation polynom ials
It is well established th a t Ci interpolation used within the finite-element 
method can reduce the number of finite-elements required to give accurate 
solutions depending upon the exact physical problem [26]. For this reason, 
it has been included in the model. The physical appearance of the finite- 
elements is left the same as for the C q case, consisting of a total of 2^or 3^ 
nodes, however, a t each node there are now multiple degrees of freedom. 
Rather than just having the coefficient of the wavefunction, 4^ , in the ID 
case, the derivative of this is also kept as a coefficient It was mentioned 
previously th a t the tensor product method still provides the higher dimen­
sion interpolation polynomials, however the cost of using C\ increases the 
m atrix order by a factor of 2^, per real grid point, as shown in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 shows all the degrees of freedom which m ust be conserved (being 
the same in all finite-elements a t a given nodal point).
With an applied magnetic field in the model, the number of degrees of free­
dom a t each nodal point given in Table 4.1 in brackets are just doubled, 
such th a t there is one complete set of degrees of freedom for the whole 2- 
spinor wavefunction. The details behind the derivations of the Q  polynomi­
als are not required here, and can be found in source [26]. It is clear tha t the 
amount of computational work required to perform the element based action
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Figure 4.4: Element local m atrix order as a function of dimension and poly­
nomial type
integrals will be considerably higher for the Ci quadratic case, than for any 
other of the choices. For this reason, C2 or higher order interpolation, is not 
considered by the author, as it is more effective to use extra finite-elements 
instead. The author shows how the order of the local m atrix for each type of 
polynomial in each dimension varies in Figure 4.4. It is very clear tha t using 
Cl polynomials in 3D will be very expensive in terms of computer storage, 
and also in computing time as each matrix-vector multiplication will take 
longer.
4.3.6 M atrix-based rep resen ta tion  o f th e Schrodinger  
eq u ation
The action integral for the basic Schrodinger type equation as discussed in 
Section 4.2.3 is given by:
J = d f
The region should officially be “all space”, as the wavefunction cannot be 
assumed to decay to zero within a finite volume for all forms of the potential,
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V. However, numerically, the best approximation is to consider a region Cl 
large enough, such tha t the wavefunction on the boundary of Cl, dCl, is sev­
eral orders of magnitude smaller than  its peak value. The potential well 
defined by V  will force the exponential decay of the wavefunction and hence 
only a small border should be required around the structure being exam­
ined.
The action integral on Cl can be discretised using Ne finite-elements such 
tha t Ne
J=1
where, the action on finite-element j ,  y  is defined as
W
where, is the Lagrangian on a single finite-element, and Vj is the volume 
of the element (Equation 4.9). The function, Ÿ is once again locally defined 
as the linear combination of Nj  weighted interpolating functions, F  on every 
element: Nj
= (4.13)
fc=l
where, Nj  = {Nj)^ is the total number of nodes in the finite-element. Through­
out this section, the interpolating functions, F have been defined as being 
real valued. The complex conjugate of 4^ , written as ’k*, is given by the same 
expansion with a different index:
Nj
1=1
The Lagrangian on element j  can be written then as the nodal coefficients 
multiplied by the original L, which is now a functional of F, V F and ff:
Ü  =
The action on a single finite-element is written then as
y  = ^ f L ’dif
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~  [^ik ”  ^^ik] '^k
where the elements of the [D , 0 )^ matrices contain the integrated parts of 
the Lagrangian on this finite-element.
In Section 4.3.2, continuity of the wavefunction is discussed. To enforce 
the function continuity conditions, the individual matrices {C\ m ust be 
“overlaid” to give the global (Ü, O) matrices [26]. The matrices O^) are 
dense matrices, as they contain values which will mostly be non-zero.
It is noted here tha t the author does not a t any point create or store the 
global (£, D) matrices. This is because they are not required if the (£^, O^) 
matrices are obtained, and the nodal connectivity data is known. A ID 
example of how this works is shown in the next subsection.
It is highly inefficient to create or store the global matrices, because the 
majority of the m atrix elements will be zero valued (this is because the 
wavefunction is defined locally within each finite-element). These global 
matrices, are said to be sparse matrices. The total action, using the global 
matrices (or the “overlaid” finite-element matrices) is written as:
3 = ED] ip
The final step is to set the action stationary such that:
#  = 0dip*
This yields the generalised eigenvalue problem:
[ £ - ED] ip= ^ 0
This is the sparse m atrix generalised eigenvalue problem, for which the 
library HSL_EA19 along with preconditioning routine discussed in Section 
3.3.2 is required.
ID exam ple o f the derivation
Figure 4.2 shows how two ID finite-elements each with two nodes are “over­
laid”, such tha t there are just 3 unknown nodal values. If ip^  was constrained
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to zero, then in fact there are only 2 unknown nodal values. The final quan­
tity of unknown nodal values in the “global” problem will be labelled as A^. 
For the situation in Figure 4.2, the following unconstrained equations could 
be written:
( £}11
V
n \  =i f-'Vi
0
12
22 + Liin1 * ■^12
j
/  V V>3 /
Oi OI2
12
0 I2 ^22 J
/  V'l ^
V-^2
\  ^3 /
If the constraint, ^^3 =  0 is chosen for this given problem then, the action 
can be w ritten “globally” as:
'11I* '12^ 2 2 - E
Du Di2 
D21 D22
All the matrices defined here are Hermitian, before and after applying any 
constraints. Two of the nine m atrix elements in each of the global (uncon­
strained) matrices are zero valued. In a problem with many more finite- 
elements, this ratio of zero valued m atrix elements increases. This quantity 
is often referred to as the m atrix sparsity. It is worth noting tha t all the 
m atrix elements of (£, D) which are non-zero are simply made from the sum 
of m atrix elements of {O , O^). This is a great advantage in the computer 
storage of these matrices, only the finite-element matrices, {O, O^), need to 
be stored. The final step in this example, is to make the action stationary, 
such that: da
dip* =  0
This gives the generalised eigenvalue problem:
'11 £ 12
£12 D22 - E
D 11
'21
Di2 \  
0 2 2  )  _ =  0
Without proof, it will be stated here tha t both £  and £) are Hermitian 
positive-definite matrices, and th a t this important in the choice of “library” 
used to solve the eigenvalue problem. HSL_EA19 (discussed in Section 
3.3.2) which is used within the implementation, requires and exploits the 
positive-definite nature of the matrices.
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4.4 Galerkin. finite-element method
The Schrodinger equation was proposed by Schrodinger himself directly out 
of work using the variational principle. The Poisson equation appears a t a 
glance to be simpler than  the Schrodinger equation to solve. However when 
considering realistic boundary conditions and the presence of an arbitrary 
function on the right hand side, solution of the Poisson equation becomes 
more challenging.
The variational principle cannot be used in the case where arbitrary bound­
ary conditions, and an arbitrary right hand side are allowed. The Galerkin 
method takes care of both of these issues by converting the “strong” differ­
ential form of the equation, to a “weaker” integral form of the problem using 
weighted residuals, and calculus of variations.
Consider the Poisson equation in its general form, such tha t
V • [e(f)V ^(f)] =  p(f) x e n
where, e (^  is the m aterial permittivity, #  is the electric scalar potential and 
p{x) is the charge density.
The global solution to the Poisson equation in the Galerkin FEM is written 
as:
That is, a polynomial expansion term  (similar to th a t in the variational 
FEM), and a special function 4>o which satisfies all the boundary conditions. 
Using this approximation, a residual, R {^ ,  can be defined such that:
F (f) =  V • [e(f)V4>(f)l -  p(x)
=  . [ e ( f ) +  V - [e(âf)V$o(àf)] -  p(:^ )
If the approximated global solution was exact, then R{x) would be zero. This 
would be ideal, however it is extremely unlikely to be the case. It is much 
simpler however, to enforce a weighted residual to zero
f jR(f)W((f)dD = 0 Jn
where W{x) are an arbitrarily chosen set of polynomials. In the Galerkin
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method, the W  polynomials are set equal to the set of G polynomials, such 
tha t the integral equation can be written as:
4>k f (V • [e(x)VGfc(^)]) G,{S)dQ +  /  V • [e(f)V$o(5)] Gi{x)dQJQ Jil
-  [  p{x)Gi{x)dQ = 0 
Jn
Using integration by parts (Green’s First Theorem), the order of the deriva­
tive is reduced such that:
[  e{x) [VG,(f)] • [VG,(f)l dil + <t>k<£Jo. Jan Gfn,
+ [  e{x) [V€>o(J)] • [VG,(f)] d^  + d) G ,(æ )e (f )^ % ^ ^ d r  Jn Jan
— f  p{^Gi{x)dCl = 0 
This can be written generally as a m atrix equation such that:
i^k(/>k — Oi
However, in the case where there are natural Neumann boundary condi­
tions (Equation 4.3), the term s reduce to:
/  eW [VQ(:r)] - [VGk(:^]dnJq
+ [  e{x) [V0o(^)]'[VGz(æ)] dn
Jn
— f p{x)Gi{x)dCl — 0 
Jn
If the natural Neumann boundary condition applies, then the function 0Q 
can be set to zero, leaving a simpler equation:
[  e{x) [VG,(f)l • [VG,(5)1 d Ü = -  [  p{x)Gi(x)dü
In the case where p{x) =  0, this reduces to a Laplace equation, of the form:
(t>k f  e{x) [VG,(æ)] ■ [VGj,(æ)] dO =  0 (4.14)Jn
The range of I, k is clearly for the “global” problem on Now, using the 
same techniques developed for the variational problem, Q is split into Ne
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finite-elements. Within each finite-element, the interpolating functions, G 
are replaced directly by the interpolating functions F  (described previously 
in detail for the variational problem). The integral then is reduced to the 
m atrix linear-solve equation of the form:
l^k4>k ~  0 (4.15)
The m atrix equation is then solved using the library HSLJV1I31, as dis­
cussed in Section 3.3.2.
4.5 Conclusion
Using calculus of variations and the Euler-Lagrange equation as a foun­
dation, the author has presented and worked through Algorithm 4.1, for 
solving the Schrodinger equation in particular using variational techniques. 
For the Poisson equation, the Galerkin finite-element method has been in­
troduced for completeness.
The author discusses and justifies choices to simplify the most general finite- 
element method for the purposes of this work. These assumptions and sim­
plifications have made it possible to implement the FEM within the scope of 
this work. The choice of simplifications and their justification is the author’s 
work. All equations unless specified otherwise are re-derived by the author.
In summary, the author has presented in this chapter the basis of the FEM 
in context, with re-derived equations using the author’s notations. All fur­
ther chapters build upon the equations presented and justified in this chap­
ter.
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Chapter 5 
M odelling the electronic  
properties of quantum  dots 
(QDs)
5.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to build upon the background theory to show how 
the FEM can be used to obtain the eigenpair solutions of the Schrodinger 
equation required for this work.
In Chapter 4, the finite-element method was discussed in detail, and a 
set of simplifications were justified, allowing for the implementation of the 
method within the scope of this thesis. In this chapter, the Lagrangian form 
of the multi-valley Hamiltonian for a Si QD is derived by the author, and 
proven to be valid using the techniques introduced in Chapter 4. The fi­
nal Lagrangian used in the author’s implementation of the finite-element 
method is presented as Equation 5.17.
Computational parallélisation of the author’s implementation is also dis­
cussed in this chapter. This is original work by the author.
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5.2 Modelling quantum dots in applied 
electric and magnetic fields
The Hamiltonian for a single electron quantum dot in a m aterial with non­
trivial effective mass and applied fields was reduced in the previous chapter 
to the form found in Equations 2.10, 2.11. Obtaining the Lagrangian cor­
responding to this Hamiltonian directly in one step is not an easy task, so 
it will be performed in stages. Boundary conditions for this problem have 
already been discussed in Chapter 4.
5.2.1 The L agrangian  (w ithout sp in  coupling)
The Hamiltonian H  was previously derived for the single particle with in­
verse effective mass vector rha (Equation 2.9 without the operator è ) , such 
that
H = f  + {V-\e \Ve)  (5.1)
where, the kinetic energy operator f ,  was defined as:
y  ^  .^ 2
2m, Pa
By studying the form of the Lagrangian used by Schrodinger himself for 
the basic form of the Schrodinger equation, the following Lagrangian, 
is proposed:
1 ^(y  _  |e| 14 -  E) +  —  ^ m „  (p.»)' (%»)
a=l
(5.2)
The left hand side of the Euler-Lagrange equation (Equation 4.4) yields:
D
a=l
OF
d{Pa^Y_
D D
2m. &
a=l t 
D
6=1
drhbipb^ y (pb#)
2mp
-  - f
a=l
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The right hand side yields:
dLes
Combining and re-arranging these, the Hamiltonian equation is re-obtained 
such that:
-  E4r
This shows tha t the Lagrangian, will minimise the action by obtaining 
which satisfies the Schrodinger equation. Hence, is a valid Lagrangian 
for modelling electronic states if spin is ignored.
5.2.2 The L agrangian  (w ith  sp in  coupling)
The Hamiltonian, % (Equations 2.10, 2.11) was previously derived for the 
single electron with effective mass in a magnetic field =  V x in the 
Coulomb gauge, such tha t
( r  +  V - | e | V ' e  +  s )^ ' =  E<ÿ (5 .3)
where, B is the spin splitting operator, and T  is the kinetic energy operator 
(defined in the Coulomb gauge) such that:
f  = *
nT>n. .0 / T*\ ^
Substituting H  (Equation 5.1) back into Equation 5.3, it can be written that:
(^ -  e ) ^ + (ê  H- ^  {eA)l)  q/ +  ( 4 /  = ° (^  4)
Each of the three terms will contribute to the Lagrangian, L, which will be 
written as the sum of these three contributions in Equation 5.5. The first 
bracketed term  in Equation 5.4 contributes (Equation 5.2) to L. The 
contributions from the other two brackets, L2 , L3 need to be worked out, 
such tha t L is given by:
L -  L"" -I- L2 +  L3 (5.5)
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The second term, Lg, is quite trivial to obtain, and can be written as:
Using the Euler-Lagrange equation on L2, the left hand side yields
r ■ 1 = 0
5  { 4 # ] }
and the right hand side yields:
= [B + SM : 4/
The right hand side clearly yields the same term  as the second bracket in 
Equation 5.4, showing th a t L2 can be included into L without modification.
The third term, L3, can be written as:
L3 =  — f i p)  »TTle \  y a
Using the Euler-Lagrange equation on L3, the left hand side yields
ÔL3 ^ rE(fi
a=l
and the right hand side yields:
5 L3 e _ f
d ¥  = W A
The right hand side term  matches the third bracketed term  in Equation 5.4. 
This shows th a t L3 can be included into L without modification.
The sum of the three contributions is then clearly w ritten as:
- f ^  = ( y - \ e \ V e ~ E ) ' i ' +  ( ê  + ^ ( e A y ] ^  + — rha(Âp'\ 3-\  2m e \  y  a j  r U e  \  K
This can be trivially rearranged to recover Equation 5.4, the Hamiltonian 
equation for the system.
The full form of L for the physical problem being examined is now given as
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Equation 5.7:
1 D
L = {Pa^)
a = l
+ — 7fla^*fAp) ^m e \  /  a
+ 'i* ( v - \ e \ V e - E  + ê  + ^ ( e Â Ÿ ' ) - ÿ  (5.7)\  ZrUe \  / a /
This Lagrangian, L contains the 2 x 2  matrix operator A, and hence is a 
matrix. The wavefunction ^  is 2-spinor. This Lagrangian will of course be 
different for each of the valleys in silicon due to the different effective mass 
vectors. This means tha t similar to the process shown in Section 2.4.4, L is 
redefined such tha t L Ly, where v is the valley index. For the effective 
mass modelling of silicon therefore, there are three Lagrangians required.
5.2.3 N atural u n its
The Lagrangian, L, has dimensions which can be exploited to ensure that 
the problem is numerically well conditioned. This process is performed by 
introducing a system of natural units.
In this work there are a set of characteristic units which best represent the 
systems being examined. The characteristic units for energy, Ue, length, 14', 
and potential, U y  are:
Ue = ImeV 
C4 =  In m  
Uv ' leV
In the rest of this discussion, these term s will be used, however the m ath­
ematics is kept general, such th a t the natural unit system will also work 
when solving the Poisson equation (where the characteristic length unit, 
is different).
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Dimensionless physical quantities
Up to this point, SI units have been assumed. In this section, all quantities 
with a hat, such as Æ, will be dimensionless. The constants introduced later, 
labelled as c are also dimensionless. The first step of the process is to intro­
duce an arbitrary user defined length unit, C4, and a dimensionless position 
vector, X can also be defined:
X =  U x X
A  natural energy unit, C/g is now introduced such that:
E =  UeÈ
= Ue UcÈ  (5.8)
where, Ue is a user defined energy unit, and lie is the dimensionless form of 
Ue such that:
Ue = Ue Us
The algebraic form of Ue and Ûe are derived in Equations 5.15 and 5.16 
respectively. The Lagrangian, L, is a term  within the action integral which 
is w ritten as:
1 = J  Ldx (5.9)
such tha t L has SI units of Jm~^. A dimensionless Lagrangian, L can be 
defined, using a unit for the Lagrangian, Ul such that:
L = UlL  (5.10)
Combining Equations 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10, the following dimensionless action 
integral is obtained:
I  = {Ur^U°Ux} j  Ldx 
The natural unit of the Lagrangian, %  is then given by:
Ul = U y - ’^
=  UEÜeU-^
The unit %  is therefore now redundant, as it is expressed in term s of Ue and 
14. The wavefunction (which is part of the Lagrangian) has units. Using the
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normalisation integral for bound state problems (introduced in Chapter 4)J
a unit for the wavefunction can be introduced, U^ , such that:
4/ =
Using the dimensionless volume, dx, it is clear that:
j  |$fd5 = i
The natural unit of the wavefunction, 4 /^ is therefore given in term s of 
as:
(5.11)
The magnetic field strength (also within the Lagrangian) is chosen always 
to have SI units of Tesla, such that:
B = ÈT
The magnetic field, B is an im portant input param eter in this work (see 
Chapter 8), and the units of the Lagrangian itself do not depend upon the 
magnetic field. For these reasons, the author chooses to keep it in SI units 
rather than  introduce another natural unit. The magnetic vector potential, 
A however requires some careful attention. The dimensionless magnetic 
vector potential, À  is defined such that:
A = UaA
The magnetic field, B  with SI units of Tesla is then obtained from:
B = UaV  X A
Hence, the natural choice of Ua is given by
Ua = UxT
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such that:
Â = U xT À  (5.12)
The potential, V  is given an arbitrary user defined unit, Uy such that:
V = UyV (5.13)
Although, Uy has been introduced, it is rare for the potential to be expressed 
in units other than eV, and is introduced purely for the purpose of making a 
dimensionless potential, V. For this reason, the electronic potential, — |e| 14 
(Equation 5.7) is assumed to always have units also of eV, such th a t the 
term  14 has SI units of volts. This is a sensible assumption, as in Chapter 6, 
the solution of the Poisson equation to obtain 14 will be discussed. The gate 
voltages used to calculate 14 are supplied in SI units of Volts, as these are 
characteristic for the system.
In summary, the user can now define three base units, C4, Ue and Uy for the 
problem. All other units can be derived in terms of these three units.
A pplication to the Lagrangian
The five terms in the Lagrangian, L (Equation 5.7) which are summed
together, can now be considered one by one. Consider the following La­
grangian, Li:
a=l
=  (M'  a=l
Using the units, Ue and L4, Li is made dimensionless term-by-term, such 
that:
D
(5.14)
The natural choice of Ue is then given by:
~  (G IG)
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From Equation 5.8, the natural dimensionless form of Ue, which is 4 ,  is 
given by:
A - I
2m= (5.16)
Both Ue and Ûe are defined in term s of the three base units. Consider the 
case where the user chooses U^  — Inm, and Ue ~  ImeV. From Equation 5.8, 
the dimensionless form of Ue, which is is given by:
Ue = 2m
Ipsi fY
|e| 2m 
% 37.9
Using Equation 5.8, the real energy, E  in the desired units, Ue = ImeV, is 
simply obtained by calculating È  (by solving the equations), and multiplying 
it by C/g. The dimensionless Li (Equation 5.14) is now written as
D
(V„*)
a = l
Li = Cl
where:
Cl = 1
A similar process can be followed for the part of the Lagrangian, L2, where:
1 /2  —  —rrie \  /  a
= -2iHBfha^’" ( i v )  *
Using Ue (Equation 5.15) and C4, the dimensionless form, L 2 is w ritten as:
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where
such tha t if [4  =  Inm, then C2 % —3i x 10"^.
In a the same way, consider the part of the Lagrangian, L3, where:
è  h :
Using [fe (Equation 5.15) and 14, the dimensionless form, L3 is written as:
L, = = 2m,
^^rr2rr2rp2_£^Ti2 2m. (Â)^
: \ 2
***m„ (A)l
*-*m a (Â)^= C3
where
C3
such that if [4  = Inm, then C3 %: 2.3 x 10 
The fourth part of the Lagrangian, L4 is:
L4 =  4f"A4r 
=  / .4b 4(*<j •
Using C4 (Equation 5.15) and Ux, the dimensionless form, £4 is written as
L4 =  pbU,~^T [^*0 - B ^ ]
= [*V  ■ M ]
= C4 [^ "*'0' • A4^ ]
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where
C4 = ZC2
such th a t if =  Inm, then C4 % 1.5 x 10 
The last part of the Lagrangian, L5 is:
L5 = (V -  E)4/*4r
Using Ue (Equation 5.15), Ux and Uy, the dimensionless form, L5 is written 
as
£5 =  U -^{U vV -U ,È )
=  (C5V -  £ )  [ * • * ]
where
C5 =  u y u v  
=
such tha t if Ux = Inm and Uy = leV, then % % 26.4
The final Lagrangian in natural units, L  which is the dimensionless version 
of L (Equation 5.7), is now written such th a t
L = j 2 Li
i=l
which when expanded, is equal to
D
L  = (V .*)
+ C2[ma**(ÂV)^*]
+ C3 |m .* ' (4 ) ' * '
+ C4 4f*cr •
(5.17)
where the dimensionless constants, c are defined in term s of the user defined
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base units, L4, Uy as:
Cl = 1
C3 = c\
iC2C4 =  "IT22m
WC5 = -T^rU^Uy
In summary, the Lagrangian above has used a natural unit for the energy, 
in order to numerically condition the problem. A natural unit was not used 
for the magnetic field, in order to keep it simple, as this is an important user 
input parameter. The wavefunctions, 4^ , obtained will have units specified 
by the user (see Equation 5.11). The energy, E  can be obtained in the user 
defined units of Ue using Equations 5.8 and 5.16.
The Lagrangian, L (Equation 5.17) is now ready for use within a dimension­
less action integral.
R elevance to the im plem entation
In order to keep the implementation as flexible as possible (such tha t other 
structures can be studied), the user of the computer code is allowed to define 
their own base units, 14, Ue and Uy, Hence, it is im portant to carefully 
define these constants such th a t they directly depend upon these base units.
A similar process was required when considering the residual function used 
for the solution of the Poisson equation, where a different L4 and Ue are re­
quired due to the larger length scales. As the solution of the Poisson equa­
tion is used within the Schrodinger equation as an input, making sure that 
the units are compatible is important.
5.2.4 S olv ing  th e  m atrix  gen era lised  e igen va lu e  
problem
In Section 4.3.6, the process of obtaining the generalised eigenvalue problem 
was shown. The solution region Ü is chosen such tha t on dÜ, the wavefunc­
tion is several orders of magnitude smaller than  its peak value. However,
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for the electron wavefunction normalisation condition to be used on Ü, given 
by
/  |* |"dx = 1
n
then, the wavefunction m ust be equal to zero on dÜ, This is therefore a 
Dirichlet boundary condition. In this model, this is enforced by removing 
the rows and columns of the matrices corresponding to the nodal wavefunc­
tion values which are on dQ. In the ID example in Section 4.3.6, the imple­
m entation of this boundary condition within the m atrix problem was shown 
explicitly. Further details of this method are given by Ram-Mohan [26].
Solving the sparse m atrix generalised eigenvalue problem is complicated 
and so a library is used within the author’s finite-element implementation 
to solve this equation. The author sought a computationally parallelised 
library with a simple Fortran 90/95 interface which can solve this equation 
for an arbitrary number of eigenpairs. The author could not find this a t the 
time of implementation.
The library, HSL_EA19 chosen by the author offers all the features apart 
from the parallélisation. Most of the real time taken to solve the eigenvalue 
equation is spent performing matrix-vector multiplication. Detail of how 
the library works is given in the references [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. In brief, 
the library begins the solution to the eigenproblem by creating a set of N  
eigenpairs. The user of the library routine is then expected to perform the 
matrix-vector multiplication upon each of the N  eigenvectors, and return  
these results to the library routine. The library then calculates a new set 
of N  eigenpairs, which are a better approximation to the solution. This 
process iterates until the errors in the eigenvectors become smaller than  a 
user provided tolerance value.
Hence, although the library routine itself is not parallelised, the routines 
for performing the matrix-vector multiplication can be (by the user of the 
library). It was mentioned in Section 4.3.6 that the global matrices are 
sparse, and tha t all their non-zero m atrix elements come from the dense 
matrices for each individual finite-element. The dense finite-element ma­
trices are Hermitian positive-definite, and so to store these efficiently on a 
computer, only the upper (or lower) triangle of the m atrix needs to be stored. 
This storage form is often referred to as “packed storage”. In the BLAS (Ba­
sic Linear Algebra Subroutines) library used in almost every computer code
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where linear algebra is required, there are specific routines for perform­
ing m atrix multiplication using matrices which are in packed storage. The 
BLAS routine, ZHPMV could be used for this purpose, however it is not 
parallelised. It is not possible to call the ZHPMV subroutine from within a 
block of OpenMP parallelised code. Hence, the author has chosen to use a 
slightly modified version of ZHPMV. The author has modified this routine, 
in order to perform large numbers of matrix-vector multiplications, each of 
which are totally independent, in parallel.
Each time tha t the library requires the results from a set of matrix-eigenvector 
multiplications, the author m ust provide the N  resulting vectors. As only 
the Ne individual finite-element matrices are stored, rather than the two 
global ones, then the author would need to run the BLAS routine ZHPMV a 
total of N  ' Ne times in order to obtain the results required by the library. To 
optimise this task, the author wrote a modified version of ZHPMV to per­
form this whole operation in one routine, exploiting both MPI and OpenMP 
parallélisation (Section 5.2.5).
All results requiring the solution of the generalised eigenvalue problem 
shown in this work are obtained using the two libraries of code not w rit­
ten by the author, HSLJEA19 and the preconditioner (Section 3.3.2). All 
results make use of the special matrix-vector multiplication routine written 
by the author based on ZHPMV.
5.2.5 P ara llé lisa tion  o f th e  m ethod
When using the FEM approach to solving equations, the problem is na tu ­
rally split up into a discrete set of small parts. For many of the calculations 
required to obtain a solution, these parts (finite-elements) can be considered 
as separate entities. The only point a t which their connectivity m ust be con­
sidered, is when a full matrix-vector multiplication is required. It is noted 
again th a t the full “global” m atrix representation of the discretised prob­
lem is never created or stored in the computer memory. This is because all 
the non-zero global m atrix elements belong to the finite-element matrices, 
(described in more detail in Section 4.3.6).
In the systems being examined in this work, there are a number of param ­
eters which can be varied, creating a large “multi-dimensional” param eter
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space. It is not possible to obtain data for every possible set of parameters, 
however it is important to obtain enough data when varying a single pa­
ram eter to make a conclusion beyond reasonable doubt. In Chapters 8 and 
9, the graphs shown represent a large number of data sets. Each of these 
data sets would have taken a very long time to obtain without optimisation 
and parallélisation. The time taken to obtain a single data point is explored 
in Chapter 7 against the number of processors used.
The memory requirements of the 3D FEM are quite high, particularly as 
every element m atrix m ust be stored, as well as any eigenvectors required. 
This memory requirement is doubled when the problem uses complex num ­
bers (whenever a magnetic field is present). The code written by the author 
is parallelised such th a t if there are M computers available to work on a 
problem with a total of Ne finite-elements, then each computer stores and 
operates upon ^  finite-elements. All operations within a finite-element are 
then only performed on the computer storing it. When a full matrix-vector 
multiplication is required, the vector is sent to each computer, and the re­
sults from each computer are sent to the m aster computer (usually the first 
one), to be combined to give the final result. This process is performed using 
the authors own routine based upon ZHPMV (introduced in Section 5.2.4).
The libraries provided by HSL, chosen by the author for solving the eigen­
value and linear-solve equations, are not themselves implicitly parallelised. 
This was one draw-back to choosing them. However, in their documenta­
tion they make it clear th a t the majority of the computational time is spent 
performing the matrix-vector operations (which are in the control of the 
user). Hence, having these parallelised should still provide an adequate 
increase in speed. Figure 5.1 shows a very simplified picture of how the au­
thor’s parallelised Schrodinger solver runs on 2 computers, a “m aster” and a 
“slave”. The m aster computer performs operations upon its own set of finite- 
elements, as well as giving the slave computers the appropriate information 
for them to be able to perform operations upon their set of finite-elements. 
The m aster computer can then request the processed data back from the 
slaves and bring all the data together. This communication happens mostly 
during the matrix-vector operations within the eigensolve as can be seen in 
Figure 5.1.
This multiple computer parallélisation scheme is implemented using the 
MPI (Message-Passing Interface) standard, which provides all the required
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Problem
definition
Master Slave
Set of finite elem ents
Calculate elem ent 
integrals
Set of finite elem ents
• i
Calculate elem ent 
integrals
Begin eigensolver 
loop
SYNC
Request matrix 
multiplies
Check convergence 
End eigensolve
Assemble solution in 
each finite elem ent
Output results
Begin eigensolver 
loop
Perform and return 
matrix multiplies
Eigensolve complete ?
Assemble solution in 
each finite elem ent
Output results
Figure 5.1: Simplified schematic flow diagram of the parallelised FEM 
Schrodinger solver using the MPI protocol. The m aster computer hosts the 
problem and distributes information to the slave computers in order that 
they can return processed information back. On each iteration of the eigen­
solver loop (as well as in many other operations not shown), synchronisation 
is required in order to keep the m aster and slave working on the same prob­
lem at the same time, to avoid various issues.
tools to make this process possible. This is well documented by Gropp et al. 
[84, 85]
Finally, another level of parallélisation is obtained by considering individ­
ual computers which have multiple CPUs or multiple cores. The OpenMP 
standard, offers another set of tools which allow full exploitation of this 
capability, and is well described by Chandra et al. [86]. This parallélisa­
tion is extremely useful in the finite-element method, and is exploited at 
many stages of the process. It is most useful for performing the numerical 
quadrature required to obtain each of the dense finite-element matrix ele­
ments. OpenMP parallélisation is also particularly useful during the matrix 
multiplication stage, within the author’s own routine. It is used to calculate 
the matrix-vector products for each eigenvector simultaneously.
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The combination of MPI and OpenMP gives the best possible combination of 
resource usage for the purposes of this work, where facilities are available. 
The code has been designed however, such tha t where only one or neither 
is available, the code will run on a single processor machine. This makes 
the code portable. Any single machine or cluster computer with a regular 
modern Linux distribution, LAPACK (BLAS), and a Fortran 95 compiler 
would be capable of running this code.
5.2.6 U sin g  p rev iou sly  ca lcu la ted  e igen vectors to  
in crease  perform ance
All results requiring the solution of the Schrodinger equation are obtained 
by solving the generalised eigenvalue problem using the library HSLJEA19, 
in conjunction with the preconditioner provided by Ovtchinnikov. One fea­
ture of the HSL library, is the ability to provide a “guess” solution to the 
eigenproblem. That is, a set of eigenvectors which are a good approximation 
to the solution.
To obtain the results shown in Chapters 8 and 9 within a reasonable time­
frame, this eigenvector re-use feature was exploited at every opportunity. 
This is akin to a “perturbation theory”.
Consider solving the Schrodinger equation with no applied magnetic field 
for the N  electronic states with lowest energy. The N  eigenvectors corre­
sponding to their wavefunctions will then have been obtained.
Now consider solving for N  electronic states inside a DQD structure in a 
weak magnetic field, Bi\
Bi =  (0, 0,B)
The N  eigenvectors obtained for the case where no magnetic field was used 
can be provided as an initial guess solution for the library. This feature was 
used extensively by the author to obtain the results shown in Chapter 8 , for 
the range of magnetic field values. This feature was also used extensively 
in Chapter 9 for the range of applied gate voltages.
The first solution to a given physical problem therefore requires much more 
time than subsequent results for similar physical situations. This process 
made the acquisition of the large data sets shown in Chapters 8 and 9 sim­
ple.
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5.3 Conclusion
The Lagrangian which corresponds to the Hamiltonian for the electron in 
a quantum  dot with applied fields and anisotropic effective mass has been 
derived and justified as Equation 5.17. N atural units have been used and 
justified to numerically condition the problem, allowing the user of the au­
thor’s code implementation to choose an input unit for the potential, and 
use the simple SI unit for the magnetic field. The user of the author’s code 
may also choose the output units, for the length scale and energy.
The computational techniques for distributed storage and parallélisation of 
the finite-element method have been discussed. Due to the high memory re­
quirements of the FEM, parallélisation is crucial for performance in solving 
3D problems. Both the advantages of OpenMP (shared memory) and MPI 
(distributed memory) parallélisation are discussed, as both offer advantages 
in finite-element calculations. OpenMP is extremely useful when running 
the code on multi-processor machines, for obtaining the m atrix elements for 
each of the dense finite-element matrices. MPI is particularly useful for 
splitting up the problem such tha t each computer works upon a subset of all 
the finite-elements. This exploits the discrete nature of the finite-elements 
themselves.
Not all steps of the technique are perfectly parallelised. Figure 5.1 shows 
tha t the iterative eigensolver loop requires much communication between 
the computers involved. Many parts of the whole process within the MPI 
implementation are parallelised using OpenMP, as it makes the best use 
of the hardware available to the author. In Chapter 7, Section 7.2.5, the 
parallélisation of the implementation is tested.
Finally, in Section 5.2.6 a technique exploiting a feature of the eigensolver 
library was discussed, allowing fast solutions of “similar” physical problems. 
This was exploited to obtain the results shown in Chapters 8 and 9 quickly.
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Chapter 6 
M odelling the electron ic  
properties o f gated quantum  
dots
6.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to use the background theory introduced in pre­
vious chapters, to show how the FEM can be applied to the electrostatic 
Poisson equation. The author’s work in this chapter builds upon work by 
Rahman et al [10] where they present calculations of the electric potential 
distribution for a Si QD system with m etal gates surrounding it. The author 
follows a similar formulation of the equations, and explains the assumptions 
made in the process which are not fully expressed in the publication by Rah­
man. The author also generalises the work by Rahman, allowing for gate 
layouts with more complicated geometry. The author then discusses how 
the gate potentials can be used to m anipulate the electronic states of the 
quantum  dot.
6.2 Boundary conditions
In Section 4.4, it was shown tha t the boundary conditions have a large ef­
fect upon the form of the Poisson equation, particularly if they are natural
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Figure 6.1: Explanation of boundary conditions. Black dotted lines schemat­
ically show the electric field lines between the fixed potential gate regions, 
Qg.. The electric field component, E± through d ü  is assumed to be very 
small compared to E||, such tha t little electric flux leaves Q. It can be ap­
proximated therefore, that E± = 0. It is believed that this assumption will 
have a negligible effect on the electric field in the vicinity of Qdqd, which is 
far away from dfî .
Neumann boundary conditions. Consider a region O as in Figure 6.1, with 
boundary d ü ,  containing several metal gates, Ug. and a double quantum dot, 
floQD- The three colours on Figure 6.1 represent the three different m ateri­
als in this system. The first assumption made, is that these materials are 
characterised simply by their permittivity.
The next assumption, is tha t the net charge density over the whole region 
is zero (including within Qdqd)- Future development of the code implemen­
tation, would allow the charge inside the quantum dot to be included within 
a self-consistent Schrodinger-Poisson solution (see Section 6.4). The imple­
mentation of this assumption is to set the right hand side of the Poisson 
equation to zero [p = 0).
The next assumption, made by Rahman, is tha t in a system like that shown 
in Figure 6.1, the electric field will be much stronger parallel to d ü  rather 
than normal to it. Hence, the flux passing through d ü  will be small. For 
the purposes of this work, only the electric potential in the vicinity of 
is required. If the region containing the quantum dot, floQo is far enough 
away from the boundary, d ü ,  then any flux loss at the boundary should have 
a very small effect upon the resulting electric potential in floQo- The physi­
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cal implementation of this assumption, is tha t natural Neumann boundary 
conditions can be used (as in the work by Rahman).
The final assumption, also made by Rahman, is tha t the gates are kept 
electrostatically at fixed potentials. The Poisson equation, in the presence 
of the assumptions listed above is now written as
V • [e(f)V4>(a?)] = 0 x e ü
a 0 (æ)
dn = 0 æ G dfï (6 .1)
where, n is the surface normal to dü. Inclusion of the fixed gate potentials, 
(/)g. within the region of each gate, ujg., is performed by having the further 
condition:
4>(f) =  (pg, X e üüg^ (6.2)
The Galerkin FEM technique can be employed as discussed in Section 4.4 
to obtain the “weak” formulation of Equation 6.1. The weak formulation 
required, is given as Equation 4.14 in Section 4.4. Inclusion of the fixed 
gate potentials using Equation 6.2 is discussed in Section 6.3.1.
6.3 Modelling of electric gates
6.3.1 S olv ing  th e m odified  m atrix eq u ation
Consider the following full m atrix linear solve problem with natural Neu­
m ann boundary conditions (Equations 4.14 and 4.15), derived by using the 
Galerkin FEM, upon the Poisson equation, with — 0
Lik<t>k ~  0
where, (j) are the nodal values of the electric potential. If any of these nodal 
points lie within the gates, ujg, then these values are already known and can 
be removed from the left hand side of the equation, so tha t it can be written 
as
^I'k'^k' = ii' (6.3)
where, t  and A are indices which run  over the subset of I, k representing 
the remaining degrees of freedom (or nodes), and is the new right hand
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side. One simple way to obtain the right hand side, is to perform the 
following operation. Consider the vector, b which is defined such tha t if 
a nodal value exists within a gate which is at a fixed potential, then the 
vector -0 is obtained by performing the calculation
(6.4)
where
^ ^  x { k ) e u g ,  A fixed
 ^ \  0, x { k )   ^u)g. V (f)g, free
where, x{k) is the position vector of the /c’th  nodal point
(6.5)
Once the vector, -0 is obtained, the reduced size linear solve problem (Equa­
tion 6.3) can be tackled using a linear-solve library. The library HSLJMI31 
was chosen for this task, and all results requiring the solution of the Pois­
son equation are obtained using this library. This library was chosen due to 
the similarity in interface with the eigensolver HSLJEA19. As discussed in 
Section 5.2.4, these routines require the user of the library to provide a rou­
tine in order to perform matrix-vector multiplication. A double-precision 
(not complex) version of the author’s matrix-vector multiplication routine 
introduced in Section 5.2.4 was used for this.
6.3.2 D efin ition  o f a gate
It has been implied tha t a “gate” is a metallic structure kept at a constant 
potential in the calculations. However, it is possible to generalise this def­
inition, as any sub-region of H can be defined using the same set of simple 
param eters i.e. permittivity and geometry. The third and final parameter, 
is whether the gate has a fixed potential or not. The third param eter may 
only be set as true for a metallic gate, not a non-metallic one.
Hence, the definition of a gate in the author’s implementation is any sub- 
region, u  of the region fZ with a specific geometry, permittivity, and if it is 
metallic, a fixed value of the potential. Hence, a Si substrate, or a metallic 
gate are both modelled as “gates” within the author’s implementation.
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6.3.3 M ethod o f d efin ing  a rea listic  gate structure
The author assumes th a t every 3D gate structure has a non-trivial shape in 
one 2D plane only, such tha t a gate can be defined by a cross section, and a 
height. Figure 6.4 shows an experimental setup with a Si DQD surrounded 
by a single electron transistor, and some other metal gates. Clearly, in this 
example, the assumption of a gate with a semi-elliptic cross section and a 
height is quite realistic at the tips of the gates. Throughout the rest of this 
work, the author will refer to “rectangular” and “elliptic” gates, describing 
the cross section only. This is a significant step forward from the work by 
Rahman, where only rectangular gates were considered.
R ectangular gates
A schematic of how a rectangular gate is setup within the author’s imple­
mentation is shown in Figures 6 .2a) and b). One condition required by this 
model, is th a t the length along the major axis, a, m ust always be larger than 
the minor axis length, b. This does not affect the generality of the model, 
as a rotation of the structure in the x-y plane through 6 — 180° would give 
the desired result, without swapping a and 6. The angle 9 with respect to 
the positive x-axis, is used to allow the tip of the gate to “point” in an arbi­
trary  direction. The gate origin, Og is chosen, to be the point from which the 
major axis length, a extends, along the x-axis rotated through the angle 6 
(see dotted lines on Figures 6.2a) and b)). The minor axis length, b is then 
measured either side of Og, along an axis perpendicular to the dotted line. 
The height h is also measured either side of the point Og.
The author presents Algorithm 6.1 for checking if a given point, r with re­
spect to the true origin, O =  (0, 0, 0), exists within the region of a single 
gate.
E lliptic gates
Figure 6.2c) shows an elliptic gate, defined within a “boundary box”, which 
is essentially a rectangular gate. To check if the arbitrary point r is inside 
the elliptic gate, it is easiest to check if the point is inside the rectangular 
bounding box first, using Algorithm 6.1 to obtain r' .
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a) zA
X O
b) V
A
X
c) V
A
Figure 6.2: Schematic drawing of a cuboidal gate a) in 3D with lengths a, 6, h 
defining its size, where a > b {a condition of the algorithm). The point Og 
is the gate origin, b) A 2D rectangular cross section in the x-y plane at 
z = y showing the angle of rotation 9 in the plane as measured from
the gate origin Og. c) A 2D semi-elliptical cross section as in b)
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Algorithm  6.1 Pseudo-Fortran code for checking if arbitrary point f i s  
inside a rectangular gate with origin Og (written as Og(l : 3) in this pseudo- 
Fortran style, with (1, 2,3) corresponding to (x, y, z))
• Check tha t the z-coordinate of r is within the gate first
^  IF r(3) > Og(3) +  I OR r(3) < Og(3) -  STOP
• Perform a coordinate transform upon r(l : 2), to set Og as the tempo­
rary origin
•
/  =  F(1 : 2) -  Og(l : 2)
• Rotate the cuboid back to 6^ — 0°
_// (  cos(—6>) —sin(-^) \  _/
'  “  ‘ sin(-^) cos(-0) ' '
I F f ( l ) < O O R r ^ ' ( l ) > a ; S T O P  
IF f{2) < - b  OR r '(2) > b; STOP 
r is inside the gate
The position vector, r'  is the position vector f  in the coordinate space where 
the gate origin, Og = 0, and the axes along which a, b are defined are now 
parallel to the x and y axes respectively. In the rest of this subsection it is 
now implied tha t the origin, Og = 0,
The defining feature of an ellipse, is tha t it has eccentricity, 0 < e < 1, where 
the eccentricity, e, is defined as:
-1e — sm 1 cos
■ V ^  ~ 0  (G.6)
The surface of the ellipse can be “drawn” with respect to the gate origin, 
Og = 0 using a polar equation. The distance, dp[(j}) from the origin, Og, as 
a function of polar angle, (f) which defines the ellipse is given by the polar 
equation:
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Algorithm  6.2 Algorithm for checking if arbitrary point r is inside an 
elliptical gate_______________________________________________________
• Use Algorithm 6,1 to obtain r '  and check tha t f i s  inside the “boundary 
box”
• Calculate e, cj), dp and dro using Equations 6 .6,6 .7, 6.8 and 6.9 respec­
tively
• If the condition in Equation 6.10 is met, f i s  inside the elliptic gate
In order to obtain dp, the polar angle m ust be calculated for the test posi­
tion vector, r ‘. The polar angle, 0 is calculated w.r.t to Og =  0, such that:
<j> =  ta n - ' (6-8)
The distance dp is therefore the distance from Og to the surface of the ellipse, 
along the angle, 4> between Og and r'. The length between Og and r ' is 
simply given by:
d r o  =  V f  ' '  f  '  (6.9)
To check if the point r '  (and hence f  in the global coordinate system) is 
inside the elliptical gate the following condition must be met:
dro < dp (6.10)
This process is summarised for a single gate in Algorithm 6 .2 .
6.3.4 Param eters requ ired  to define a sin g le  gate
In Section 6.3.3, the general definition of a gate allows it to simply be a 
sub-region of O. Hence, every individual part of a system required, m ust be 
modelled as a single gate. The method m ust therefore allow for gates to be 
embedded within each other. For example, a metal gate at a fixed potential, 
embedded within an oxide “gate” (with no fixed potential).
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The full set of param eters required to define a single gate are:
1. Choice of rectangular or elliptical cross section
2. Geometric param eters - a,b, h and 6
3. Gate origin - Og
4. Relative permittivity, Cr if not metallic
6 . W hether the gate has fixed voltage or not
6 . The gate voltage, cj)g. (ignored if the gate does not have fixed voltage)
For metallic gates, the relative permittivity, Cmetah is numerically approxi­
m ated by a “large” number when compared to the other permittivities used 
(.^ metai =  lO^is used to obtuiu the results presented in Chapters 7 and 9). 
If the number chosen for the relative permittivity of m etal is too high, 
then the m atrix problem becomes numerically “ill-conditioned”. This is be­
cause the relative permittivity m ust be used to obtain the m atrix elements 
of the dense finite-element matrices. Unlike for numerical conditioning of 
the Schrodinger equation (Section 5.2.3), because relative permittivities are 
dimensionless quantities, natural units cannot be used here to solve this 
issue. Ideally, if a finite-element mesh could be defined such that no sin­
gle finite-element existed across the interface between metal and any other 
material, then this problem would be avoided. Unfortunately, the author’s 
FEM implementation does not allow this mesh based solution to the prob­
lem. The numerical approximation should be good enough to enforce the 
correct solution in the vicinity of Cldqd-
6.3.5 System s w ith  m any gates
It is assumed in the author’s implementation, tha t the user of the computer 
code will set up all the gates for a single system, cjg, such th a t no two gates 
with fixed voltages have any physical overlap (or are directly touching). This 
responsibility is left to the user of the computer code. It is also the responsi­
bility of the user to follow the numbering system used by the author, where 
the gates are created one after the other. The gate with index, i is “created” 
before gate ( i  + 1) .  This is im portant for embedded gates. For example.
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A lgorithm  6.3 Pseudo-Fortran code for finding the properties of the 
m aterial a t arbitrary point f
• Assume that the point f  is in air and initialise a Fortran derived type 
using three variables associated with f, such that:
^  r%fixed_voltage =  .FALSE.; r%voltage =  0; r%permittivity =  1
• IF f  is inside the Si QD structure being examined:
^  r%fixed_voltage =  .FALSE.; r%vo!tage =  0; r%permittivity =  11 ; 
STOP
• For each of the n.gates gates which are a Fortran derived type, define:
gate% fixed.voltage; gate% voltage; gate%permittivity; gate% geometry
•  D O  2 = 1, n .gates
-O' Use Algorithm 6.1
4- IF r '  is NOT in bounding box CYCLE
■v* IF  gate(i)% geom etry =  ’’rectangular” T H E N
□  r%voltage =  gate(i)% voltage; r%permittivity =  gate(i)% permittivity
□  IF  gate(i)% fixed_voltage T H E N
>  r% fixed.voltage =  .TRUE.; E X IT
□ ELSE
D> CYCLE
□  E N D  IF  
^  E L S E
□ Use Algorithm 6.2
□ IF f" is NOT in the ellipse CYCLE
□  r%voltage =  gate(i)% voltage; r%permittivity =  gate(i)% permittivity
□  IF  gate(i)% fixed_voltage T H E N
[> r%fixed.voltage =  .TRUE.; E X IT
□ ELSE
> CYCLE
□ END IF 
4- END IF
• END DO
• The point r now is associated with the m aterial properties set in the 
Fortran derived type r
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consider the test point f  which is found within gates i, {i + 1) and (z + 2). 
The m aterial properties used for point f  will be chosen as those provided for 
gate (2 + 2). Algorithm 6.3 is the m aster algorithm for obtaining the mate­
rial properties at arbitrary point f. This algorithm makes use of Algorithms 
6.1 and 6 .2 .
To set up the right hand side of the reduced size m atrix problem, -0 (see 
Section 6.3.1), each of the nodal point coordinates must be tested using Al­
gorithm 6.3. The result of these can then be used in conjunction with Equa­
tions 6.4 and 6.5, to then obtain ■0.
6.3.6 E xam ple system  w ith  m ultip le gates
Figure 6.3 shows an example system created using Algorithm 6.3. This 
system consists of 14 gates, surrounding a Si DQD which has its centre at 
the origin Ô = (0, 0, 0). Five of these gates are metal (white), two are Si 
(yellow cuboid between the two m etal gates, and Si substrate), and seven 
are SiOg (one around each of the metal gates labelled 1, 2 and 5, one around 
the metal gates and Si cuboid, two surrounding the Si DQD, and finally, one 
layer on top of the Si substrate).
The Si DQD (yellow) is embedded within one of SiÛ2 gates. On the right 
side of Figure 6.3a) the three m etal gates (white) and the other Si QD are 
arranged as a single-electron transistor (SET). Figure 6.3b) shows the lay­
ers of the structure, the oxidised regions containing the m etal gates or the 
Si QDs have been “etched” out, leaving air between the vertical pillars of ox­
ide, and all the oxide rests upon a Si substrate. This model system is used 
in the detailed study provided in Chapter 9. Ferrus et al [1], examined a 
similar looking system experimentally using the same materials, as shown 
in Figure 6.4, which was the motivation for reproducing their structure.
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Figure 6.3: Cross Sections through an an example system generated by the 
author’s model, showing the variation in permittivity in the x-y and x-z 
planes. White regions are metal, yellows regions are silicon, pink regions 
are silicon oxide and blue regions are air. Each metal gate has an index 
from 1-5 which is used in Chapter 9.
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a) IDQD
Source Dram
200 nmSETQD
b)
SiO„ 10 nm
P-doped Si 46 nm
810^ 160 nm
81 substrate 
0.25 mm
Figure 6.4: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the experimental 
setup in Figure a) examined by Ferrus et al [1], along with schematic of the 
layering of the structure in Figure b). The yellow box on Figure a) marks 
the region examined in the model and shown in Figure 6.3a) and the red box 
on Figure h) marks the region examined in the model and shown in Figure 
6.3b).
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6.4 Effect of the gate potentials upon the 
electronic states of a QD
In order to study the effect of the fixed gate voltages upon the electronic 
states of a QD, Algorithm 6.4 is proposed by the author. This algorithm con­
tains two steps which have been fully implemented. These two steps allow 
the electronic potential distribution obtained from the gate potentials to be 
put into the Hamiltonian in Equation 2.9 via the term  —eVg. This then al­
lows the effect of the gate potentials upon the electronic states of the QD to 
be examined. Ideally, the final three steps of Algorithm 6.4 would be imple­
mented, and used w ithin a loop until self-consistency of the solution to both 
the Schrodinger and Poisson equations was obtained. This would require 
the right hand side of the Poisson equation to be non-zero i.e. p ^  0, such 
th a t the charge inside the DQD is included w ithin the solution to the Pois­
son equation. In all the work requiring the solution of the Poisson equation 
in this thesis, only the reduced two-step Algorithm 6.4 is used. This is a 
topic for future development.
A lgo rithm  6.4 Algorithm for studying gated Si DQDs. The first two steps 
are implemented by the author to obtain the results shown in this chap­
ter. The last three steps in brackets have not been implemented, but are a 
subject for future work, offering a fully self-consistent study.
• Obtain the potential, V ( ^ ,  by solving the Poisson equation for the 
gates with no charge distribution inside the DQD
• Obtain the charge distribution, p(x), inside the DQD by solving the 
Schrodinger equation using V (x)
• (Re-calculate using p(f))
• (Re-calculate p(x) using y(x))
• (Repeat the re-calculations until both V{x) and p(æ) no longer change)
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6.5 Effect of omitting many-electron 
self-consistency in the model
6.5.1 The ch arge-p olarised  m any-electron  DQD
The self consistent approach for considering a DQD containing N  electrons 
has already been discussed in the previous section. Consider the case where 
M + 1 electrons are in the left dot, and M  electrons are in the right dot, 
where N  = 2M + 1. In th is case, there is a charge imbalance of one electron 
charge. In the notations introduced in Chapter 8 , this would be written as 
ôQ{N) = e. This problem can be simplified by considering a single electron 
localised to the left dot, such th a t N  = I, M  = 0,
In reducing the many-electron problem to the single electron problem, ef­
fects such as charge screening will be neglected. Hence, examining the sin­
gle electron problem will overestimate the magnitude of the electrostatic 
potential between the electrons. This however, is one of the only ways to 
obtain an estimate of the magnitude of the potential without implementing 
full self-consistency.
6.5.2 E stim atin g  th e  m agn itu de o f th e e lectrosta tic  
p oten tia l
In order to estimate the magnitude of the electrostatic potential due to a sin­
gle unbalanced electron charge, several simple models of the system could 
be used, of which three are presented here. Firstly, in each of the three mod­
els, it will be assumed th a t “all space” consists of isotropic silicon with no 
net background charge density. Hence, the only charge present is due to the 
single electron. The perm ittivity, e{r) is therefore constant
e{r) =  eo^ r =  Heo 
where, r is the rad ial length in spherical polar coordinates.
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Parallel p late capacitor m odel
The cross sectional area, A  of the parallel plate capacitor is given by the 
area of a circle of diameter 20nm, such that:
A — lOOTTiim^
The spacing between the plates, d is chosen to be 20nm. The charge on the 
left and right plates is equal to e, —e respectively, and so the potential, Vppc 
between the plates is given by:
1/ - eA
1.6  ■ 10 - 1^  • 10 ^  • 20 
(11 '8.85 • 10-21 ■ IGOtt) 
: 104.63meV
meV
The value of Vppc is extremely large compared to the calculated energy levels 
of electrons inside the DQD given in Chapters 8 and 9.
Point charge m odel
Rather than  considering the DQD as being two parallel plates a fixed dis­
tance apart, the DQD is now considered to be two silicon spheres of diameter 
20nm, touching along the diameter a t their edges. The centre of the left dot 
is situated at r =  Oiim and the centre of the right dot is situated at r =  20nm, 
hence the spacing, d = 20nm.
For a point charge of magnitude e, the potential, Vp{d) acting on another 
point charge of magnitude e, a distance d away, is known analytically to he:
e j  d
10  ^ • 1.6 • 10-^ ®
20 • 4?r • 11 • 8.85 • lO-^i 
=  6.54meV
meV
It is noticed tha t Vp is almost 16 times smaller than Vppg.
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G aussian charge distribution  m odel
Once again the dot is considered as two spheres, however this time, the 
electron has a charge distribution over the left dot of the double dot. This 
is the most realistic model, when considering the electron wavefunctions. 
A Gaussian charge distribution is chosen as this offers a simple analytical 
solution, whilst still offering a similar looking charge distribution to a real 
wavefunction. The Gaussian charge distribution, p{r) m ust be normalised 
such that: noo
47t / r'^drp{r) = —e (6 .11)Jo
The Gaussian charge distribution is chosen to be
p(r) - CT' exp
—r (6 .12)
which is centred on r =  Onm (centre of the left dot). It can be proven th a t this 
distribution is normalised using Equation 6.11. The Poisson equation m ust 
be solved to obtain the rad ial potential distribution l/^(r), and is w ritten as
V % (r) = p{r)
which in spherical polar coordinates reduces to:
1 d r d p{r)7'2 dr Y dr ®
The solution to this equation can be shown to be:
.V2a
Hence, the potential upon an electron in the other dot w ith charge e will be:
K(r)
— Vp{r) • erf r a
It is noted therefore, tha t the potential, Vg due to the Gaussian charge dis­
tribution in the left dot is a function of the point charge potential, Vp. More 
precisely, the error function, in the region r > 0, is known to increase from
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Figure 6.5: Gaussian charge distribution, p{r) for cr =  4nm.
0 to 1, and hence:
Vg(r)  <  Vp{r) ,  r > 0
An appropriate choice of a m ust now be made in order to represent the 
spread of the Gaussian charge distribution. Figure 6.5 shows the charge 
distribution for a = 4nm, which shows a very small charge leakage into the 
right dot. Figure 6.6 shows the resulting potential over the outer radius of 
the left dot and the whole of the right dot.
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Figure 6 .6 : Vg(r)  for a  = 4nm, and Vp{r)  plotted over a) the whole DQD 
region and b) over the right dot.
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6.5.3 D iscu ssion
By reducing the complicated N  electron DQD to the problem of a single elec­
tron DQD, it has been possible to estimate the magnitude of the potential 
experienced by another electron added to the dot.
It is clear tha t the choice of model has a large effect upon this estimate. The 
parallel plate capacitor model, estimates this potential to be 16 times larger 
than  the estimate obtained from either the point charge or Gaussian charge 
distribution models. The most realistic of the three models is the Gaussian 
charge distribution. From Figure 6.6 it can he seen th a t within the left 
dot (where the charge is mostly localised), the potential is less than  25meV. 
Across the right dot however, this value drops as low as 4.5meV, which is on 
the order of the energy level spacings.
It was mentioned at the beginning of this section, th a t any estimates of the 
potential made using this single electron model would over-estimate the size 
of this potential, not least due to charge screening. Hence, the magnitude 
of the potential is of the same order as the electron energies and energy 
spacings.
It is therefore reasonable to say th a t self-consistency would have some im­
pact upon the magnitude of the charge polarisation effects shown later in 
this thesis. It is most likely tha t the effect of including self-consistency, 
would be to suppress the magnitude of the induced charge polarisation in 
the DQD. Nonetheless, charge polarisation should still be present.
This work is concerned w ith the use of silicon DQDs for the purposes of 
quantum  information processing. In th is context, the DQDs are rarely iso­
lated objects, and are usually surrounded by electric gates (such as in the 
work by Ferrus et al [1]). The use of electric gates to manipulate the many- 
electron dot, and modify the potential inside, should be able to overcome 
the electron-electron electrostatic repulsion to some degree, and hence still 
allow the DQD to have a measureable charge polarisation.
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6.6 Conclusion
A new method for creating a realistic gate setup in order to m anipulate the 
electronic states in a QD has been derived, presented and explained. This 
work has built upon th a t done by Rahman. Several assumptions have been 
made, some of which are not fully explained in the work by Rahman and 
are explained here. The boundary conditions required for the problem are 
justified using Figure 6.1.
The abstracted definition of a gate, given in Section 6.3.3 has allowed a 
simple set of algorithms to be w ritten for modelling quite complicated gate 
arrangements. It is clearly shown th a t this model is capable of producing 
a very similar arrangem ent to th a t which can be seen from experiments 
(Figures 6.3 and 6.4). In Chapter 9 the realistic gate structure created by 
the model shown in Figure 6.3 is studied in detail for a wide range of applied 
gate potentials.
The ability to examine how the gate potentials affect the electronic states 
in the QD structure is also discussed. The author’s implementation does 
not allow for full self-consistency (Section 6.4), however this could be done 
as future development of the computer code. The algorithm for performing 
this work however is presented by the author as Algorithm 6.4.
1 0 0
Chapter 7
N um erical Testing
7.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the capabilities of the computer 
code implementation for solving problems, where an analytical solution is 
available. This is in order to have confidence in later results. All results 
shown in this chapter make use of the libraries and m atrix preconditioning 
routine not written by the author, listed in Section 3.3.2.
7.2 3D Schrodinger equation
All tests shown in this chapter make no use of the eigensolver feature al­
lowing fast solutions of similar physical problems discussed in Section 5.2.6. 
The performance of the Schrodinger solver with a specific choice of polyno­
mials, as well as a chosen number of grid points will be examined. There are 
4 types of interpolation polynomial implemented by the author which are in­
troduced in Section 4.3.5. The linear polynomials of either Lagrange or Her- 
mite type are used on 8 noded 3D cuboidal finite-elements. The quadratic 
polynomials of either Lagrange or Hermite type are used on 27 noded 3D 
cuboidal finite-elements.
1 0 1
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For notation purposes, the four types of polynomial used will be labelled as 
follows:
1. Lagrange linear - Labelled as Fll
2. Lagrange quadratic - Labelled as Flq
3. Herm ite linear - Labelled as Fhl
4. Herm ite quadratic - Labelled as Fhq
7.2.1 Infin ite square w ell w ith  m* =  1 
A nalytical background
The 3D infinite square well potential is the simplest possible analytical 
problem, as it removes the potential term, V  from the equation (as y  = 0
inside the well, and y  =  oo outside the well). It is well known tha t the
wavefunctions will have the following form
^ ( f )  =  A JÏ[ sin (/CaO;a)
where, A is a constant, and
a = l
7T~ (7.1)
where, Ua and L are the level index and the length of the square well. Simi­
larly, the corresponding energies are well known to have the form:
E = ^ ± k l  (7.2)
a = l
Combining Equations 7.2 and 7.1 the following is obtained
3
E = c J 2 <  (7.3)
a = l
where:
1 0 2
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Table A.2 in the Appendix shows the lowest 100 energy levels calculated 
analytically using Equation 7.3, and then using the author’s FEM computer 
model w ith Lagrange quadratic polynomials ( F l q ) ,  on a grid w ith 27^  
nodal points. The un its of the energies given in Table A.2 are given in terms
Eof — = nl, such th a t the analytic values are integers. The numbers in
a=lbrackets by the side of each energy give the degeneracy of the state. For ex­
ample, for the case where n =  (2,1,1) the degeneracy is 3, as there are three 
permutations of this vector giving the same energy, E. There is clearly ex­
cellent agreement between the analytic and calculated values for all the 
lowest 100 levels. For E  =  33 in Table A.2 , either n =  (4,4,1) or n =  (5,2, 2). 
It is not possible without very closely examining the wavefunction cross sec­
tions to tell which of these permutations corresponds to the calculated en­
ergies. This is particularly true as the degeneracy of both n = (4,4,1) and 
ft = (5,2,2) is the same.
Com putational efficiency
The lowest 100 energy states of this degenerate well were obtained using 
regular rectilinear grids of 11 ,^ 17 ,^ 23^  and 27^  grid points. This number 
will be denoted by No- The numerical values of the energies for Ng = 27^  
using Flq polynomials are given in Table A.2.
Figure 7.1 shows the “real” or “laboratory clock” time taken in hours, T, to 
obtain the solutions for each number of grid points, and for each of the four 
types of polynomial implemented. All calculations were performed using the 
combination of OpenMP (2 CPUs per computer) and MPI parallélisation (4 
computers), giving a total of 8 CPUs in use. The choice of plotting logio(T) 
rather than  just T, makes it very clear tha t using Fll or Flq polynomials 
offers a fast solution for the square well problem.
Section 4.3.5 showed th a t the order of the matrix problem for a specific 
choice of Nq when using Fhl or Fhq polynomials is 8 times larger than 
tha t when using the equivalent Fll or Flq polynomials. Therefore it would 
be expected th a t the solution would always take longer when using Her­
mite polynomials. Due to the log^ o^ scale of the graph, the choice of linear or 
quadratic polynomials does not appear to have a relatively large effect upon 
the solution time.
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Figure 7.1: Time taken (“wall clock”) against number of grid points for each 
type of interpolation polynomial used, in an infinite square well potential of 
length, L = 46.2nm, w ith m* = 1.
Figure 7.2 shows the average percentage error in the 100 states, 6E% against 
the number of grid points for each polynomial type. The quantity, 6E% is 
simply calculated using:
100
SE% = 100% * ^  ^ ^calculated -E :analytic (7.5)
t=i -'analytic
It is interesting that for each type of polynomial, adding more grid points 
exponentially reduces 6E%, except for the case where Lagrange quadratic 
polynomials are used for Ng = 27 .^ However, 6E% for Ng = 23^  and Ng = 27^  
is only 0.26% and 0.31% respectively, both of which are very low already. 
Using Fil polynomials yields the highest value of 6E% for all Ng as would 
be expected.
Using Fhq polynomials gives a surprisingly poor result, particularly at large 
Ng- The eigensolver library, HSL_EA19 uses an iterative improvement 
scheme and requires several error tolerance parameters in order to check 
whether the eigenpair solutions have converged. The author believes that 
the errors are so low when using Fhq polynomials, that the tolerance param ­
eter was not set low enough during these calculations in order to demon­
strate the full error-reduction capability. Using F h l  polynomials yields a
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lower 6E% than  for either Fll or Fhq for all Nq. Using Flq polynomials of­
fers by far the lowest 5E% for all Nq for this square well potential problem.
The poorer performance of Fll compared to all the others can be simply 
explained by considering the known analytical sinusoidal form of the wave­
function. Accurate representation of a sinusoid using a polynomial would 
require a global polynomial of infinite order. Using the FEM, the sinusoid 
is approximated by a “piecewise” function on each finite-element. Clearly, 
the order of Fll is the lowest compared to the other types, and so will be the 
worst approximation to the wavefunction.
The poorer performance of both Fhl and Fhq compared to Flq can be ex­
plained also by considering the first derivatives of the wavefunction. The 
first derivatives of the wavefunction will also be sinusoidal. Hence, when 
using Hermite polynomials, where continuity is used, if neither the wave­
function or its first derivatives can be accurately represented by a polyno­
mial, then both will become sources of error. The poorer performance of 
Fhq compared to Fhl is thought to be due to the additional error caused 
by the fully internal nodal point of the finite-element (see Figure 4.3). It 
is thought tha t the inability to reproduce the sinusoid particularly through 
the finite-element, th a t this internal point is in fact causing the extra error.
Figure 7.3 plots the product of T  and 5E% taken from Figures 7.1 and 7.2. 
This graph therefore shows how time efficient each additional grid point 
is for error reduction, for each of the different polynomial types. Straight 
lines demonstrated by Fll and Flq are excellent, as these show that each 
additional grid point is almost perfectly efficient in error reduction. For Fhl 
and Fhq however, it is clear th a t the error reduction per extra grid point is 
not worth the extra time required to include it within the model.
Clearly, for this problem, the most efficient and best solution would be Nq > 
27 using Lagrange quadratic polynomials, Flq.
The FEM and other real space methods will not be the best choice of tech­
nique for solving the Schrodinger equation, where the solutions are sinu­
soidal (or plane wave). Methods of plane wave expansion (in k-space) how­
ever would be much more efficient for this problem. For electronic state 
calculations in quantum  dots w ith realistic geometry and in applied electric 
and magnetic fields however, it has already been discussed th a t the finite- 
element method is the best technique to use (see Chapter 3).
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Figure 7.2: Average percentage error, 6E%, against number of grid points,
N^,  for each type of interpolation polynomial used, in an infinite square well 
potential of length, L = 46.2nm, w ith m* = 1.
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Figure 7.3: Time-weighted average errors for each type of interpolation 
polynomial used, in an infinite square well potential of length, L = 46.2nm, 
with m* — I.
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7.2.2 Infinite square w ell in  a sin g le  va lley  silicon-lik e  
m aterial
For a single valley of Si, with effective mass vector written as m* =  {mi ,  m t ,  m t ) ,  
using the constant C (Equation 7.4), the equation generating the energies 
is given by:
= ± B0=1
a = l " »
The sum can be expanded using m* = {mi,mt,mt) to give a more explicit 
form of this equation, such tha t
Esi = D {mtnl +  mi {n\ +  ng)) (7.7)
where,
D = (7.8)mimt
The values of the effective masses mi and mt are taken from the paper by
Green [87] as mi = 0.9163 and mt = 0.1905. Using Equation 7.7, the ground
state energy in the single valley of Si with m* = (mi, mt, mt) will have energy 
given by:
^ground _  g  +  2mt)
Using Equation 7.3, the ground state energy in the m* = 1 material, is given 
by:
j p g r o u n d  _  g U
Hence, the ground state energy in the single valley of Si, will be
larger than the ground state energy in the m* = 1 material, by a factor of:
^  W  + 2mz)
^ground g
% 3.86
This test was used as a quick check tha t the effective mass modelling of Si 
was implemented correctly. After confirming this precise ratio of the ground 
state energies, it can then be assumed tha t the results are correct, if all the 
calculated energies calculated follow the rule given in Equation 7.7.
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The 45 levels 'with lowest energy of the single valley Si system were calcu­
lated, neglecting spin, using the author’s FEM implementation. Table A.l, 
shows the results obtained when using quadratic Lagrange interpolation 
{Fi q ) on a 27^  point grid, and shows excellent agreement with the analyti­
cal data. It is noted, th a t the values of which give the lowest energy levels 
in this m aterial are significantly different to those in the m* = 1 material. 
In the m* = 1 m aterial, for the lowest 45 energy levels, Uq < 4 (see Table 
A.2). However, from Table A.l, the lowest 45 levels of the single valley Si 
m aterial, requires < 6. Hence, the sinusoidal solutions for the lowest 
states in Si are higher fi^'equency than  those in the simple isotropic m ate­
rial. It would therefore be expected th a t to obtain the same precision for Si 
based calculations would be more computationally expensive. I t has been 
demonstrated that the author’s implementation of the effective mass model 
of a single valley of Si is accurate.
7.2.3 Infin ite square w ell w ith  an applied  m agn etic  field
From Chapter 2 , in the author’s effective mass modelling of silicon, it is 
assumed that all 6 of the conduction band m inima in Si are non-interacting, 
such tha t the Schrodinger equation needs to be solved 3 times, once per 
perm utation of the effective mass vector (or valley).
If the Schrodinger equation is solved in each of the three valleys for the 
lowest 25 levels in th a t valley, and including electron spins, then in fact 
a total of 25(levels) * 3(valleys) * 2(valley degeneracy) * 2(electron spin) = 
300 levels have been obtained, from which the lowest N  can be obtained. 
If the magnetic field is simple and homogeneous, such th a t B  = (0,0, jS), 
then the 300 levels can be represented using just 150 wavefunctions (as the 
wavefunction for each spin state will be identical). The energies of the spin 
degenerate states will simply be different by AE  = —2/^gB (see Section 2.4). 
In an arbitrary magnetic field however, the wavefunctions are 2-spinor, as 
the spin-components cannot be separated. In this case, to obtain 300 lev­
els, a t least 50 levels per valley need to be calculated: 50(levels) * 3(valleys) 
* 2(valley degeneracy) = 300 levels. Solving problems with an arbitrary 
magnetic field take much more time, because the matrices are a factor of 
4 larger, and also because each of the three Schrodinger equations m ust be 
solved for twice as many eigenpairs. The time required to solve the eigen-
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value equation for 2N eigenpairs is more than double th a t required to solve 
the equation for N  eigenpairs [30].
As a test of the implementation of arbitrary magnetic fields, 2-spinor wave­
functions, will be obtained for the following two problems, although a sim­
ple form of the magnetic field will be used. This will test tha t the matrix 
implementation of the arbitrary magnetic field is accurate, and show the 
degeneracy of the solutions.
Consider a test m aterial which has 3 non-interacting doubly degenerate val­
leys (similar to Si), but with isotropic effective mass rrf =  1, and including 
electron spin. Table A.3 shows the lowest 200 energy levels calculated for 
th is material, with B = OT. The author did perform many tests a t different 
values of B, these are omitted for brevity, as the point here is to show the 
very high degeneracy of this system, and that the m atrix implementation 
of the 2-spinor wavefunction is accurate. The ground state of this system is 
12 times degenerate in the B = OT field. Only the 6 levels with lowest en­
ergy m ust be calculated for each valley in order to obtain the 200 levels with 
lowest energy for this m aterial in this magnetic field. This is an interesting 
point to make, when considering solving the same problem in silicon.
Table A.4 shows the lowest 200 lowest energy levels calculated in author’s 
3 (doubly degenerate) valley Si model, also at B = OT. Now, in this more 
complicated m aterial with anisotropic effective mass, 13 levels per valley 
m ust be calculated in order to obtain the lowest 200 levels in this magnetic 
field. Hence, only 39 levels in total m ust be calculated, in order to have 
obtained 200. In Chapters 8 and 9, this feature is exploited in order to 
obtain results more quickly. The problem w ith this feature however, is tha t 
it can lead to the wrong levels being selected, if not enough levels per valley 
are obtained before selecting the N  levels with lowest energy.
7.2.4 Sim ple harm onic oscilla tor w ith  m* =  1
A nalytical background
The form of the potential is now non-trivial:
V{x) = ^ x - x  (7.9)
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In the simple isotropic m aterial where m* =  1, the energy levels in the 3D 
simple harmonic oscillator are given by the following equation
r ^ +  na =  0. 1, 2...
a=l
where, the fundamental frequency of the oscillator, cjq =  Using natural 
units, such th a t ^  == 1, this equation reduces to:
/T 3
y 9 > no = 0,1,2...Q=1
Hence, the energy depends only upon the value of | .  This system has far 
higher degeneracy than  th a t of the square well, due to E  being proportional 
directly to ria (rather than  nl in the square well problem).
Num erical approxim ation for FEM
The quantum  harmonic oscillator potential is defined in “all space”. An infi­
nite volume is therefore required in order to obtain the well known analytic 
results. An electron experiencing this potential m ust be found somewhere 
in the space, th a t is:
The simple harmonic potential is finite valued for all x other than  at the 
limits of the integral. It is not easy to discretise an infinite volume using any 
real space technique, hence the author chooses to use finite valued limits on 
the integral such th a t the finite volume, O is an approximation to “all space”. 
In Section 5.2.4 th is process is discussed in greater detail, with relation to 
its implementation in the finite-element method.
In order to obtain a unique solution to a second order partial differential 
equation, boundary conditions m ust be provided over the surface of the so­
lution region, dü. As the region H is now finite, the appropriate boundary 
condition is to enforce th a t the particle is found somewhere in H. This would 
imply using the Dirichlet condition, W(æ) =  0, æ G dÜ. To enforce the Dirich- 
let condition, the infinite square well potential examined in Section 7.2.1 
was used as a “bounding box” for the simple harmonic oscillator potential.
1 1 0
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This is the best possible numerical approximation to the simple harmonic 
oscillator.
In realistic quantum dot structures such as those examined in Chapters 8 
and 9, the same problem occurs, as the potentials used are also finite valued. 
Once again, to ensure that the electron normalisation condition is satisfied 
to an approximation, the same Dirichlet condition, ^(x) = 0, x G dQ is 
used. However, it is an extremely good approximation in this case. This is 
because the quantum dots examined are defined w ithin Q far away from the 
boundary of the region, dO,. The high (3.2eV) but finite potential outside of 
the dot forces the wavefunction to decay exponentially to almost zero on dQ 
naturally. Hence, numerical errors in these calculations will be small.
Com putational efficiency
A similar process was followed as for the infinite square well in Section 
7.2.1.
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Figure 7.4: Time taken (“wall clock”) against number of grid points for each 
type of interpolation polynomial used, for the simple harmonic oscillator 
potential with k = 153.83meV • nrn“ .^
Figure 7.4 shows the “real” or “laboratory clock” time taken in hours, T, to 
obtain the solutions for each number of grid points, and for each of the four
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types of polynomial implemented. All calculations were performed using 
the combination of OpenMP (2 CPUs per computer) and MPI parallélisa­
tion (4 computers), giving a total of 8 CPUs in use. The choice of plotting 
logio(T) rather than  ju st T, makes it very clear tha t using Lagrange polyno­
mials {Fll or Flq) offers a fast solution for the simple harmonic oscillator 
problem. This result would always be expected, simply due to the size of the 
m atrix problem being larger when using Hermite polynomials. Once again, 
like for the infinite square well problem, the choice of linear or quadratic 
polynomials does not seem to have a very large effect upon the time taken 
to obtain the solution. Each additional grid point clearly costs exponentially 
more time for either quadratic or linear polynomials. The gradient of the 4 
lines on Figure 7.4 shows th a t each additional grid point costs far more 
when using Hermite polynomials than  using Lagrange ones.
Figure 7.5 shows the average percentage error in the 100 states, 6E% (Equa­
tion 7.5) against Nq for each polynomial type. This figure shows similar 
trend lines to those in Figure 7.2, th a t is exponential error reduction with 
each additional grid point. However, the relative position of these lines on 
the graph is vastly different. The difference in 6E% when using linear or 
quadratic polynomials is small, particularly compared to the difference be­
tween using Hermite or Lagrange type polynomials. For th is simple har­
monic oscillator potential, it seems th a t continuity on Ü helps to reduce 
the error in the energy eigenvalues greatly.
Figure 7.6 plots the product of T  and 6E% taken from Figures 7.4 and 7.5. 
This figure is very different to the equivalent Figure 7.3 for the infinite 
square well problem. For Nq < 23, the Fhl polynomials appear to offer the 
most efficient solution for this physical problem. However, the Lagrange 
quadratic polynomials Flq, which were the most efficient solution for the 
infinite square well problem, appear to offer the most efficient solution for 
large Nq> It appears therefore th a t the best solution for the simple harmonic 
oscillator would be using Lagrange quadratic polynomials, with high Nq, 
Although the errors in the solutions using Hermite polynomials are greatly 
reduced, the computational cost makes this reduction an inefficient use of 
resources.
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Figure 7.5: Average percentage error, 6E%, against number of grid points,
Nq, for each type of interpolation polynomial used, for the simple harmonic 
oscillator potential with k = 153.83meV nm -2
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Figure 7.7: Time taken versus total number of processors for the solution 
of the infinite square well problem, with 27^  grid points using Fhq (Her­
mite quadratic) polynomials. The black line (squares) corresponds to purely 
MPI parallélisation using computers with one processor per machine. The 
red line (circles) corresponds to the combination of MPI parallélisation, and 
OpenMP parallélisation (2 processors per machine), such tha t 32 processors 
on the graph correspond to 16 machines.
7.2.5 P arallélisa tion
Computational parallélisation of the program was initially required to over­
come memory constraints upon the computer systems available to the au­
thor. The method of parallélisation used by the author is discussed in Sec­
tion 5.2.5. Figure 7.7 shows the time taken to solve the infinite square well 
problem to obtain the lowest 100 states, using the FEM with 27^ grid points 
and Herm ite quadratic polynomials (F//q), for different numbers of proces­
sors, using MPI and OpenMP.
The results are quite disappointing for more than 8 processors. However, 
in considering this, it m ust be remembered that the eigensolver library, 
HSL_EA19 used by the author is not parallelised. Solving the complex­
valued Herm itian generalised eigenvalue problem for 100 eigenpairs is also 
an extreme task. It would be expected that demanding a lower number of 
eigenpairs would in fact improve the result of this parallélisation test, as 
fewer iterations of the eigensolver loop would be needed to obtain all the so-
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lutions. From Figure 7.7, it m ust be concluded that for this specific problem, 
the use of both OpenMP and MPI together (red line with circles) cannot be 
justified. This however may not be true for a different test case (i.e. if more 
finite-elements were used).
If a fully MPI compatible eigensolver was available which allowed for a large 
arbitrary number of eigenpairs to be obtained, w ith a simple Fortran 95 
interface, then these results would have been far better. It is noted however, 
tha t MPI parallélisation of the method is still required in order to distribute 
the problem, until computer systems have enough (RAM) memory installed, 
such th a t only OpenMP parallélisation is needed.
7.3 3D Poisson equation
The most appropriate test case for the electrostatic Poisson equation solver 
is the parallel plate capacitor, which has an analytic solution. However, to 
test the gate implementation technique developed in Chapter 6 , sim ulta­
neously, the plates are chosen to have an elliptical cross section, and a Si 
“gate” has been included in the middle of the capacitor, as shown in Figure 
7.8. The left and right hand gates are kept at fixed voltages, -IV and IV 
respectively.
Cross sections of the 3D solution to the Poisson equation for this problem 
are shown in Figures 7.9, 7.10. These figures clearly demonstrate tha t the 
elliptic gate features have been correctly reproduced. It is also clear in the 
ID cross section along the x-axis, th a t the Si gate modifies the electric field 
strength, | | ,  by a factor of approximately 10 (by eye). The ratio of the rela­
tive permittivities between silicon and air is exactly 11, and so demonstrates 
th a t the implementation is accurate.
7.4 Conclusion
It has been demonstrated clearly th a t the implementation of the 3D finite- 
element method developed in earlier chapters, for solving both the Schrôdinger 
and Poisson equations is accurate.
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Figure 7.8: Cross sections showing the the variation in permittivity
throughout the test system in the x-y and x-z planes. White regions rep­
resents metal, yellow is Si, and blue is air.
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Figure 7.9: Cross sections a) in the x-y plane and b) along the x-axis showing 
the potential in meV throughout the device with gates set fixed at —IV  and 
11/. In Figure b) the gradient within the Si is approximately 10 times less 
than in air which would he expected as the permittivity is 11 times larger.
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Figure 7.10: Cross section in the x-z plane showing the calculated potential 
throughout the test system.
Results are presented which compare the efficiency of using and poly­
nomials (Lagrange and Herm ite respectively), as well as linear or quadratic 
interpolation on each element. Comparing the results for the analytic solu­
tions to the Schrôdinger equation in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.4, the difficulty of 
reproducing sinusoidal solutions using a real space method is demonstrated. 
As the solutions within the finite-element technique are “piecewise” polyno­
mials of low order, representation of a sine-wave will never he exact. The 
use of polynomials to solve the infinite square well problem cannot be 
justified. It is clear however, tha t the advantage of using quadratic instead 
of linear polynomials is a huge advantage. It would he expected that 
for this particular problem, perhaps using cubic interpolation would offer 
even better results (in contrast to what is discussed in Chapter 4). It is very 
clear that the errors in the solutions would be reduced by using an even 
larger grid. Despite this. Table A.2 in the Appendix shows that the energy 
eigenvalues are obtained w ith very small errors.
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For 3D infinite square well in Si, excellent comparison between the ana­
lytical energy eigenvalues and the calculated energy eigenvalues is shown 
in Table A.l in the Appendix. The author’s implementation of the 2-spinor 
wavefunction has also been tested in part, and shown to obtain the correct 
results for a simple choice of magnetic field. This proves th a t the matrix 
implementation is correct. This feature however has not been exploited in 
any of the results shown in Chapters 8 and 9, but is included for future 
development purposes (for example, spin density functional theory).
To solve the simple harmonic oscillator problem, polynomials offer greatly 
reduced errors, hut a t high computational cost. Once again, quadratic 
polynomials are found to offer the most computationally efficient solution to 
the problem, particularly if the number of grid points is high.
The ability to choose or polynomials for solving 3D Schrôdinger equa­
tions allows the user of the computer code to have full control over how fast 
and precise the solutions are.
The results for the parallélisation of the method shown in Figure 7.7, are 
less than ideal. This is quite simply due to the choice of eigensolver library. 
If a fully MPI compatible eigensolver with a simple Fortran 90/95 interface 
capable of solving for a large number of eigenpairs did exist, then these par­
allélisation results would be greatly improved. During the implementation 
of the method, no such library existed. This problem can be offset however, 
by re-using solutions obtained for one physical situation as a starting esti­
mate for solutions in a similar physical situation, as described in Section
5.2.6.
The test solution of the Poisson equation, with the author’s new gate imple­
mentation demonstrates th a t the new method is a success. Figures 7.9 and 
7.10 show the full solution (potential distribution) in the x-y and x-z planes. 
Figure 7.9 also shows a cross section of the potential along the x-axis of the 
system, demonstrating correct implementation of the relative permittivities 
of the materials.
In summary, the author’s implementation of the 3D finite-element method 
is a success, and is ready to model the electronic properties of realistic Si 
nanostructures in applied electric and magnetic fields.
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Chapter 8 
Silicon double quantum  dots 
(DQDs) in  an applied m agnetic  
field
8.1 Introduction
This chapter presents new results, showing how the number of electrons, N, 
and the applied magnetic field strength, B, affect the electronic states in Si 
DQDs with varied geometry and size.
8.1.1 Param eters u sed  to m odel a DQD
The DQD is defined w ithin the Schrôdinger solution region, as a volume 
in which the potential V{x,y, z) is zero. Outside of the DQD, the potential, V, 
is greater than  zero. Figure 8.1 shows the modelled DQD structure, which 
consists of three parts, two cylinders and a cuboid. Each DQD structure in 
this work is then characterised by the lengths, d, h, n as shown in Figure 8.1. 
For example, a structure with d =  20nm, h = 20nm, n = 2.5nm is labelled in 
certain places in this chapter as d20_/i20_?i2p5. The param eter e, shown in 
Figure 8.1 is a small change % 10“ )^ to the diameter, d, which makes the 
DQD asymmetric. It was chosen to keep the value of e constant at e = 0.02nm 
for all results, else this introduces another param eter which would need to 
be explored. Varying e, is considered to be further work beyond the scope
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of this thesis. The primary reason for including asymmetry, is tha t it is not 
possible to fabricate a perfectly symmetric DQD. Asymmetry also reduces 
the degeneracy of the electronic states in the DQD, an important effect seen 
throughout this chapter.
a)
b)
> X
Figure 8.1: Schematic views of a DQD in an applied magnetic field B in 
the z-direction. Figure a) is a 3D view showing the three constituent parts 
of the DQD marked /, h, r. Parts /, r are cylinders of height h with circular 
cross section. Part 6 is a “bridging” cuboid also of height h which allows the 
overall DQD cross section to be modified. Figure b) is a 2D cross section in 
the x-y plane of Figure a). The diameter of the circular cross section of I is 
equal to d. The diameter of the circular cross section of r is different to that 
of I by the asymmetry parameter, e. The length n is the width of part h in 
the y-direction.
The origin of the coordinate system in this study is chosen to be the centre 
of the Si DQD. Figure 8.2 shows an x-y cross section of a region ils which 
contains a Si DQD with param eters d = 20nm, h = 20nm, n = 2.5nm, embed­
ded w ithin Si02- The non-overlapping fully tessellating regions Hld, i^RD 
labelled on Figure 8.2 together cover the whole of Us and will be referred 
to extensively throughout this discussion, as being the left and right dots 
respectively.
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Figure 8.2: An x-y cross section through the region ilg, in which the 
Schrôdinger equation is solved. The origin (0,0,0) is defined as the centre 
of the Si DQD region (white). The black region fully surrounding the Si is 
Si02- The two tessellating regions Old, ^ rd are clearly labelled as contain­
ing the left and right dots respectively. The x-y cross section of this DQD 
has the param eters d = 20nrn, n = 2.5nm.
8.1.2 D efin itions and n otation s
The N  electronic states with lowest energy in a Si DQD are obtained by the 
solution of the multi-valley Schrôdinger equation, discussed in Chapter 5. 
Each of the N  global states can be uniquely identified by its “multi-valley” 
level index, i, (1 < i < N), the valley from which it came, v, and measured 
spin state s. For the z’th  electron, the charge inside Old is given by:
Ql d ( > ) =  (  | 4 ' i ( f ) | ' ' d x  ( 8 . 1 )d^LD
As the wavefunction, 'k will vary with the magnetic field, the charge in the 
left dot, qld is indirectly a function of the magnetic field. For simplicity how­
ever, qioih B) will ju st be written as qLo(i)y as the dependence is indirect.
The total charge in each of the left and right dots for N  electrons in the DQD 
is then calculated as:
N
Q l d  =  y ^ ^ q L o j i )
i=l
Q r d  =  A  — Q l d
1 2 2
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The difference in total charge between the two dots, 6Q is then simply given 
by:
Ô Q  =  Q r d  —  Q l d  
= N  — 2Qld
N
= N  -  2^ÇLD (i)
t=i
N
= A - 2 ^ /  |^ i(x )|"df (8.2)2=1 dn^D
The quantity ôQ is indirectly a function of both N  and B, i.e. 6Q{N,B). 
Throughout the chapter however, 6Q will often be w ritten without the argu­
ments. From this point onwards, 6Q will be referred to extensively as the 
charge polarisation.
Interactions between the N  electrons in the DQD are not included in the 
model. This was discussed in Chapter 5, however in summary, this is for 
two main reasons. Firstly, the author believes tha t the DQD geometry, size
and the value of N  will dom inate the results shown. Secondly, implement­
ing density functional theory (whilst considering the interaction of electron 
spins) is a large task, which would need to be included as future work.
8.1.3 Aim s o f th is  study
In a very recent (2009) paper by Ferrus et al [1], a single electron transistor 
(SET) was used to indirectly m easure the charge polarisation (similar to 5Q 
in the author’s notations) inside a gated Si double quantum dot structure 
(introduced in Chapter 6) for a range of applied gate voltages. The theory 
behind the working of an SET is beyond the scope of this thesis. In sum­
mary, the SET is a charge-sensitive measuring device. The SET is able to 
resolve changes in charge in its vicinity of the order of fractions of e.
Several questions need addressing however in order to obtain some real un­
derstanding of their experimental results. This is the case even when all the 
gates are grounded (at OV), such tha t the Si DQD is unperturbed. Firstly, 
the final geometry of the Si DQD used in their experiments is unknown. 
Oxidisation of the original Si region (of known geometry), required to elec­
trically isolate the dot (before being used in the experiments) will change its
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shape. Secondly, whether it is possible to induce a large charge polarisation, 
(^ Q in a DQD with a given specific geometry. Thirdly, to explain the origins 
or causes of any large values of SQ which are observed.
No laboratory experiment can address these questions as neither the final 
geometry of the Si DQD, nor the charge polarisation, ôQ can be measured 
directly. Instead, computer modelling of the system is required in order 
to provide an answer to these questions. Experiments can only measure 
quantities which are functions of the dot geometry and 6Q. By modelling 
the dot and calculating 6Q for different DQD geometries, it may be possible 
to provide some insight into what is being measured in the experiments, and 
answer the questions above. In the work by Ferrus et al, they do observe 
large peaks in their indirect (SET) measurements of 5Q for specific gate 
sets of gate voltages. These peaks can be controlled (created, shifted and 
destroyed) by changing the gate voltages.
The final question therefore, is whether large peaks in 5Q can be demon­
strated from modelling the system, and whether these peaks can be created, 
shifted and destroyed.
In Chapter 9 the author presents a theoretical study of the experimental 
system examined by Ferrus et al. The questions raised by the author in this 
section are addressed in their gated DQD system.
Currently, no publications exist which provide a similar experimental study 
to tha t of Ferrus et al for the Si DQD in an applied magnetic field. Computer 
modelling of this system has not been performed either. In th is chapter, the 
author aims to address the same set of questions posed above, for a Si DQD 
in an applied magnetic field.
This chapter is presented before the chapter examining the gated DQD sys­
tem, as this chapter considers an electrically isolated Si DQD in a homoge­
neous uniform magnetic field. To obtain the set of electronic states in the Si 
DQD in the presence of an applied magnetic field (but w ithout gates), only 
the Schrôdinger equation needs to be solved. However in order to consider 
the effect of the gate potentials upon the electronic states, the Poisson equa­
tion m ust be solved before solving the Schrôdinger equation. Hence, it is 
chosen to show the results for the Si DQD in an applied magnetic field first.
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8.2 Electron energy levels as a function of B
In the previous section, the charge polarisation, 6Q{N) (Equation 8.2) was 
defined to be a simple function of the N  electron state wavefunctions, ^  
(with lowest energy) inside a DQD. For a single magnetic field strength, 
B, the charge polarisation, 0Q{N, B) is then obtained simply by solving the 
Schrôdinger equation for the N  electron states with lowest energy, in the 
presence of the field.
In this study, the author chooses to use a uniform magnetic field in the “z- 
direction”, B, of strength varying from 0-15T in discrete steps of 3T. To cal­
culate 6Q{N, B) for the discrete values of B = ( 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 )T, for 
a DQD defined in a m aterial with isotropic effective mass, the Schrôdinger 
equation must be solved 6 times. For a Si DQD, using the multi-valley non­
interacting effective mass approximation, the Schrôdinger equation must be 
solved 18 times (6x3 valleys). This process is described in Chapters 2 and 
5.
d20_h20_n2p5 - Si - Low est 48 energy  levels18
16
S  14>t
30 6 9 12 15
B(T)
Figure 8.3: Calculated energy versus applied magnetic field strength, B, for 
B = ( 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 )T for the 48 electron states with lowest energy 
in a Si DQD structure with geometric parameters d = 20nm, h = 20nm, 
n = 2.5nm. The multi-valley non-interacting effective mass approximation 
for silicon has been used.
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Figure 8.3 shows the lowest 48 energy levels inside a Si DQD with geomet­
ric param eters d = 20nm, h = 20nm, n = 2.5nm. The plot lines join up state 
number jV at a given magnetic field strength, B, w ith state N  a t another 
magnetic field strength, B' . This does not mean necessarily, th a t each of the 
physical states found on a given plot line are the same physical state. Later 
in the chapter several figures of energy versus magnetic field strength are 
given, where the plot lines do show the evolution of a given physical state 
in the changing magnetic field. Figure 8.3 is presented in this simple form 
merely to demonstrate the capability of the author’s code to obtain the elec­
tronic states of a Si DQD in an applied magnetic field. Figure 8.3 exhibits 
the well established and expected behaviour of energy levels shifting and 
splitting in an applied magnetic field. Figure 8.17 shows x-y cross sections 
of the calculated degenerate state wavefunctions for levels 113-126 in the 
same DQD.
8.2.1 A tom ic sh ell fillin g  and Fock-D arw in levels
Tarucha et al [88] study how the available states in a quantum  dot are filled 
as electrons are added, in the presence of an applied magnetic field. One 
specific case they examine is for a quantum dot represented by a harmonic 
oscillator potential, V  of the form:
V{r) —
They state tha t the available electron energy states, E  inside it for a given 
isotropic magnetic field in the z-direction, B, are known analytically as
Eni — (2n + 1^1 I — cjg 4 Wg I — —Ihujc (8.3)
where, n is the radial quantum  number (n = 0, 1,2...), I is the angular mo­
mentum quantum  number {I = 0,± 1,± 2...), hujc is the “cyclotron energy” 
(cjc =  ^ j a n d  hüüQ is the “electrostatic confinement energy”. Sometimes, 
these levels are referred to as the Fock-Darwin levels as they found the 
solution to this problem [89, 90]. Electron spin is neglected in the equation 
for Eni, and so to include electron spin, the equation m ust be updated (using 
notations from Section 2.4.2 and assuming an isotropic diagonal g* matrix)
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such tha t
(8.4)
where, s is the spin quantum  number (s = ± |)  and the bracket contains a 
scalar constant.
Figure 8.4 shows the levels calculated by Tarucha et al. using Equation 8.3 
for a range of magnetic field strengths, for the case where Juuo =  3meV. Each 
state (or line on Figure 8.4) is doubly degenerate due to the two projections 
of s. At jB =  OT, a clear “atomic shell” structure can be seen, and 4 “shells” 
are shown on the graph. The numbers on the left of Figure 8.4 next to the 
y-axis give the cumulative number of electrons N  which will fill the levels 
up to and including tha t shell. For example, to fill the third shell, N  — 12 
electrons must be put into the structure. A single electron state with posi­
tive or negative I shifts to a state with lower or higher energy respectively in 
an increasing non-zero B  field. This energy shifting is the cause of the level 
crossings seen in the figure. These energy levels are sometimes described 
as “Fock-Darwin” levels.
W ith the inclusion of electron spin, the energy level diagram becomes much 
more complicated, as there is a further energy splitting in a non-zero mag­
netic field caused by the additional spin-dependent term  in Enis-
M ) (0 .3 )(0.2)(Ôr1)(0.1)
{n,t) =(0.0)N = 0
Magnetic field (T)
Figure 8.4: Fock-Darwin levels with Îuüq = SmeV [88]. Each line (level) is 
characterised by the rad ial and angular momentum quantum  numbers, n 
and I respectively. Each of these lines (levels) is doubly degenerate, as the 
equation for Eni does not include electron spin effects. The numbers on the 
left next to the y-axis give the cumulative number of electrons N  which will 
fill all the available states beneath it.
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In Figure 8.3, the 48 lowest energy electron levels are plotted for OT < B < 
15T, in the silicon double quantum  dot, modelled using the multi-valley non­
interacting effective mass approximation (Section 2.4.4), and including the 
effects of electron spin. Despite the DQD geometry, silicon m aterial prop­
erties, modelling technique, and spin effects. Figure 8.3 shows a similar 
picture to tha t of the Fock-Darwin levels in Figure 8.4. At B =  OT a clear 
“atomic shell” structure can be seen, and level crossings do occur for non­
zero magnetic fields. Each of the states in Figure 8.3 could be labelled using 
a set of quantum numbers n, I, s. This demonstrates how similar a simple 
model of a many-electron quantum  dot is to the simple model of an atom.
It has been demonstrated, th a t the author’s code, can obtain the electronic 
states required in order to calculate ôQ{N, B) for a given DQD structure. 
Several DQD structures will now be examined.
8.3 Scaling a DQD with geometric ratio  ^= 0.4
The charge difference between the dots, 5Q was obtained for a DQD with the 
proportions d =  lOnm, h = lOnm, n =  4nm. Whilst m aintaining the relative 
proportions, the DQD was scaled up to d = 60nm, h — 60nm, n = 24nm in 
five steps such tha t a total of six structures with the same geometry but 
different sizes are examined.
Figure 8.5 shows 5Q[N, B) calculated for each of the six structures. In Fig­
ure 8.5f), it is clear th a t 5Q is changed very little by A or B compared to 
in all the smaller structures. Figure 8.6 shows a replot of Figure 8.5f) on 
a smaller y-scale. W ith no applied field (B = OT), the trace of 5Q{N,0) is 
“noisy”, showing very small variations with N. This “noise” is explained by 
the asymmetry as shown by an explicit calculation with e — 0.0. The clas­
sical Hall effect is a change of charge distribution in a region induced by 
the magnetic field. This figure therefore exhibits a Hall effect in this OD 
double quantum dot. The charge polarisation, ôQ^  does not vary linearly 
with B, but clearly does increase with increasing B. Figure 8.5f) also con­
tains no peaks in contrast to the other sub-figures. This is thought to be 
due to the strong coupling between the dots making up the DQD so that it 
behaves more like a large single QD with slight asymmetry, such tha t the 
small polarisation is purely caused by the asymmetry. It would be expected
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Figure 8.5: JQ as a function of N  for a range of magnetic field strengths 
in structures a) dl0_hl0_n4 b) d20Jh20_n8 c) d30Ji30_nl2 d) 
d40_h40_nl6 e) d50_h50_n20 f) d60_h60_n24. Three peaks are labelled 
on Figure a) for further analysis in Section 8.7.
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Figure 8 .6 : Replot of Figure 8.5f) for the structure d60_h60_n24, w ith a 
smaller y-scale.
therefore that for any DQDs of this size or larger, a very similar trace of ôQ 
would be obtained.
Figures 8.5c), d) and e) show some large changes in ÔQ with both N  and B. 
The magnitude of these peaks in ÔQ increases with decreasing DQD size. 
The relative positions of the peaks on the three sub-figures appear to be al­
most identical. This is most likely a “signature” of the relative proportions 
of the DQD. This idea is backed up if compared to the results shown in Fig­
ures 8.9c), d) and e), which also show a signature of the relative proportions 
of the DQD used in that figure, where the ratio g =
Figures 8.5a) and b) however are different to the others, and show well de­
fined peaks of large magnitude in 6Q. The peaks do appear mostly a t the 
same values of N  as in the other sub figures. This once again backs up this 
idea of there being a ÔQ signature for the relative proportions of the DQD.
Figure 8.5a) shows clean localised peaks in ÔQ, which appear at similar 
values of N  for each magnetic field value. Figure 8.7 shows a 2D plot of 
0Q(N, B) shown in Figure 8.5a). From this figure, the effect of the magnetic 
field upon 6Q is clearer. The magnitude of all peaks is reduced for non-zero 
magnetic field. Most of the peaks in 5Q appear to “split” into two. These 
peaks require further examination, which is provided in Section 8.7.
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Figure 8.7: Calculated values of 6Q(N,B) in the DQD with geometric pa­
ram eters d = lOnm, h = lOnm, n = 4nm, at discrete steps of magnetic field, 
5  = 0,3,6,9,12,15T and a) 1 < TV < 100, b) 101 < TV < 200. Interpolation has 
been used along the y-axis between the discrete values of B.
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Figure 8.8 : Calculated values of SQ{N, B) in the DQD with geometric pa­
ram eters d = 20nm, h = 20nm, n = 8nm, at discrete steps of magnetic field, 
B = 0,3,6,9,12,15T and a) 1 < < 100, b) 101 < N < 200. Interpolation has
been used along the y-axis between the discrete values of B.
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Figure 8.8 shows tha t the magnetic field has an even stronger effect upon 
the larger DQD with d — 20nm compared to tha t with d = lOnm shown in 
Figure 8.7. The splitting of the peaks is more pronounced, as is a clear 
shifting of the peaks to increasing values of N  with increasing magnetic 
field. For a given value of N,  it is clear tha t peaks in 6Q are created and 
destroyed w ith the magnetic field B.
8.3.1 C onclusion
In a symmetric DQD, the asymmetry parameter, e is zero. For an even 
number of electrons in the symmetric DQD, 5Q should also be zero (if there 
is no applied field). Clearly, these DQDs exhibit non-zero ÔQ for the range 
of N  examined. This indicates th a t both the asymmetry, e, and the applied 
magnetic field, B, are causes of the changes in polarisation, SQ.
Comparing Figures 8.5c), d) and e), and Figures 8.9c), d) and e), it appears 
th a t the bridge w idth to diameter ratio, (§) of the DQD leave a “signature” 
in as discussed above.
The effect of the magnetic field strength in each DQD (except where d = 
60nm) is more complicated and is discussed further in later sections of this 
chapter. In the largest DQD where d — 60nm (Figures 8.5f) and 8.6), SQ 
appears to increase with increasing magnetic field strength, B. This can be 
labelled as a OD Hall effect. In the smallest DQD where d = lOnm, clear 
sharp peaks in SQ are observed, which are analysed further in Section 8.7.
8.4 Scaling a DQD with geometric ratio |  = 1
In a similar m anner to the previous section. Figure 8.9 shows SQ{N, B) for 
six DQDs with the same set of diameters, d, but different values of n.
Figure 8.9f) shows an almost identical trace to that in Figure 8.5f). The only 
difference between the two DQDs is the param eter n, which is either 24nm 
(Figure 8.5f)) or 60nm (Figure 8.9f)).
Figures 8.9c), d) and e) show a “signature” of the relative proportions once 
again in SQ^  as discussed in the previous section.
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Figures 8.9a) and b) once again show clear peaks much like in the previous 
section (Figures 8.5a) and b)).
Figure 8.9a) in particular is striking, as there is a single peak in SQ. The 
reason for the lack of change in JQ is that due to the ratio ^ =  1, the DQD 
looks more akin to a single QD with elliptic cross section. This implies 
tha t there is no longer any constriction in the middle of the dot (caused by 
n < d), such that the wavefunctions are not polarised. By analogy, consider 
a 3D cuboidal potential well with sides of different length, such tha t the
3
wavefunction, Ÿ, inside is given by 4>(x) =  JjAsin(A:ia;i), where Ai and ki are
î=iconstants. These wavefunctions would yield SQ = 0 (due to the ir symmetry). 
The asymmetry in the DQD, e, however causes SQ to be non-zero. Due to 
quantum  confinement, the energy level spacing, A E  will be “large” in this 
small DQD. If the asymmetry energy is much smaller than  AE,  then SQ will 
be zero. This explains the features of the figure apart from the single peak.
8.4.1 C onclusion
The origins of SQ in Figures 8.9a) and f) have been discussed above. The 
single peak in Figure 8.9a) has not been explained in detail, however its 
origin is expected to be similar to th a t of the peaks in the DQD, with d = 
lOnm, h =  lOnm, n =  4nm. Explaining the origin of SQ in Figures 8.9b), c), 
d), e), and f) however, is more complicated. Sections 8 .6, 8.7, 8.8 show case- 
studies upon three structures looking to explain the origins of SQ in detail.
Figures 8.5 and 8.9 show results for two ratios of param eters g. There are 
two key points to obtain from the comparison of these. Firstly, where n is 
smaller (Figure 8.5), there are more peaks in SQ. Secondly, the origin of 
high SQ, in all DQDs (except those with d =  60nm) is not caused by the 
param eters d or h.
To this point in the discussion, it is unclear exactly how SQ is affected by 
the param eter n, and the properties of the silicon itself. The effect of the 
param eter n, is examined in the Section 8.5.
Degeneracy of the electronic states is thought to be an im portant factor in 
the origins of non-zero (^ Q. In the three-valley (doubly-degenerate) effective 
mass model, discussed in Chapter 5, each state obtained in one of the three
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valleys can have degeneracy from several sources. W ith no applied field, 
each state will have a double degeneracy due to spin, double degeneracy 
due to conduction band symmetry, and rotational symmetry of the wave- 
function caused by symmetry in the potential. This therefore implies that 
some states will be highly degenerate. When a magnetic field is applied 
however, some of the degeneracy is lifted. This affects the ordering of the 
states (based on lowest energy) and hence leads to changes in 6Q. It seems 
therefore tha t the origins of high 6Q might be due, at least partly, to the 
DQD being made of silicon.
8.5 Varying n  in a DQD with fixed d  and h
In the two sets of results shown so far (Sections 8.3, 8.4), a very different 
signature pattern in has been observed. In Section 8.4 it was shown that 
for a large ratio a large 6Q does not occur for many values of V or B 
(compared to those results in Section 8.3). The key difference between these 
two sets of results so far, is the param eter n. The aim of this section is to 
examine whether having a very small geometric ratio, will lead to a large 
ÔQ. Hence, a DQD with d =  20nm, h = 20nm and a range of Onm < n < lOnm 
is examined, such th a t 0 < § < 0.5.
Figure 8.10 shows 6Q{N,B) calculated for each of the five DQD structures. 
The striking feature here, is th a t changing n from Onm —> 2.5nm (Figures 
8.10a), b)) has nearly no effect upon ôQ. This is most definitely not a mistake 
within the implementation of the model or of data collection. It seems tha t 
once the parameter, n has become small enough, the wavefunction is vir­
tually zero inside the middle “bridging” region of the DQD for many states 
(Figure 8.1), causing them to be highly charge polarised. The rest of this 
section will not reference Figure 8.10a) due to the similarity with Figure 
8 .10b).
Figure 8.10 shows a general trend, th a t both the number of peaks, and their 
amplitude in 6Q which both decrease with n.
Figure 8.10b) shows that for specific values of N  it is possible to create a 
charge difference, 5Q, between the two dots of up to 8 electron charges, the 
largest value seen so far by a factor of two. Section 8.6 examines the origins
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of 6Q in this structure in more detail where g = 1. To contrast this, Section 
8.8 examines ôQ where § =  | .
8.5.1 C onclusion
The param eter n has a very strong effect upon ôQ, both in terms of the 
magnitude of peaks, and their frequency. Figure 8.10b) demonstrates that 
a ÔQ of magnitude 8 electron charges is possible. This is a very large charge 
difference which could easily be measured by a charge sensitive measuring 
device, such as a single electron transistor (SET).
In each of the five DQDs examined, the magnetic field appears to be able to 
control peaks in SQ. Peaks can be shifted, but also created and destroyed, 
for specific values of N  and B. W ith no magnetic field, there are clear peaks 
of high magnitude, however with non-zero magnetic field, the peaks are of 
much smaller magnitude and high frequency. The cause of the high peaks 
with no magnetic field is the degeneracy of highly polarised states. This 
observation is examined in more detail in Sections 8.6 and 8 .8 .
8.6 Analysis of the origins of in a DQD with
d  =  20nm, h =  20mn, n  =  2.5nm
The aim of this section is to find in detail how and why the peaks in 5Q 
occur for the DQD structure with d — 20nm, h = 20nin, n =  2.5nm. In this 
structure, the highest 6Q is observed (in all results shown) of 8 electron 
charges, and these high peaks m ust be explained.
The x-y cross section of this DQD has already been shown and described in 
full in Figure 8.2. Figure 8.11 shows exactly the same data as in Figure 
8.10b), except each value of the magnetic field, B is given its own plot.
Figure 8.11a) shows four peaks in ôQ which are clearly suppressed in Figure 
8.11b) w ith a 3T magnetic field. Hence, for the rest of th is analysis only the 
OT and 3T data will be considered. Figure 8.12 shows an overlaid plot of 
Figures 8.11a) and b) for clarity.
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Figure 8.10: SQ as a function of N  for a range of magnetic field strengths in 
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Section 8 .8 .
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Figure 8.12: 6Q as a function of N  in the d20Ji20_n2p5 structure for B = OT 
and B = 3T (as shown individually in Figure 8.11) shown on the same plot. 
Four of the largest clear peaks on the graph are labelled for analysis.
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Figure 8.13: As Figure 8.12 but for N < 16, showing the detailed structure 
of peak (1)
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Figure 8.14: Energy as a function of B from B = OT to B = 3T, for the 
electrons with global indices 7-14 at B = OT. The levels 7-14 on this plot 
correspond to the levels in peak (1) labelled in Figure 8 .12. Each line on 
this plot represents a doubly degenerate state. This degeneracy comes from 
the Si conduction band m inima symmetry. A solid line represents a double 
degenerate state with qld < 0.5. A dashed line is used for qld > 0.5. A 
dotted line is used for qi^  % 0.5. The notation used to label energy levels on 
each graph is + where q^o is the charge in the left dot of the
level (Equation 8.1), + 1 are the degenerate global level numbers at OT
with the same energy and spin state, v is the valley from which the levels 
are extracted and s is the spin state (positive or negative). The additional 
information, although not required to calculate qio, allows the state to be 
fully characterised, and the analysis to be more complete.
Figure 8.13 magnifies the region of Figure 8.12 corresponding to peak (1). 
It can clearly be seen tha t for N  < 7, 6Q(N, B) is the same for both B = OT 
and B = 3T. Figure 8.14 shows the energy dependence upon the magnetic 
field, B of the levels within peak (1) on Figure 8.12, beginning at N = 7. As 
the magnetic field increases, the spin state of each level causes its energy 
to shift, leading to level-crossings at B % 0.2T and B % 0.3T. The lowest 
energy states at OT (Levels 7-8) have charge in the left dot, çld(0 = 0.01, 
and hence are almost fully polarised w ithin the volume of the right dot, D##. 
At 3T, these levels are no longer chosen as levels 7-8, and are replaced by 
levels 9-10 (OT) which have charge in the left dot, çld(0 = 0.99, and so are 
almost fully polarised w ithin the left dot, Figure 8.15 shows the energy
141
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Figure 8.15: As Figure 8.14 but for levels 33-46, representing peak (2) of 
Figure 8.12.
dependence of the levels in peak (2) of Figure 8.12. This peak contains more 
levels, making the analysis slightly more complicated. Despite the extra 
complication it is clear tha t the same process causing peak (1) is occurring. 
Highly polarised states (q^D ~  0.01) in the right dot, n##, have high energy 
in the 3T field, whereas the states with high qio (polarised in Üld) have 
lower energy in the 3T field. This level swapping, causes a high 5Q for 
certain choices of magnetic field, B.
The energy against magnetic field plot for peak (3) is given in Figure 8.16. 
This is an almost identical situation as in Figure 8.15, and so deserves some 
further analysis. It is noted tha t for levels in peaks (1), (2) and (3), it is pos­
sible to take two values of charge in the left dot, qLoi't), and add them up 
to obtain unity. This may indicate a link between these levels. In Figure 
8.16 for example, it is possible to take gLn(117) -f- (?ld(121) = 1. Figure 8.17 
shows x-y cross sections of the wavefunctions of all the levels shown in Fig­
ure 8.16, which indicate that all the levels 113-126 are almost rotationally 
symmetric. This would imply tha t there is an energy splitting between the 
two groups of levels seen a t OT in Figure 8.16, which changes the wave­
functions slightly. This is seen by the changes in the charge in the
left dot. It is proposed, th a t this splitting is caused purely by the non-zero 
DQD asymmetry parameter, e, explained in Figure 8.1. This would explain
142
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Figure 8.16: As Figure 8.14 but for levels 113-126, representing peak (3) of 
Figure 8.12.
why there are two clear pairs of charges, qld adding to unity, (0.85,0.15) 
and (0.89,0.11), and why there is only a small energy splitting between the 
groups of levels (at OT field). In a symmetric DQD (e = 0), it is reasoned that 
all the states 113-126 would be degenerate. Hence, it is proposed that the 
unbalanced charge, SQ is caused by e, the asymmetry parameter.
The analysis so far relies upon data at the discrete magnetic field strengths 
of OT and 3T. It is not clear however what the response is of SQ for small 
changes in the magnetic field, w ithin the interval, OT < B < 3T. One way 
to obtain this information, would be to solve the three-valley Schrodinger 
equation many times for various small magnetic field strengths. However, it 
is possible to exploit the linear variation of the energy, E{B) to obtain infor­
mation about SQ given all the information on Figure 8.16. By linearly inter­
polating E(B) and selecting the lowest N  filled states, the “fine-structure” 
of the changes in SQ{N,B) can be obtained, as shown in Figure 8.18, for 
all levels 113-126 in peak (3). The step changes in SQ seen in Figure 8.18 
show that the effect of suppressing SQ using a magnetic field would yield 
the same effect in peak (3) for any magnetic field, 1.37T < B < 3T. This 
is an interesting find, as it is preferable for any effects to be found with a 
smaller magnetic field strength, for future implementation possibilities of 
the technology. A much less powerful magnet could yield the same results
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Figure 8.17: Calculated x-y cross sections of the degenerate state wavefunc­
tions of electrons with indices a) 113-116 b) 117-120 c) 121-124 d) 125-126 
of electrons 113-126 in a DQD with d = 20nm, h = 20nm, n = 2.5nm
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presented here.
It is also interesting in Figure 8.18 th a t the step change effect a t B 1.4T 
occurs for most values of N. In Chapter 2 it was discussed th a t the absolute 
value of N  is difficult to control experimentally in real quantum  dot struc­
tures. Hence, the fact th a t the effect can be seen for a variety of values of 
N  is another interesting find for exploitation of the effect experimentally. 
However, there are some values of N  which show no response to the field 
w ithin this range 0-3T. For example, Figure 8.18d) shows for N  =  126, tha t 
there is no response to the field, despite a non-zero polarisation, 5Q.
Peak (4) on Figure 8.12 is the largest, and broadest of the peaks labelled. 
Peak (4) occurs for the same reasons as the other peaks, th a t is, a build 
up of charge in Ürd due to asymmetry of the DQD, followed by magnetic 
field induced charge movement from the right to the left dot, th a t is from 
^RD -> Figure 8.19 shows the dependence of energy upon magnetic
field strength for the levels in peak (4). Once again, the same features 
are observed as in the other peaks. Values of qLD on the graph add up to 
unity, indicating the presence of the DQD asymmetry. Some of the levels in 
the peak are also highly polarised, and many level-crossings caused by the 
magnetic field can be seen.
8.6,1 C onclusion
In all four peaks, the effect of the asymmetry parameter, e, can be seen as 
an energy splitting between two sets of states. Figure 8.16 shows a perfect 
example of this. The values of q^D can be added up to give unity, showing 
tha t these levels in the peak would have been degenerate in the symmetric 
DQD.
It is noted th a t most of the levels involved in the peak (1) come from valley 1. 
In peak (2), which has higher magnitude, the number of levels from valley 2 
increases. The combined degeneracy of levels taken from both valleys 1 and 
2 explains the variation of the height of the peaks.
Levels taken from valley 3 do not occur w ithin the peaks in in this DQD 
structure. This could be caused by the anisotropic effective mass in silicon. 
In valley 3, effective mass vector (taken from Equation 2.3) is given by m* = 
The longitudinal effective mass, mi is parallel to the magnetic
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Figure 8.18: SQ against interpolated values of B for a) 113 < N < 116 b)
117 < iV < 120 c) 121 < A < 124 d) 125 < A < 126
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Figure 8.19: As Figure 8.14 but for levels 187-214, representing peak (4) of 
Figure 8.12.
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field, B, and perpendicular therefore to the direction of the classical Lorentz 
force. This would imply th a t the effect of the magnetic field upon levels in 
valley 3 might be smaller than  in valleys 1-2. More importantly however, it 
is noticed th a t mi points perpendicular to n, and to 5Q.
It seems clear however, th a t the choice of the parameter, n =  2.5nm, is the 
key feature causing the high 5Q. It has been discussed previously in Section 
8,5 that the parameter, n, m ust have a large effect upon the wavefunction. 
However, it would be expected for n to have a much greater effect in the x-y 
plane than in the x-z and y-z planes. It would also be expected that n will 
have a much reduced effect on levels in valley 3, as the longitudinal effective 
mass, mi is along the z-direction (see Equation 2.3 in Section 2.2.4).
Hence, states from valley 3 experience smaller effects from both the param ­
eters n and B  to those in valleys 1 and 2 . This explains why levels from 
valley 3 do not participate in the peaks in 6Q in this structure.
8.7 Analysis of the origins of Ô Q  in a DQD with
d  =  lOnm, h =  lOnm, n  =  4nm
In the same m anner as in Section 8 .6 , Figure 8.20 shows the variation of 
6Q{N, B) in a DQD structure with d ~  lOnm, h = lOnm, n = 4nm. It is noticed 
th a t compared to the DQD with d = 20nm, h = 20nm, n = 2.5nm, examined 
in Section 8 .6 , the magnetic field does not have such a great effect upon SQ. 
This would be expected, as the stronger quantum confinement due to the 
smaller dimensions will cause the non-degenerate energy spacing between 
the levels to be greater, such tha t the relative effect of the magnetic field is 
reduced. Once again the magnetic field values of OT and 3T are chosen for 
analysis, as it is clear tha t all the effects are seen for this lower magnetic 
field strength. Figure 8.21 shows the overlaid plots of Figures 8.20a) and b) 
for comparison. It is very interesting th a t no additional peaks are seen as 
the field is increased, showing th a t the structure geometry and asymmetry 
is dom inant. It is extremely clear tha t the first three peaks in Figure 8 .20a) 
are spin-split into two peaks on Figure 8.20b). For higher magnetic field 
strengths, all the peaks on Figure 8.20a) are spin-split. Figure 8.22 shows 
the variation of energy with magnetic field for the levels in peak (1) on Fig­
ure 8 .21 . The peak has exactly the same origins as the peaks examined in
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Figure 8.20: 6Q as a function of N  in the dlO JhlG_n4 structure for a.) B = QT
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Figure 8.21: 6Q as a function of N  in the dl0_hl0_n4 structure for B  = OT 
and B = 3T (as shown individually in Figure 8.20) shown on the same plot. 
Three of the largest clear peaks on the graph are labelled for analysis.
Section 8 .6 . Peaks (2) and (3) also have exactly the same origins. Peak (3) 
is the largest peak on the plot and is caused by the same effects as peaks 
(1) and (2), however it involves perfectly polarised states, hence causing the 
largest SQ. For peak (1) the fine structure of the variation of SQ with B is 
shown in Figure 8.25. It is very interesting to compare this to Figure 8.18 
for the structure w ith d = 20nm, h = 20nm, n = 2 .5nm , at which the most 
clear feature occurs at the same value of B  % 1.4T.
8.7.1 C onclusion
For this structure, the peaks in (5Q are very clear and involve few levels, 
all of which are taken from valley 1. This again has a similar explanation 
as that used in Section 8 .6 . It is interesting also from the fine-structure 
variation of SQ with B, in peak (1) that the step change occurs at the same 
value of B as in the structure with different dimensions (Section 8 .6).
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Figure 8.22: Energy as a function of B from B = OT to 5  = 3T, for the 
electrons with global indices 7-10 at B = OT. The levels 7-10 on this plot 
correspond to the levels in peak (1) labelled in Figure 8 .21 . Each line on 
this plot represents a doubly degenerate state. This degeneracy comes from 
the Si conduction band m inima symmetry. A solid line represents a double 
degenerate state with qld < 0.5. A dashed line is used for qld > 0.5. A 
dotted line is used for qld ~  0.5. The notation used to label energy levels on 
each graph is qioi^ — (z + l ) , f , 6), where qld is the charge in the left dot of the 
level (Equation 8.1), + 1 are the degenerate global level numbers at OT
with the same energy and spin state, v is the valley from which the levels 
are extracted and s is the spin state (positive or negative). The additional 
information, although not required to calculate qld, allows the state to be 
fully characterised, and the analysis to be more complete.
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Figure 8.23: As Figure 8.22 but for levels 67-70, representing peak (2) of 
Figure 8.21.
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Figure 8.24: As Figure 8.22 but for levels 123-126, representing peak (3) of 
Figure 8.21.
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Figure 8.25: 6Q against interpolated values of B  for 7 < A < 10
8.8 Analysis of the origins of 5 Q  in a DQD with
d  =  20nm, h  =  20nm, n  = 7.5nm
Similar to in Sections 8.6 and 8.7, th is section examines a DQD structure 
with d =  20nm, h — 20nm, n = 7.5nm. The only difference between this DQD 
structure and the structure analysed in Section 8.6 is the param eter n, and 
hence total volume of the DQD.
Figure 8.26 shows 6Q(N, B) in this structure. Of the three structures stud­
ied in detail, this one has the largest absolute value of n, though not the 
largest ratio of J. It is noted now that the peaks in 6Q are broader, and con­
tain more levels. Each of the peaks also has a plateau at the top. This would 
imply that a number of the levels within the peaks are charge neutral, i.e. 
Ql d  ~ 0.5. Once again, analysis is performed in the region OT < B < 3T, 
and the combined plot of 8Q against B is shown in Figure 8.27. Clear spin- 
splitting of each peak can be seen, however unlike in the structure with 
d = lOnm, h = lOnm, n = 4nm, the peaks at high N  are shifted slightly, as 
the magnetic field has a larger relative effect.
Peaks (1) and (2) in Figures (8.28, 8.29) are caused by the same effects as 
all the other peaks analysed so far, with one exception. In both peaks (1)
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Figure 8.27: SQ as a function of N  in the d20_h20_n7p5 structure for B = OT 
and B = 3T (as shown individually in Figure 8.26) shown on the same plot. 
Five of the largest clear peaks on the graph are labelled for analysis.
and (2), states with qi^o ~  0.5 and degeneracy of 4 at OT can be seen, which 
cause the broadness of the peak. In turn, the inclusion of these unpolarised 
states causes a very different fine structure variation of SQ with B (Figure 
8.33).
The variation of energy with magnetic field for levels in peak (3) is shown 
in Figure 8.30. It has a very similar explanation to peaks (1) and (2), but a 
higher SQ due to the levels involved being perfectly polarised.
Peaks (4) and (5) in Figures (8.31, 8.32) are different to the other three, as 
the top of the peak is sloping. Upon examination, the shape of these peaks 
is caused by many levels with q^o ~  0.5 having lower energy in the non-zero 
magnetic field. The effect of th is is that SQ does not vary with increasing 
N  within the peak. It is also noticed th a t some of the levels causing peaks 
(4) and (5) are taken from valley 3. This is in complete contrast to the other 
structures. Clearly, looking at the values of charge in the left dot, qio for 
levels taken from valley 3 which are in peaks (4) and (5), it is possible to 
find pairs which add up to unity. This would imply quite simply that this 
effect is purely due to asymmetry. In peak (5), the levels present are ex­
clusively taken from valley 3. This again can be explained by DQD asym­
metry, as well as N  being high, such tha t the non-degenerate level spacing
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Figure 8.28: Energy as a function of B from B = OT to B = 3T, for the 
electrons with global indices 7-16 at B = OT. The levels 7-16 on this plot 
correspond to the levels in peak (1) labelled in Figure 8.27. Each line on 
this plot represents a doubly degenerate state. This degeneracy comes from 
the Si conduction band m inima symmetry. A solid line represents a double 
degenerate state with qld < 0.5. A dashed line is used for qld > 0.5. A 
dotted line is used for ~  0.5. The notation used to label energy levels on 
each graph is 9 ld ( î  — + 1), v, s),  where qld is the charge in the left dot of the 
level (Equation 8.1), i,i I are the degenerate global level numbers at OT 
with the same energy and spin state, v  is the valley from which the levels 
are extracted and s is the spin state (positive or negative). The additional 
information, although not required to calculate allows the state to be 
fully characterised, and the analysis to be more complete.
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Figure 8.29: As Figure 8.28 but for levels 83-92, representing peak (2) of 
Figure 8.27.
is much larger than tha t of the energy splitting caused by the asymmetry. 
This structure has the highest volume of the three, and so the energy level 
spacing will be the smallest. This would explain why there are more levels 
involved in each peak for a given N  compared to other structures.
The fine-structure variation of ôQ with B in peak (2) is shown in Figure 
8.33. Levels 83-85 show step changes at B ^  0.15T and B % 2.7T. Levels 
86-87 show step changes at B ^  0.3T. Levels 88-89 show step changes at 
B % 0.2T, however their behaviour at higher fields is very different, as level 
89 goes through another step change a t B % 2.0T. Levels 90-91 also show a 
step change at B % 2.0T. For level 92, ÔQ does not change at any magnetic 
field value up to 3T.
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Figure 8.30: As Figure 8.28 but for levels 107-114, representing peak (3) of 
Figure 8.27.
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Figure 8.31: As Figure 8.28 but for levels 145-166, representing peak (4) of 
Figure 8.27.
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Figure 8.32: As Figure 8.28 but for levels 177-190, representing peak (5) of 
Figure 8.27.
8.8.1 C onclusion
The origins of ÔQ in this structure seem to be different to tha t in the previous 
two structures. This must be caused by the absolute value of n.
Levels from valley 3 participate in peaks (4) and (5) where N  is large. This 
appears to be caused by the energy levels being closer together in this struc­
ture than in the others.
Looking at the fine-structure plots (Figure 8.33) the magnetic field values 
at which 6Q changes, are very different to those in the other two structures 
with smaller n. In the fine-structure plots in Section 8.6 the large changes 
in 6Q were seen at B % 0.4T and B % 1.4T. In this structure however, they 
appear at approximately B  % 0.2T, B % 2.0T and B % 2.7T. In the structure 
w ith d = lOnm (Section 8.7), there is only one magnetic field at which the 
changes occur, which is B % 1.4T.
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Figure 8.33: ÔQ against interpolated values of B  for a) 83 < A < 84 b) 
85 < A < 88 c) 89 < A < 90 d) 91 < A < 92
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8.9 Conclusion
A study of charge polarisation, ôQ{N, B) in a variety of silicon DQDs has 
been completed, w ith up to A = 230 electrons present inside the DQD and 
for applied magnetic fields of strength in the range of B =  0 15T.
In Sections 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 individual param eters were varied in order to 
try and isolate the effects causing the charge polarisation, 6Q.
The effect of the DQD being asymmetric (e 7^  0) is to cause non-zero ôQ in 
all structures examined, except for those of the largest size {d = GOiim). In 
the largest structures a small classical Hall-like effect is seen, as in Figure 
8 .6 .
The structures examined w ith 20nm < d < 50nm, appear to show similar 
traces of ÔQ for a given fixed value of n. This itself is an interesting find, 
and also allowed analysis of all these structures to be performed just by ex­
amining those with d = 20nm. Structures w ith d = lOnm appear to have 
quite different behaviour in ôQ and so were given separate analysis. It is 
noted in all three sets of results in Sections 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5, th a t n appears 
to have the strongest effect upon SQ of the geometric param eters {d,h,n). 
Figure 8.10 clearly shows th a t the number of peaks and their magnitude 
in SQ is inversely proportional to n, and th a t in the results shown, a max­
imum value of SQ = 8 |e| is obtained. All the peaks however can clearly be 
suppressed by a 3T applied magnetic field.
In Sections 8 .6, 8.7 and 8 .8 , detailed analysis of the peaks in SQ show two 
clear effects. Firstly, the asymmetry causes an energy splitting between sets 
of states which are highly degenerate, and is the primary cause of a non-zero 
SQ. Secondly, the magnetic field causes spin-splitting in the energies of the 
states. The effect of both the asymmetry and the spin-splitting is to reduce 
the degeneracy of the states. The highly degenerate states exist partly due 
to the effective mass modelling of silicon (doubly degenerate valleys), but 
also due to rotationally symmetric wavefunctions, as seen in Figure 8.17.
Levels which appear in peaks in (iQ are usually not taken from all three 
valleys. The difference between these valleys is simply the permutation of 
the effective mass vector (Equation 2.3). It seems therefore th a t there is a 
coupling between the longitudinal effective mass, mi and the parameters, 
e, n. It is clear in all the results th a t both e and n have a large effect upon
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the wavefunction in the x-y plane (measured by ôQ), causing the right dot 
to contain the ground state wavefunction with no applied field.
In valley 1, m* = such th a t m i points along the x-axis. Every
peak in ôQ^  apart from the one shown in Figure 8.32, contain levels taken 
from valley 1. The value of N, a t which the peak occurs is large. This DQD 
is also the largest of the ones studied in detail. In the smallest structure 
studied in detail, nearly all of the levels in all the peaks come from valley 
1. This would imply th a t there is a coupling between mi and e, n. It appears 
therefore, tha t levels which cause peaks in for low N, come from valley
1. This is where mi points along the longest length of the DQD, parallel to 
the m easurement of ÔQ. Some of the levels found w ithin the peaks which 
come from valley 1 are perfectly polarised, qlo = 1 or qld =  0. This is in 
complete contrast to levels taken from the other two valleys.
In valley 2 , mi points along the y-axis, parallel to the param eter n, perpen­
dicular to the m easurement of 6Q. Levels from valley 2 do not appear in the 
peaks in 5Q for the smallest DQD (Figures 8.22, 8.23 and 8.24). Levels from 
valley 2 do appear however in all other peaks, except in Figure 8.32, which 
also did not contain levels from valley 1.
In valley 3, mi points along the z-axis, perpendicular to any changes in n or 
ÔQ. Levels from valley 3 do not appear in any peaks in 5Q, except those for 
the largest structure examined. The peak occurring a t high N  in the largest 
structure (Figure 8.32), exclusively features levels from valley 3. This peak 
however is clearly explained by adding up the charge in the left dot, for 
the levels found in the peak. All the separated pairs of electron states in­
volved in this single peak would have been one single degenerate state in a 
symmetric DQD. The reason why the peak exclusively features levels from 
valley 3 is th a t the energy splitting between the degenerate levels from val­
ley 3 caused by the asymmetry, is much smaller than  the energy spacing at 
this high value of N  between the non-degenerate levels taken from valleys 
1 and 2 .
In summary however, it seems however tha t there is a strong coupling be­
tween the perm utation of the anisotropic effective mass vector and the geo­
metric properties of the DQD
It has been shown in this chapter th a t in asymmetric Si DQDs, large charge 
polarisation can be induced of up to 8 electron charges for certain numbers
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of electrons present. This polarisation can be suppressed by the use of an 
applied magnetic field of magnitude less than ST. This is an interesting find, 
as it shows th a t a magnetic field can directly change the polarisation of 
a Si DQD. Effectively, this is a similar effect to tha t required for a qubit 
as described in Chapter 1, th a t is a two level system, which can be easily 
manipulated by sw itching on or switching off the applied field. This system 
of course however, is far away from meeting the criteria to be called a qubit.
There are many limitations of the model and these results. Many of these 
have been discussed previously. However, the choice of having the k-space 
axes aligned w ith the real space axes does seem to be present in the results. 
This is discussed above in the choice of which valleys the N  levels are cho­
sen from. Having just a simple magnetic field through the z-axis of the DQD 
also appears to show in the results (movement of charge in the x-y plane). 
The anisotropic effective mass modelling of silicon also appears strongly in 
the results, leading to the high degeneracy and hence high SQ values. One 
m issing feature from the results is the electron-electron Coulombic interac­
tion which may well affect the results presented throughout this Chapter. 
Inclusion of these many-body effects however would not completely suppress 
the non-zero 6Q in an asymmetric DQD.
In summary, this study provides some interesting insights into the charge 
distributions inside Si DQDs. W ith refinement of the model to include other 
effects, the model m ight be slightly more realistic. However, when compar­
ing theory to experiment, as discussed in early chapters, the exact shape, 
size and number of electrons inside the DQD is hard to measure. Hence, the 
advantage of adding extra detail to the model for comparison to experiments 
is questionable.
In Chapter 9, a gated Si DQD is examined. By applying the right electric 
field, it would be possible to further polarise the DQD, and in conjunction 
with a magnetic field m ight be able to create an even larger 6Q for a wider 
range of N. This would be very useful for implementation of the technology 
for some future application.
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Chapter 9 
Silicon  double quantum  dots 
(DQDs) in  an applied electric  
field
9.1 Introduction
This chapter presents new results, using the method developed in previous 
chapters, to show how varying applied gate voltages to the DQD can change 
its electronic properties.
9.1.1 Gate arrangem ent
It was discussed in Section 6.3.6, th a t the structure probed experimentally 
by Ferrus et al [1] would be examined in this study. Figure 6.3 shows the 
modelled version of their original structure shown in Figure 6.4.
Param eters w ith  fixed values
The geometry of the structure is kept constant throughout the study. The 
m etal gates with labels 3-5 (Figure 6.3) are kept at constant voltages:
14 = IQ-^V
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14 = OV
14 -  OV
In the work by Ferrus et al, the voltages V4, V5 were both zero. The choice of 
I/3 was made such th a t there is a small potential difference across the square
Si QD, which is between gates 3 and 4. The structure which is defined as
the combination of gates 1, 3 and 4 and the Si QD in the middle can be 
called a “single-electron transistor” (SET). These are used experimentally to 
measure changes in potential in their vicinity (and hence changes in charge 
distribution).
To keep notation consistent with the work by Ferrus, the following labels 
will be introduced:
Vi =  14 
14 =  14
In Chapter 8 , the quantity 6Q was introduced as the charge difference be­
tween the two halves of the DQD, and is used again in this chapter.
The author introduces the quantity, V s e t , as the potential a t the centre of 
the QD within the SET substructure (the cubic shaped piece of Si in Figure 
6.3).
Values of potential will be quoted in units of meV or Volts interchangeably 
throughout this study. Although the gates themselves have voltages in Volts 
applied to them, the potentials required by the Schrodinger equation for 
examining the effect of the potential on the electronic states of the DQD 
m ust have energy units (and the appropriate ones are meV).
9.1.2 C ontext o f th is  study
It was discussed in Chapter 6 , th a t the author’s implementation is not a 
fully self-consistent Schrodinger-Poisson solution. The value of the extra 
time required to create a fully self-consistent model however is questionable, 
due to the many approximations already made about the system in order to 
write down the Schrodinger and Poisson equations in the form presented in 
earlier chapters.
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It was shown in Chapter 8, tha t for a DQD of the size used in the gated struc­
ture being examined here {d = 60nm), only a very small charge difference 
between the dots (SQ) could be realised, even with a large applied magnetic 
field, and w ith many electrons in the dot. Nonetheless, each additional elec­
tron did increase ôQ as the magnetic field strength was incremented (Figure 
8.6). Here, it is expected th a t in this large dot, the electric field will have 
a much stronger effect, directly causing charge polarisation due to the gate 
potentials.
In Section 8.1.3, the need for a theoretical study of Si DQDs in applied elec­
tric fields is justified, similar to th a t performed in Chapter 8 for an applied 
magnetic field. The exact setup is chosen to be the same as in the experi­
ments performed by Ferrus et al.
9.2 Calculated potential distribution for a 
single choice of
The m atrix form of the Poisson equation obtained using the author’s FEM 
(Equation 4.15), was solved for the structure shown in Figure 6.3, using the 
fixed param eters given in Section 9.1.1, w ith Vg = O.IV, K =  —O.IV, and 
cross sections of the resulting potential distribution are plotted in Figure 
9.1. Many of the features put into the model (Figure 6.3) can clearly be 
seen in the potential, showing tha t the author’s technique has successfully 
modelled the system geometrically. The potential a t the centre of the SET 
QD, VsETf is found in this case to be 3.7meV. This intuitively seems correct, 
as the point where V s e t  is measured is near the middle of the gap between 
Vg, 14. This can be explained by considering the gates with voltages Vg,Vc as 
the idealised parallel plate capacitor. For Vg = lOOmeV and I4  =  — lOOmeV, 
the potential at the centre of such a parallel plate capacitor would be OmeV. 
As V s e t  is not exactly at the centre of this idealised capacitor (slightly closer 
to Vg) ,  nor is it an idealised capacitor, then Vset would be expected to be close 
to OmeV. The variation of V s e t  with Vg and I4  will now be examined.
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Figure 9.1: Cross Sections of the potential with Vg = O.IV, 14 = —O.IV in 
a) the x-y plane and b) the x-z plane. The features shown in Figure 6.3 can 
clearly be seen with the potential profile shown.
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Figure 9.2: Vset as a function of Vg, 14- The steps between data points in 
both the X and y directions is 10OmeV.
9.3 V s e t  calculated as a function of ¥ „ , V c
The potential at the centre of the SET QD, Vset was calculated for the range 
—500meV < 14 < — lOOmeV in steps of lOOmeV and OmeV < I4 < lOOOmeV 
also in steps of lOOmeV. Figure 9.2, consisting of 50 calculated points shows 
clear contour lines of constant Vset- As expected and discussed in the previ­
ous section, the contour lines have a visible gradient of more than  1, showing 
tha t V s e t  is more sensitive to changes in Vg than I4 . This result shown in 
Figure 9.2 shows that the gates with voltages I4 , I4 do actually behave like 
a parallel-plate capacitor.
9.3.1 C om parison w ith  th e w ork  by Ferrus et al [1]
Single electron transistor theory will not be discussed here, however in brief, 
no current flows through an SET, except for at specific “bias” conditions, as 
per a classical transistor. Current flow in an SET system depends totally 
upon the potential applied to the SET QD, V s e t -  The contour lines of con­
stant Vset on Figure 9.2, are of importance, as they demonstrate sets of V g, 
14 pairs which may cause current flow through the SET, I s e t -
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In the paper by Ferrus [1], Figure 2a) shows I s e t  against Vg, 14, however of 
course being an experimental work, many other effects such as the charge 
in the DQD will affect the features in the figure.
As I s e t  is directly related to V s e t  as explained above, it would be expected 
th a t lines similar to in Figure 9.2 would be seen, w ith one key difference. 
The key difference being, tha t the lines in Iset will not be continuous, due 
to the discrete values of V s e t  a t which I s e t  is non-zero. Hence, it would be 
expected by examining V s e t  in Figure 9.2, that the current, I s e t  measured 
experimentally would show sets of discrete points on straight lines. The ex­
perimental results do show these discontinuous straight lines, as expected.
Having obtained and discussed the results for the potential due to the gates, 
the next set of results concentrates on how this potential will affect the 
electrons inside the DQD.
9.4 Ô Q  calculated as a function of V g ,V c
Using Algorithm 6.4, the Schrodinger equation was solved to obtain SQ{Vg, 14) 
in the DQD. Figure 9.3 shows how 6Q varies with a range of I4 , 14 for a 
specific number of electrons in the DQD, N  = 200. It is striking tha t for 
14 =  400meV, 14 =  —400ineV, approximately 80% of the total charge in the 
DQD is in the right hand side, Urd (nearer the SET).
Figure 9.3a) can be described in four parts. Firstly, for I4  §  —225meV, 
straight line contours exist on the graph, indicating a process which is com­
parable to classical polarisation. Secondly, for I4  ^  SOOmeV, and — 375meV <
14 §  —225meV the straight line contours also exist. However, in the third 
section, where I4  §  SOOmeU, and —375meV §  I4  §  —225meV, an increase 
in 14 does not yield any change in 5Q. In the fourth section where, I4  §  
—375meV, the straight line contours are seen again.
The key question now, is whether these lines are straight, or whether this 
effect is purely due to lack of data points. Figure 9.3b) shows a sub-region of 
Figure 9.3b) w ith 16 times as many data points, to test whether these lines 
are in fact straight. Clearly the lines are not perfectly straight, but do have 
linear trends.
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Figure 9.3: ÔQ as a function of Vg, 14- Figure a) shows a range of mea­
surements with steps between data points in both the x and y directions of 
lOOmeV. Figure b) shows a reduced range of Figure a) with higher resolu­
tion, with steps between data points of only 25meV.
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9.5 Conclusion
The new method of creating an arbitrary gate layout surrounding a QD 
structure proposed in Chapter 6 has been demonstrated to work effectively 
to model realistic structures. In th is chapter, the structure examined by 
Ferrus et al is modelled. Section 9.2 shows an example of the calculated 
potential distribution for a realistic structure, giving an intuitively correct 
picture and reproducing some interesting features, most notably, the po­
tential within the SET QD, V s e t - The variation of V s e t  with the two gate 
voltages, Vg, 14 was then examined in Section 9.3. It was shown tha t V s e t  
is very well behaved w ith variations in the two gate voltages, and despite 
the presence of different materials, and the SET metal gates, the gates with 
voltages, 14,14 act like a parallel-plate capacitor.
Section 9.4 shows the variation of ôQ inside the DQD as a function of I4 , 
14. The Schrodinger equation is solved w ith the additional potential coming 
from the gates, and in this work, without full self-consistency. All the es­
sential requirements to build the fully self-consistent model however have 
been demonstrated here in this work. It has been shown th a t using the pa­
ram eters taken from the paper by Ferrus et al, that the DQD can be highly 
charge polarised w ithout requiring large voltages. This calculation however 
does not consider the electron-electron charge repulsion, and so it is likely 
th a t this polarisation would not be as large if many-body effects were in­
cluded, w ithin a fully self-consistent Schrodinger-Poisson solver. It is still 
clear however, tha t with this setup, the gates do have a very strong effect 
upon the electronic states inside the Si DQD.
It is stressed, that these results shown are for a Si DQD modelled using 
the anisotropic effective mass model developed by the author. In Chapter 
8 it was demonstrated th a t in this model, Si has some highly degenerate 
electronic states which are one of the key causes of a high ôQ. Hence, the 
extremely high values of ôQ observed in this chapter would not necessarily 
be expected in a DQD made of a different material.
These are new results, and are the basis for future development of examin­
ing electronic properties of gated silicon based quantum dots.
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Summary and conclusions
In Chapters 1 and 2, background theory for modelling electronic states in 
semiconductor quantum dots was introduced.
Pure bulk silicon is an intrinsic semiconductor, and hence has no net charge 
density. In order to add charges to the quantum dot, a doping process is 
required. If the doping density is high enough to cause a Mott transition 
(Section 2.3), then many of the donor electrons will be in the first conduction 
band. These electrons are of particular interest as they can be manipulated 
by applied electric or magnetic fields. Applied magnetic fields are introduced 
in the Coulomb gauge (Section 2.4), and the rest of the theory is built around 
the use of th is gauge.
In the effective mass model of bulk silicon, the first conduction band has 6- 
fold degeneracy (Section 2.2). The degenerate effective mass with non-unity 
value, is the param eter by which the silicon is introduced to the model. 
The model therefore works for any semiconductor quantum  dots by simply 
changing the form of the effective mass.
In Chapter 3, the use of the finite-element method for solving the Schroding­
er and Poisson equations was justified, for modelling silicon quantum dots 
in applied fields.
In Chapters 4 and 5, the author presents a derivation of the key equations 
for the finite-element treatm ent of the Schrodinger and Poisson equations 
in the context of this work. Two different ways of using the finite-element 
techniques, the Variational and Galerkin methods are introduced in Chap­
ter 4. These two approaches have their own uses and justifications.
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Finite-element treatm ent of the Schrddinger equation yields a m atrix gen­
eralised eigenvalue problem. To solve the eigenproblem, the combination 
of a library routine, HSL_EA19, and a preconditioner (not written by the 
author) were used.
The Lagrangian representation of the Hamiltonian in the Schrodinger equa­
tion, within the effective mass approximation and including applied fields 
was derived by the author. This Lagrangian was used to derive the form 
of the m atrix elements in the generalised eigenvalue problem. All results 
using electron wavefunctions shown in this work come from the solution of 
the generalised eigenvalue problem.
The performance of the finite-element method for solving these equations 
can be easily improved by using computer parallélisation (Sections 5.2.5, 
7.2.5), and or the use of initial guesses for the solutions (Section 5.2.6). 
Both of these were exploited by the author. The work required to write a 
parallelised finite-element solver was all performed by the author.
The choice of interpolation polynomials used w ithin the finite-element m eth­
od to solve the Schrodinger equation have a large effect upon both the con­
vergence of, and errors in the solutions (Section 7.4). The author has im­
plemented 4 choices of polynomial, and tested them for the ir efficiency in 
several physical problems with analytic solutions in Chapter 7.
The author derived a new method for modelling realistic gated silicon DQD 
structures in Chapter 6 , built upon the work by Rahman. Section 7.3 shows 
an excellent test of the implementation.
In Chapter 8 , a study of slightly asymmetric Si DQDs in simple applied 
magnetic fields is presented. This makes full use of all the techniques and 
theory presented earlier in the thesis related to the Schrodinger equation.
It is shown in the results, th a t asymmetry and the m aterial properties of 
silicon are the key features in causing charge polarisation inside the DQD 
structure. It is also shown tha t the charge polarisation can be reduced by 
the use of an applied magnetic field in most cases. Is is noted however, 
tha t this study does not include many-body effects (i.e. electron-electron 
Coulombic interactions).
In Chapter 9, a study of a specific realistic gated Si DQD structure is made. 
The choice was to model a structure used in the paper by Ferrus. In this
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chapter, it is shown th a t charge polarisation can be induced in the DQD 
by the chosen gate setup, within the chosen param eter sets. This effect, in 
conjunction with the m aterial properties of the Si, and the DQD asymmetry 
do lead to some charge measurements for the total charge polarisation in­
side the DQD. Many-body effects are not included, nor are the results fully 
self-consistent. Hence, the potential distribution which would be caused by 
the net charge density inside the DQD is not included in the solution of the 
Poisson equation.
In summary, a new model for examining the electronic properties of DQDs 
in applied fields is derived. This allowed new results to be obtained in par­
ticular for Si DQDs.
The model can examine any semiconductor quantum dots accurately, with 
some limitations. One of these is the validity of the effective mass approxi­
mation for the physical size of the structure. For extremely small quantum 
dots, the accuracy of the approximation becomes poor. Another of these is 
the lack of the self-consistent many-body theory, however the need for this 
in comparing theory with experimental data is debatable.
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Appendix A
A nalytical tables o f data
Notation used in these tables is explained in Chapter 7. The values of the 
effective masses mi and mt are taken from the paper by Green [87] as mi = 
0.9163 and mt = 0.1905.
riy riz Analytic j Calculated (Co quadratic, 
27^ grid points, 2DP)
1 1 1 mt +  2mi — 2.02(2) 2 .01(2)
2 1 1 4??ii + 2mi ~  2.59(2) 2.58(2)
3 1 1 9mt + 2mi = 3.55(2) 3.53(2)
2 1 1 mt + 5m/ =  4.77(4) 4.75(4)
4 1 1 16mt + 2m/ =  4.88(2) 4.86(2)
2 2 1 4m/ -1- 5m/ =  5.34(4) 5.32(4)
3 2 1 9m/ +  5m/ = 6.30(4) 6.27(4)
5 1 1 25m/ + 2m/ = 6.60(2) 6 . 5 7 ( 2 )
2 2 1 m/ -{- 8m/ =  7.52(2) 7.49(2)
4 2 1 16m/ +  5m/ =  7.63(4) 7.60(4)
2 2 4m/ + 8m/ =  8.09(2) 8.06(2)
6 1 1 36m/ -j- 2m/ — 8.69(2) 8 .66(2)
3 2 9m/ -t- 8m/ — 9.04(2) 9.01(2)
5 2 1 25m/ + 5m/ — 9.34(4) 9.30(4)
3 1 1 m/ 4- 10m/ =  9.35(4) 9.31(4)
3 2 1 4m/ -f 10m/ — 9.93(3) 9.88(3)
Table A.1: Lowest 45 energy levels of single electron in a single valley of 
Si, with effective mass vector m* = (0.9163,0.1905,0.1905), in 3D regular 
cuboidal infinite square well potential, without spin (degeneracies in brack­
ets).
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riy TLz Analytic Calculated (Co quadratic, 
27^ grid points, 2DP)
1 1 1 3(1) 2.99(1)
2 1 1 6(3) 5.97(3)
2 2 1 9(3) 8.96(3)
3 1 1 11(3) 10.96(3)
2 2 2 12(1) 11.95(1)
3 2 1 14(6) 13.94(6)
3 2 2 17(3) 16.93(3)
4 1 1 18(3) 17.94(3)
3 3 1 19(3) 18.92(3)
4 2 1 21(6) 20.93(6)
3 3 2 22(3) 21.91(3)
4 2 2 24(3) 23.92(3)
4 3 1 26(6) 25.91(6)
3 3 3 27(1) 26.89(1)
5 1 1 27(3) 26.95(3)
4 3 2 29(6) 28.90(6)
5 2 1 30(6) 29.94(6)
4 4 1 33(3) 32.89(3) or 32.93(3)
5 2 2 33(3) 32.89(3) or 32.93(3)
4 3 3 34(3) 33.88(3)
5 3 1 35(6) 34.92(6)
4 4 2 36(3) 35.88(3)
5 3 2 38(6) 37.91(6)
6 1 1 38(3) 38.03(3)
4 4 3 41(3) 40.86(3)
6 2 1 41(6) 41.02(6)
5 4 1 42(4) 41.91(4)
Table A.2: Lowest 100 energy levels of single electron with m* = 1, in a 
3D regular cuboidal infinite square well potential, without spin. Analytic 
values corresponding to are given with degeneracies in brackets.
The best overall set of calculated eigenvalues is also given showing excellent 
agreement in all cases.
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“^ x riy TLz Analytic Calculated (Co quadratic, 
27^ grid points, 2DP)
1 1 1 3(12) 2.99(12)
2 1 1 6(36) 5.97(36)
2 2 1 9(36) 8.96(36)
3 1 1 11(36) 10.96(36)
2 2 2 12(12) 11.95(12)
3 2 1 14(68) 13.94(68)
Table A.3: Lowest 200 energy levels of a single electron in a test m aterial 
with three doubly degenerate valleys, and m* =  1 in a 3D regular cuboidal 
infinite square well potential, in a OT magnetic field. A 2-spinor wavefunc­
tion was assumed during calculation, which is then considered as a doubly 
degenerate state for the purposes of this table.
rix Tiy riz Analytic Calculated (Cq quadratic, 
27^ grid points, 2DP)
1 1 1 nit + 2m/ py 2.02(12) 2 .01(12)
2 1 1 4m/ -H 2m/ % 2.59(12) 2.58(12)
3 1 1 9m/ + 2m/ % 3.55(12) 3.53(12)
2 1 1 rrit -f 5m/ ^  4.77(24) 4.75(24)
4 1 1 16m/ H- 2m/ 4.88(12) 4.86(12)
2 2 1 4m/ + 5m/ % 5.34(24) 5.32(24)
3 2 1 9m/ +  5m/ fa 6.30(24) 6.27(24)
5 1 1 25m/ +  2m/ % 6.60(12) 6.57(12)
2 2 1 m/ +  8m/ pa 7.52(12) 7.49(12)
4 2 1 16m/ + 5m/ % 7.63(24) 7.60(24)
2 2 2 4m/ + 8m/ pa 8.09(12) 8.06(12)
6 1 1 36m/ + 2m/ pa 8.69(12) 8 .66(12)
3 2 2 9m/ + 8m/ pa 9.04(8) 9.01(8)
Table A.4: Lowest 200 energy levels of a single electron in Si (three dou­
bly degenerate valleys) in a 3D regular cuboidal infinite square well poten­
tial, in a OT magnetic field. A 2-spinor wavefunction was assumed during 
calculation, which is then considered as a doubly degenerate state for the 
purposes of this table.
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Appendix B
Tensor products
The tensor product is used twice in Chapter 4. On both occasions it is used 
for the generalisation of a ID function to a 3D function. Firstly, this method 
is used to obtain the Gauss weights required in order to compute 3D inte­
grals of arbitrary functions, using ID Gauss weights taken from a standard 
book of constants. Secondly, the tensor product is used in the generalisation 
of ID interpolation polynomials to 2D or 3D. Various notations are borrowed 
from Chapter 4.
B.l 2D case
The tensor product of the vector, F, with itself can be w ritten as
= Fa® Fs
where, F  is the set of ID interpolation polynomials (or Gauss weights), such 
tha t both F, T  are real. Consider, F of order 2, for linear Cq interpolation (or 
low order integration with Ng = 2). The tensor product of th is with itself is 
given as a square symmetric rank 2 tensor of order 2 :
T  =
Ff F1F2
FiFo F?
( F2 )
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The components of T  will be the 2D linear Cq interpolation polynomials (or 
2D Gauss weights with Nq = 4). Consider X  of order 3, for quadratic C q 
interpolation. The tensor product is now a symmetric rank  2 tensor of order 
3:
/  Fi \
J~ = F2 ® Fi F2 Fq ^
\  F3 /
F f F1F2 F1F3 \
F1F2 F | F2F3
F 1 F 3  F 2 F 3  F 3  J
The components of X  will be the 2D quadratic Co interpolation polynomials.
B.2 3D case
In 3D, the tensor ^  containing the 3D interpolation polynomials will be of 
rank 3, such that:
^a/3j = Fa® F^ ® F^
= Tali 0  Fy
Consider the case where T  are the 2D linear Cq polynomials, and F  are ID 
linear Cq polynomials, then the 3D C q polynomials (or 3D Gauss weights 
with Ng = 8) are the components of such that:
5^111 — F i i  ®  F i  ^112 — T i l  0  F 2
^121 =  T i 2 0 Fi ^122 =  F i2 0 F2
^ 2 1 1 = Fi2 0 Fi ^ 2 1 2 = Fi2 0 F2
2^21 =  T22 0 Fi 2^22 =  T22 0 F2
The process can be performed in a similar way to obtain the quadratic ones.
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Appendix C
G auss-Legendre quadrature
This Appendix is included for the purposes of demonstrating how the 3D 
integral of an arbitraiy  function can be performed using just the ID Gauss 
points taken from sources [81, 82]. The tensor product of the Gauss weights 
is required, and is calculated at each of the Ng points in the 3D space, using 
the method in Appendix B. The ID problem is discussed in Section 4.3.4.
Consider the integral, X of an arbitrary function, (j) as discussed in Section 
4.3.4: 1 1 1 
X ^  J  drji J  dr]2 J  d%(^(^)
- 1  - 1  - 1
The example will consider the arbitrarily chosen function (p{if) =
order to make the evaluation of <f> trivial. The integral is therefore written
as: 1
X =
-1 -1 -1
In the ?7i and % axes, the same Gauss pairs as used in Section 4.3.4 for the 
ID problem are used. In the r)2 axis however, three Gauss pairs are required, 
which are §, ) ’ ( I ’  ^ ) and ( | ,  Using Equation 4.12,
and the previous Gauss points, this integral is computed precisely using 
Ng = 12 (as required):
J  d?7i J  drj2 J  dr}sr)lrj^ r)l
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% 0
ô (0
ô W
% 0
3 25 3=  8 —1 — —  • —
45
This result is exact, and demonstrates directly how the tensor product of 
the Gauss weights is used in order to evaluate an arbitrary 3D integral. 
This process is required in order to obtain the elements of the matrices in 
the generalised eigenvalue problem or linear solve problem as discussed in 
Section 4.3.6.
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